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It r~as in 1975 Hhcn the au thor· star· ted out the study on :t mPt r·opo l1t.an 
simulation model aimed at. 1\anto Plane of Japan, r.;hich has l•'d to thC' 
initial ver·sion of the model pr·esented hel'e . As that ver·sion hi\S also 
devElloped under· the intention to cover all the economic activities in a 
metr•opolitan ar·oa, tho flow analyzing portion as r4ell as the gcnel';d 
construction of the pr·esent model is basically inhel'ited fr·om it. llo"evct•, 
the problem rd th the former· model was that it was the one lo be c I ass if i ed 
as an engineering model, which was designed to meet the need fol' 
pl'edictions given scenarios of tr·ansport investment s . And it.s por·tion to 
anallyze the loc:tt.ions of activities, Hhich may be r·egarcled as t.hc lwy 
segrnent in such mod.~ls, has not taken the existing economic thcor·ics much 
into account. . Thus it was decided in 1985 to fully revise tho model to the 
present form, which was vil'tually completed by spring 1988. 
The present model is designed to be as orthodox as possible both 
theoretically and in tot·ms of data utilization. \o.'i th the lack of now 
modHling techniques, it may appear less appealing to some r·eadet·s. 
Hor~'~ver, this stems fl'om an effor·t to guarantee its opet·ational ity in any 
ar·ea along with its limited data requitements . As a matter· of cout·se , no 
mod'd could be immunized from compromises in the sense that. it shou lei bo 
fol'rnulaLcd riithin tho data soL available, whose size is limited 014ing to 
reSOUl'CC l'estriclions . In Lhis connection , our· model also l'epr·csollls <1 
consequence of such compr·omiscs, and there might be bet.Lor· •~ays to 
negotiate betl4een t.hcor·ies and data availability. Howcve I', it is hoped 
that the model could have managed Lo provide a feasible fr·amewor·k for 
analyzing a metropolitan area . 
In conducting the study, the author is indebted to many individuals. 
In par·ticular·, the continuous encouragement of Professor Kozo Amano has 
been indispensable Lo complete the study in the form of a disser·tation. I 
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1~ould also 1 ike to cxpr·ess my gratitude to the other· member's of my 
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their· \'tduablc comments. Pr·ofessor ~lasahisa Fujita, Nho has been one of my 
advisors at. the Unive r·sity of Pennsylvania, also deser·ves my appr·ecial.ion 
since the idea to lead the present model was originated in him. I am also 
indebted to Pt·ofessot·s Hit·oyuki Yamada, Hisayoshi ~1ol'isugi, Nasuo 
KashiNR.dani, and othet' members of the research group organized in Kansai 
At·ea for Japan Resclll'Ch Centel' fol' Transportation Pol ic_v as the discussion 
on the model at its eady stages was of great assistance. Additionally, I 
must acknowledge Or·. 'roichi Kimut·a that the flow analyzing pol'lion of the 
model has boon evolved from his maslet' thesis al Kyoto Uuivoa·sity. 
Thanks 1\I'C nlso due Lo ~Jr. ~lichio Sakai who has coopca·aLcd h•ith me in 
developing Lhc activity model tht•ough his master· thesis, nnd ~11·. Kalsuaki 
Yoshida Nho has assisted me conducting the test simulations . Finally, I 
\{ould liko to thank ~lessr·s. Sihil Dalu1•atte and Ryuji KakimoLo for• Lheit• 
help in editing the manuscl'ipts, and ~lr. Ryuichi Uchida for· his excellent 
dr•a1dngs, as '"ell as other countless students at 1\yoto and Kumamoto 







1. l. Disciplines in Location Theory and Operational ~lodels 
It might. be appt·opl'ial.e to say that the modern location theot·y stems 
from the two pioneel'ing works; viz. by von ThUnen 1) and ll'ebet·2) . The 
former discussed the optimal selection of crops to be eaised at. each loca-
Lion, and the lat.L<H' at•gucd the location of a manufactul'ing f i r·m which 
combines raw materials extracted at given locations. Howevee, both of them 
considered the m~u·koL as a J)l'edet.errnined point. And in this t'egar·d, l.hoil' 
ana.lyses 1~ould pr·ovido no indications about the spatial competitions, even 
Lhc•ugh the for·mer· cons i dot·cd an unspecified numbet· of fat'IO(H'S. 
1930's mal'k the most. significant developments in the hisl.OI'Y of loca-
tion theory . Among them are Palander3 ) and Hoover4), who criticized 
Webe!''s theory of indusLI'ial location. Palander generalized the concept 
of isodapanes Lo t·eflcct both tl'ansport and production costs 1~hich cor·r·o-
spond Loa numbel' of malcr·ial and consumption sites. And Hoovet· identified 
the forms of industrial agglomerations associated with Lhe economic 
geowth, viz. the scale economies within a f irm, the localization economies 
fot" all the fipms 1dLhin a sect~r, and the urbanization economics bnsed 
upon inter-sectorial Lransactions . ll 
The study on spatial mat•kot was initiated in 1929 by lloLell ing as an 
exa.mple of impcl'i'ect competition through his famous problem of "ico-cr·eam 
sta.nds" . 5 ) He demonsta·ated that his duopolistic competition leads to an 
unstable and socially suboptimal solution . While HoLelling's m&l'keL was a 
line segment, Chr·isLnllor· obset·ved the two-dimensional distribution of 
1 . Hoovep's book was written after both Hotelling's paper5 ) and Palandol''s 
book were published. Thus it is natural that he consider·ed a continuous 
mar·ket as well as point markets. Howevet', his emphasis was appar·onlly on 
the location of individual firms rather than on the mar·ket divisions. And 
in this context., his study could be considered as a t•efinemenl of Weber•'s 
h'Or·k . 
\"illages to be in confor·mity 1dth hexagonal lattices, called the ccnt.r.-.1 
pl:wa system. G) Each viLlage lies at the center· of a hexagon Nhich 
gNrts the mar·ket area of that center . h'hilc his oxpr·ession of spatial 
monopoly is detel'mincd solely by the consumers' behavior·, L8sch expliciLly 
considered the supplier·s ' cosls as we11. 7 ) T n t h is r·egar•d, the imp} i ca-
tions of their theol'ies al'c rlifferent dcspilo the r·esemblance between their 
market areas . S) However·, their analyses are impor·tanl in the sense LhaL 
t hey have introduced suppliers belonging to various sectors to the market, 
along with the hierarchies of commodities and ccnters.1 2 
Meanwhile, Lhere had been virtually no successor to the other pioneer 
in locallon theory, von ThUnen, until Alonso interpreted the original 
agricultural land in the context of residential land use . 9) He applied lhe 
n~oclassical consume!' theory to the spatial economy and laid a foundation 
for· Lhe field of research known as the ne••• urban economics (t\t;E), lO) which 
has been developed in 1970's. Thus we could roughly summarize that the 
focal points in location theor·y in the 20t.h cenlur·y have been shifted from 
t.ho optimal location of a single firm to tho spatial competition among 
multiple fir·ms with fixed or uniform distribution of consumers, and then 
to the equilibrium distribution of consumers. 
Despite these developments to theorize about Locational activities by 
geographers and economisls, developments in the operational regional 
models, generally intended to analyze a metropolitan area, had to a.wait the 
mid 1960's Hhen the eli gila] computers became available . However, pnrt.ly 
because many of such effol'ts were motivated by practical needs, and thus, 
undertaken by researchers with non-economic backgrounds, the construction 
of such models have had 1 i ttle to do with the theor·etical 11) developments. 
f2. In particular, Chl'istallor's system presumes the existence of complete 
and consistent hierarch ios concerning commodities and market ar•eas over· 
1o1h i ch they are to be delivered. Although it appears too res tt'ic ti ve to 
assume that all the co~nodities can be classified into a few hierarchies, 
his philosophy has something in common with the economic base theoey, which 
reflects upon many operational models . 
2 
For ex amp I e, 
12) Fonester's urban dynllmics model had once been widely 
acc1~pted as a tool to analyze causality among var·ious ur·ban phenomena. 
How•~vcr·, his framework failed to attract reseaecher·s to follow since his 
results were based on many ad hoc hypotheses, which appear to have been 
adopted without much reference to the existing economic knowledge. 
Among olher types of models which managed to attl'acl lillle successors 
is the E~1PTRIC model developed by Hill for Boston metr·opol itan at'ea. 13 ) 
The model is primarily intended to evaluate the economic impacts of public 
investmcnls mainly based upon a syslem of simultaneous linear· equalions 
akin to the input-outpul framework. Although the econometrics is an indis-
pensnble tool in r·egional modeling, it is insufficient lo describe Lhe 
entire system in terms of linear· r•elations . 13 In par·Licular·, a metropoli-
tan model is to differ from a national macr-o- econometric model in the sense 
thal the zones consider·ed in the for·mer are relali vely small so that lhe 
spillover effects across them cannot be ignored . 
Among Lhose descriptive models ~~hich are intended to r·eproduce the 
real-wot'ld disll'ibutions of :>.onal economic indices such as population and 
employments, the most influential model 1vould be Lhe one developed for· 
Pi tlsbur·gh by Lo~Vry. 15 ) Since its publication in 1964, the model has 
generated a number of modified or· extended versions and come to for·m a 
family of models called the Lo~Vry-type models. 14 The most significant fea-
ture of the Lowr-y model '"ould be the underlying theory of economic bases. 
As tho study area of the model is spatially limi ted, Lhe activity levels of 
the basic sector ~Vhich produces commodities tradable with the rest-of-the-
i 3 . 01dng to the advancement of pr·ograrnming techno Jog i es, the 1 i nearity of 
th€: system is no longer a restr·ictive feature in modeling nowadays. For· 
exa.mplc, the SAS statistical package has the procedures SYSNLI~ or SI~INLIN 
for· the system of nonlinear equa.Lions. I-t) 
!4 . Somet. imes they are called the Gari.n-Lowry type models Peflecting the 
per·son who r·einter·preted the original model in the 1-1ays that the potentials 
have been eeplaced by the constrained gravity models, ·~nd that the economic 
base mechanisms have been clal'i fled thr·ough the matl'ix r·epr•cscntations. 16 ) 
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wodd, arc . to be determined exogenously to the model. Other· problems 
associated with Lhe original model include tho following points . i) As the 
distributions ar·e determined solely fr·om Lhe demand side requirements, no 
pl'i co mechanisms to negoL ia Lo 'with the suppl i cs of land ar•e in Lr•oduced. 
ii) The distribution functions are formulated in terms of aggregated macr·o 
vnl'iables so LhnL the individualistic mict·o behavior· has not. been consid-
creel in the model. And iii) Lhc model is essentially static to produce the 
concu r·r·enL disLI'ibutions cor·responding Lo Lho pl'esent exogenous values . 
The third point was immediately improved by the Time-Oriented ~letro-
poli tan ~lodel (TOMH) which considered the same study area as the original 
17) 
model. Their approach to simulate the Lime paths of tho stock variables 
in the model is called the quasi-dynamic approach, 1~hich has been employed 
almost in all opcr·ational models ever since . As for the first point, the 
Lowry model avoids the locational competition among agents by presuming tire 
or·der· by 1~hi ch they locale . Although iL is not easy to fully describe 
those competi Lions in ter·ms of mar·ket clearance and price equilibdum, i L 
is l'elatively easier to incorporate some price indices fol' spaces into the 
mode l . Fot· example, the Southern Kanto model introduced the lot size 
function 1~hich t•cflects Lhc land value , IS) and tho one by M. F:chenique and 
Pal'tnel's (MEP) adjusted the demands for floor spaces by explicitly consid-
ering rents. 19) The most theoretically oriented approach would be the one 
employed by the Detroit prototype model by NBER, whePc the market is 
cleared in accordance with tho solution from a linear programming problem 
t . . . h . 1 t 20 ) o mtn1m1ze L e soc1a t'ansport cost, ldth the cones pond ing dual 
val'iables being interpreted as the surrogate rents. fS 
15. In general, there exists an optimization problem which can reproduce 
the maekel oquilibl·ium under· the absence of oxtomalilics . This is also 
the case in the Herbert-Stevens model, 21 ) which was formulated as a 1 inear· 
programming problem to maximize the net rent revenues. The minimizat ion 
problem employed in the t\EBR model would also be expected to l'epresent tho 
equilibrium residential allocations, but its descl'iptive performance was 
not necessarily satisfactory when evaluated as a practical model. 
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II' i th the e,·ol ,·omen L of the en t r·opy maximizing mode 1, it has become n 
common practice Lo for•mulaLc Lhc distl'ibution model as a constr·aincd 
g l'avi Ly model. 22 ) \\hi lc Lhc doubly con:;trainecl model is popular· in tr·af't'ic 
dist.l'ibuLions, the singly const r·uined one ''ouJd hl! the choice fot· tllll 
pr·cscnt pur·poses . The solutions ft·orn a singly consLr·nlned model shar·e the 
comnton functional for·m as the Jogi t modtJJ, ''h ich is named aflPt' lllll 
logi s L i c growth cu r·ve . Thus it NOll I cl be advantageous to usc the 1 og it. L~ pe 
funetion t o obtain Lhc distributive JH'Obabilities as it ma) r·eflect var·ia-
blcs othel' than distances. At first, the logit model has been applied in 
the aggr·cgative context, but latc1' tho model has como Lobe applied Lo the 
disaggrcgaLive cases based on the individualistic behavior . The thcorcLi-
cal justification of such applications "'as prov idcd by ~lcFaddon as the 
random utility tlleor,,·, 23 ) "'hich is l'Ogar·clcd as one of tho solutions to l.hc 
second point . The theon demonstrates, in light of statistics of c:-.t.r·emcs, 
thaL the probabilities calculated from a multinomial Iogil model a r c close-
lr related to the micro-economic behavior under statistical distul'banccu. 
Recently, a class of operational models has evolved to be capable of 
analyzing both land usc and transportation aspects of met,·opolilan 
activities . As thet•c alt·cady exists a number of su t•vcys conccnting Llt csc 
modc:ds, 2·l), 25 )• 26 ) 1~e shall refeain from comparing them here. In par•ticu-
lar , the "'Ol'k conducted by the I nleenational Study Gr·oup on Land-use 
/Tr:•l.nspot•L Inter·action (TSGLUTI) cover·s comparisons, 27 ) fr·om a va!'icty of 
vimo~points, among nino models Nhich ar·e chosen fr·om typical of modern 
operational models. fG ll'c may refet' ' to some of these models in the next 
16 . Out of nine models compal'ed , LhO seek the normative allocations, i.e., 
Single Activity Location ~lodcl (SALOC) and Technique for• Optimal Placement 
of Activities in Zones (TOPAZ). The t•ost of the models a r·e doscl'ipt;ivc 
ones intended to simulate the mat•ket allocaUons . They include; Computer· 
Aided Land Use/Transport Analysis System (CALUTAS), Integrated Transporta-
tion and Land- Use Pa.ckage (ITLuP), Leeds Integrated Land- Use TI·anspoi'l 
(LILT) ~lodel, along h'ith the aforementioned :-1EP model. The remaining thr·ee 
models are identified b~, their study at•cas, viz . the models fot· Amecsfoor·t 
(Holland), Dortmund (FRG) , and Osaka (Japan). 
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cha pt<'r' in compal'i s on 1dlh our· position to deal Nilh matter·s relevant to a 
pr·actical model 011 the metropolitan activities . 
1.2. The Objectives 
ll'ith the aid of the progressive computer· technology, the recent opera-
tiona! models tend to seck a globalization so as to combine the land use 
and lranspor·tation submodels in the effot•ts to captueo the locational 
inter·dependoncies to some extent. Despite such tt·ends, our objective in 
this study is to propose yet another metropolitan model, whose focus is sot 
" 7 
upon the metr·opolitan land use. ' Instead of not explici Lly considering 
the tr·anspol'l sectot· in d~tail, 1,•e intend to formulate a model 1~hich covet's 
Lhe entir·c metropolitan activities. F'or· instance, the land usl' models 
naturally consider· allocations of stocks, but not many of them considet' the 
sour·cc of such allocations, vi?.. the investments as a fr·uit of pr·oducing 
activities . In other ~~o!'ds, housing constructions ma~· occut· 1"her·ever ther·e 
at·e demands, but the level of constructions is affected by not only land 
pr·ices but also the economic climate . Along this 1 ine, it 1"ould be of 
par·Licular· irnpol'tance to conside!' both flo1~ and stock aspects of metr•o-
poJitan activities within the model in a balanced mannet· that carries 
compat·able anaLytical details concerning e\·er•y item. 
One of the focal points in this study stems from the fact that many of 
the opet·ational models have been motivated by practical needs, and thus, 
their· formulas aPe not nccessar·ily consistent \"ith the existing economic 
lheor· ies . In particulat•, it seems ther·e exists a gap between the macr·o-
'7 . In this r·ega rd, the present study 1 ies along the ex tens ion of the 
author·'s master's thesis . 28 ) lihile it is based on the data centel'ing about 
the 1970 population census, the new data set is c r·ealcd using tho 1975 and 
80 censuses . One of the reasons Nhy we do not utilize the old data set is 
lho conceptual alteration in the income statistics to the system called the 
ne1~ S~A , 29 ) Hhich results in discontinuance of data pl'ior to 1975 . In 
addition, Lhc detailed housing statistics have become available in the 
population census only since 1975 . 
econometl'ic models and tho formulas in those operational models, even 
though the lattet· usually contain many expressions to be estimated thr·ough 
the econometric approaches. This is because the former mainly analyze tho 
economics , such as the national economies, which a!'e mol'e complete in ter·ms 
of tl'ansfers with outside the study a!'ea, 1-1hilo the I alter concentr·ate on 
the t'elalively nart·ow aeea , such as a meteopolitan area, 1o~het'C such tr·ans-
fers are essential. In return, the econometl'ic models fo!' analyzing 
smaller regions tend to utilize many du~ny variables to represent regional 
disJparities , 30 ) but this implies that those models relinquish to explain 
the cause of such disparities. In this connection, our objective is to 
fot·mulate a metropolitan simulation model which is consistent with tho 
existing theories, including the location theory, the input-output 
analysis, as Nell as the macro- econometric approach. r t may appeal' less 
appealing on the ground that the model l'efrains from incorpo!'ating par·ticu-
larly new techniques , but this is a consequence of our objective to make 
the· model coherent to the orthodox approaches . 
Each of the pl'oblems associated with a metl'opolitan area accrues from 
the interactiorrs, either dil'ectly or indirectly, among metropolitan activi-
lic!s . The fact that such interactions occur across the zones within the 
aroa as well as the activities suggests the need for a comprehensive model 
"'hilch incorporaLes a mulli - eegional and multi-sectodal framewor·k. As 
those interacbons would not cease in a single time per·iod, tho model must 
be capable of analyzing the dynamic aspects of activities as well . And the 
model which is effective in analyzing those problems and assessing the 
policies as thei r remedy must possess such features. In othel' words, the 
model to be pr·oposed in the study must be comprehensive in the sense that 
it is not only facilitating the individual zones and sectors, but also 
covering the metropolitan area as a whole with explicit reference Lo 
dynamic repercussions. As a matter of coul'se, the smaller the area and the 
activities ar•e subdivided, the mor·e detailed the infor·matiorr we might got. 
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Ho1~cvct·, such a pl'aclice Nill definitely l'Uin the opot·alionalily of the 
model Lht•ough the inc11ease in the size of the pt·oblem, and simultaneously 
t•cducing its t•cliabilit.ies. As those classifications arc closely related 
to the analytical methods adopted, it is quite important. to clarify the 
configurations of the model. 
Chapter 2 is then devoted to the descriptions of those configurations 
in t.hl'ee !'espccts; the hierarchical composition of space and commodities, 
the 1-1ays to deal with the localional competitions among activities, and the 
ways to oxpl'OSs the dynamism in the model. The balanced input-output 
analysis is employed as the basic scheme to analyze flow aspects of activi-
ties, in t•csponse to the hierarchy to be intl'oduced to the model. In 
addition, the model is l'ecu!'sively dynamic in natul'e, whero the !'andom bid 
price theory i s employed to describe those competitions. 
Cot·t·esponding to these configurations, Chapter 3 discusses the pt·ob-
lems to be cleared fol' their materialization including the general 
construction of Lhc model. The spatial and sectol'ial classifications at·e 
specified concerning the study area, the Kanto Region of Japan, where the 
data al'e collected between two census yeal's, 1975 and 80. In addition, the 
method to calculate the commodity based inflators, a nonsurvey technique to 
modify the coefficients relevant to the input-output analysis, and the 
possibility to apply the parameters estimated at one spaLial level to 
another Rl'e discussed . 
As the model is const!'ucted from three major model blocks; the region-
al framo, the activity and the location models, the succeeding three 
chapters arc devoted to the desc!'iptions of respective blocks. We open the 
discussion with the activity model in Chapter 4, which combines the three 
level rendition of the balanced input-output analysis, called the three 
level input-output model, and the distribution models concerning the pro-
ductions and consumption items. Followed by is Chapter 5, which is devoted 
to the descriptions of lhe regional frame model, where the !'egional values 
8 
of sectorial employments and the final demand items at·e to be dctct·mincd. 
The location model fot•mulated in Chapter 6 compl'ises fivt~ submodcb, 
among which the basic location submodel is most fundamental as iL allocates 
land to the locating activities, defined as those occupying ut'lmn land. 
The fixed capital and employments a1·e calculated in accot·dancc h'ilh t he 
land allocations, and the employments in the !'est of the actid Lies a s ~>e ll 
as spatial allocations of investments al'e detel'mincd in Lhc nuxilia•·r 
loca Lion submodel. ~IIi lc the model cxpl ici Lly cons idees Lhc demo I i Lions of 
activities, the t·esidcntial choices al'e considel'ed simply in Lhe fot·m of 
the commuting OD distl'ibutions. 
CllapLeJ' 7 t•epot•ts the resulLs of the test simulaLions, which may be 
called quasi-final as being confined to cel'tain limitations. Two typos of 
tests are conducted; the f101-1 simulaLions to mainly test the pet·fot·mancc of 
the activity model, and the flo1> and stock simulations intended fot· Lilt! 
loca.tion model. And finally, the summary of the study and Lhc conclus i on 
are stated in Cllllptcr 8. ~atut•al ly, out· t•csults al'e bounded on the data 
utilized fot· specifying the model .fol'mulas, but it is hoped that the phi-
losophy of consLt·ucling the model could be vet·saLilo enough to be appl iod 
to a va!'iety of ci!'cumstanccs. 
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CHAPTER 2 
CONFIGURATIONS OF A ~1ETROPOL1TAN SU1ULATION ~10DEL 
The modern hislot'Y of operational models for a metr·opoliLan area is said lo 
be ol'iginated in the Lowr·y model, 1•hose features could be summal'ized into 
th(! foll01dng three points . That is, it is based on the economic base 
tlwory, the model is essentially distributive, and is static in naLur·e. In 
light of the discussion in the previous chapter, "e examine each of these, 
wh:ich arc to constitute focal points in building an operational model aimed 
at analyzing a metropolitan ar·ea . Consequently , our position Lo dcfll with 
th(~ hicr·tu•chies of space and commodities , the locaLionaJ competition, nnd 
dynamism "iLhin the realm of oue model will be claeified . 
2. L. Hierarchical Composition of Space and Commodities!) 
The present study is aimed aL building a general simulation modrl on 
Ll11~ allocations of mrtr·opoliLan activities. As one of the focal points in 
tht~ model is to descr-ibe the land use within the study al'ea, this caLcgor·y 
of models is often called collectively Lhe land use models. Whi lc Lhc 
pioncer·ing HOr·k of the kind is aLLI'ibuLable Lo I.OI~r·y, 2 ) many of the sue-
ce(~ding models naturally inheeit Lhe Lowry traditions as mentioned ln the 
prt~vious chapLel'. One of such traditions may be inLer·pr·etcd as the econom-
ic bllse theo1y3 ), Hllich dichotomizes the indusLI'ial activities into Lhc 
basic activities, which a r·e Lo support the regional economy, and Lhe 
nonbasic or r·etail ones . By assuming that the former ar·c in some ~~ay 
allocated fr·om outside the model, the model is expected Lo conccnlr·ale orr 
the allocation of Lhe laLlee. Such a convention seems justifiable as it is 
generally impossible lo dcLel'mine the activity levels of the basic activi-
' 
ties, "hose pt'oducts are Lobe leaded beyond a metropolitan area, only feom 
tiH~ local infor'mation. ~cver•theless, we observe that this would nol 
necessarily provide a reasoning to preclude the possibility to endogenously 
11 
distribute the activities ovct• the zones in the at·ca. Accordingly, the 
model to be proposed h~re should be capable of distributing all t he activi-
ties over the zones unless their allocations are indeed prespocified . ll 
~lcanwhile, although it is conceptually possible to dichotomize the 
activities on tho ground whether thoit· activity levels arc dete rmined 
locally, the border between the basic and nonbasic activities are quite 
amhiguous in the sense that the completeness of the activities, in terms of 
excess dema nds , depends on the extent of t he study area . One 1-1ay Lo 
negotiate with this type of ambiguity 1~ould be further to classify the 
activities into more than two categorios.' 2 In this connection, the 
cenira.l place thoory proposed by Chris taller attracts our attention as it 
deals with a hierarchical composition of centers and con~odities. 5 ) Theo-
roticnlly , LHsch's market is preferable to Christallor's perception as the 
latter lacks in supplier ' s viewpoint . G) In cont t•ast to the some1-1hat 
hcur·istic agglomeration of centers suggested by the formet·, Christallet· 
provides with a well-organized system o f centers , whe re a higher centet· 
s upplies all t ho commodities a vailable at lower cente r s . Desp ite his 
presumption on unidirectional ordering of commodities appear s so purposeful 
that it is designed to lead to mutually exclusive and spatially consistent 
market areas , his approach is still interesting from the position to study 
the relationship between agglome ration and economies of scope. 
11 . That is , the model should be flexible i n t he sense that some portion of 
the values to bo distributed could be withheld for non-competitive alloca-
tions in accordance with the social policy. This suggests the importance 
of interfaces in a p r actical model with the exogenous policies . In addi-
tion, it is possible to determine some of the activity indices in the basic 
sector· endogenously by incorporating a mac r·o- econometric submodel, l'lhich is 
in charge o f i n te r· faci ng tho study a r·ea l'lith the r·est-of-the-wodd . 
12. Apparently, such a practice does not reduce the ambiguity associated 
with the borders. However, when we consider more than two categories, we 
might introduce the distinction between "highly" basic· activities and 
"some1,ohat" basic ones . Tho study to identify the basic activities t h rough 
tho locational quotient and othe t• objective indices is kn01m as the B-N 
analysis. 3 ) llowcvet•, it i s usually difficult to identify the tertiat•y 
industries as the basic activities as far as such indices are confined to 
the ordinary economic statistics . 
12 
(11) Hat·keting principle. (b) Admin i r.L•·a Live pr inc i plc. 
@ CenlCI'S of lhc hi1:hcr lovul; R 
0 Centers of lhe inlormodlntc level; p 
• Cenlut·s of the lm.er· luvcl; C 
Figure 2 . 1. ChrisLaller ' s cenLral place sysLcms . 
N:u·kcL aroa for R 
Narkol lii'Cn fot• P 
Narkol 1\t'O!I fot· C 
According to the Christaller's theory, a city is located at the center 
of n ma t·ket area to which the city supplies commodities . The conunodities 
arc classified by their roaches determined by the consumer distribution, 
tt·ansportation, and so for·th. He in tt•oduced thr·ee principles to anange 
center's and thei t' markets.?) i) The mlrL·keting principle is to distribute 
all the commodities from the least numbet· of centct·s, 1vhere some of the 
market areas corresponding to a lower commodity is divided among the three 
of the higher mar·ket areas as shown in Figure 2. l (a). While a simi Jar· 
situation is also observed in ii) th'e Lransport principle, it is not likely 
that the smallest zone such as a daily activity zone is further subdivided 
to become par·ts o f highe t· mat•kets . In this respect, iL is appt·opriate for 
our purposes to regard the area be organized in accordance l'lith iii) the 
administrative principle, where a tower level zone belongs to a single 
higher market as shoh•n in Figure 2.1(b).1 3 A perfect areal division 
concerning the market areas is observed with this principle, ~Vhere each 
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higher center controls six surrounding lower centers without being inter-
fer·od by other· higher· ccnter·s. As the abo,·e is generally the case in the 
system of local jur·isdiction, this type of spatial hierarchy has been 
employed in a number· of practical models . For instance , among Lhe nine 
lSGLUTI models,B),g) Lhe Dortmund modellO) nnd Lito tv.•o Japanese models, 
CALUTAS
11 ) and Lhe Osaka model 12), employ Lite spatial hierarchies of Lht·ee 
levels, which require the zonal allocation processes to be executed in two 
phases. 
Along this line, the central place system still appears to be useful 
for· explaining lhe hior•at·chical composition of the real world meLr·opolis. 
As Lhe primary factor which regulates the system is the extent of the area 
over· which a commodi ly or· sen• ice is supplied from each center·, we also 
define the hierarchy of activities in our model in terms of their· mar·kel 
areas. Accordingly, lhe spatial hierarchy is to be determined in response 
Lo lhe area where the denmnd and supply for each commodity or service meet. 
\\hen h'e assume a hier·archical composition of activities and space, Lhe 
appr·opt'iate analyticitl method in an operational model could be Lhe one 
incor·por·ating a multi-phased distribution pr·ocess for those activities. 
r'or· instance, il is also necessary to choose a flow analyzing method '"hich 
is compatible with such a hierarchy, as Lhe model is intended to describe 
both stock and flow aspects of metropolitan activities . In this r·egar·d, 
the balanced input-output (BIO) model pr'oposed by Leontief ~~ould be the 
0 l 1 . t . 13) m s appea 1ng o our requirements . 
The model was developed so as to analyze the intranational trades 
without a detailed inler·t·egional table, and was the fir·st to successfully 
cndunle lhe spatial impacts due to the post-Hat· nnn cuts . l·l) ;\evertheless 
his approach has h~tcl fe1~ successors 1-:ilh the increasing availability of 
13 . As Lobe seen in Section 3 . 1, we conside!' the spatial hier·archy of the 
study a r·ea in thr·ec levels corr·esponding lo the fact Lhal the most depend-
able t·cgional statistics ar·e available at the pr·efectur·al level. And no 
cities, ~>ards or· to"·nships affiliate 1dlh mor·e than one pr·efeclur·e. 
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interregional tables . When i l comes to the study of a t•elali vely small 
region, such as a metropolis, the BIO approach is still found effective in 
practice by virtue of its lesser data requirements as compared with the 
othel' four· inlet·regional input-output 15) frameworks. Suppose m and n 
deno·le the numbers of sectors and subregions constituting the study ar·ca, 
res pee live 1 y . Then the data r·equ i reman ts in the l1~0 popular· fr•ame1~or·ks, 
the lsard model and the Chenery-Moses model, count up lo (mn) 2 and mn(m+n) 
elements of the input and/or trade coefficients combined, t•espectively. 
Meanwhile, the 810 model could manage lo project the spatial allocations of 
productions, consumptions and investments among subregions with only 
m(mt2n) of such elements . 16 ) Evon with r'elatively abundant r·ogional sla-
tistics available in Japan, il is difficult to obtain detailed information 
concer'ning intor·-sectorial and intel'-zonal transactions at tho municipality 
levc~l , the lowest spatial level subject to our study . lienee, we employ the 
BIO appr·oach as the primary analytical tool in our· flow analysis . 14 
2.2 . Localional Competitions 
Since the pioneering ~~or·k by Lo1~ry 2 ) , most of the opor·ational land 
use models used lo describe the localional process as the locating activi-
lies, such as industrial sectors or household types, to choose lhei t· 
locations. llo,~evet·, as a zone which is pt•eferred by some acli vi ly is 
likE!ly to be -equally desirable for other activities, lher·e should be a 
conflict over the limited space available in the zone. The Lowry model and 
some successive models avoid such competitions, at least in part, by intro-
due ing a prcspeci fied prior·i ly lo their locational pr·ocosses as mentioned 
'5 in the pr·cvious chapter· . Anolhe t· way to preclude them is Lo assume an 
exclusive zoning under which a zone is earmarked for the use of 
!4. In pr•acticc, the BIO model i s modified to the t hr-ee- level input-output 
(3LTO) model to meet the information availability in our study area . In 
particulnt·, the way to obtain the inlr'ttt·egional trades is fail'ly ~iffer~nl 
frorm the original model. The full description of Lhe 3LIO model, tncludtng 
ils basic assumptions, will be given in Section 4 .1. 
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pr·ospeci fied locaLor·s. However, partly because such a zoning cannot be 
speci fi ed apar·t ft·om Lho matket !'eality, and because ~e must sti ll face the 
conflict among sectors within each zoning category, we have Lo conf l'ont the 
problem associated with Lhe locational competitions, viz. how Lo negotiate 
the excess demands ~ilh the limited spaces. 
Meanwhile, mosl of the existing models have regal'ded the locational 
demand in an aggregative way, where the model would calculate the shares by 
which the demand is distributed over the zones. When McFadden intl'oduced 
Lhe rtwdom utility theory, 17) efforts to fol'mulate Lho locational process 
using it followed immediately, either in a disaggregative or an aggregative 
16 context . In those models, each agent in the market chooses the 
location(s) whet·e he/she can attain the highest level of utilities. ln 
Lhis t•cspect , tho models ar·e essenlially distl'lbutivo in effect , evon 
though each choice is discretized. Then three problems mi gh t be relevant 
to this approach . i) In pt·actice, the utility function would only be 
estimated fl'om Lho revealed choices , which are the r esu lts of negotiations 
with other pal'lics undel' various regulatory constraints . Accordingly, the 
function COl'responds to an indirect utility, which does not represent the 
r·ca l pre f e ranees. i 1) As each zone constitutes an a 1 te rna live, the mode 1 
projections would be unstable when the study area is divided into relative-
ly small ?.Ones. Thus it might be necessary to employ a nos Led model to 
I 5. With exceptions of the Amersfoort model, 1~herc the compcLi Lion is 
prec luded owing to the exogenous employments and the unique housing type, 
and the Dortmund model, where the locating priority is dete rmined endoge-
nously based on the land profitability, five out of seven descriptive 
models in ISGLUTI reflect such priorities i n some way. While some models 
employ the tl'aditional basic/non-basic ordering, the othel's assume rather a 
broad one, where industrial locations precede the residential ones, but no 
sector is gl'anted a priority within each categol'y. 
16 . For· example, Hayashi et a.l. tries to formulate the industl'ial local ion , 
1~hich is highly discrete by nature, as a nested multinomial log i L model 
based on random utilities. 18) On the other hand, when we extend our per-
spectives to Lhe aggl'egative applications of random utilities, the Chicago 
Ar·ea Tr·anspor·talion-Land Use Analysis System (CATLAS) developed al North-
~~este r·n Unive t·sity must be referred to as one of Lhe eal'ly models which 
fully ulil i zo the multinomial and/or nested logit probabiliti es . l9) 
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facilitate many ?.ones. iii) ,\llhough the function is based on the oquilib-
dum data fr·oc fr·om execs!' demands, r·cadjustmcnt process l'iOUid still heeomu 
necessary lvllCn the demand Lo a zone exceeds its capacity . 
The r·andom ulilily appt·oach is not Lhc only ~ay to descl'ibc the mic1·o 
behaviot' in locational !H'ocesses. In particular, the Alonso model pr·oddcs 
a t heoretical backgt·ound to the urban economics by analyzing the static 
!'esidential competition thl'ough ils neoclassical approach, where the market 
is cleared deterministically by means of the b 'd f . 20) 1 !'ent unclton. Inci-
dentally, CALUTAS manages the locational competi lion al the lower spatial 
level in accot•dance 1~ilh the "locational surplus", 1-1hich is defined as Lho 
differe nce bcl1~ccn the "expected uLilily" and tho actual land price l.o be 
paid by each agent . 11 ) lll~r·c Lhe fot·met' can be interp1·eted as a 1vi I I ing-
ncss-Lo-pay f t•om it~. monetary dr.nominalion . Despite the cffor·t~; to t~i\' ll a 
proper· economic t•easoning Lo the localional surplus, 21 ) it has been clal'i -
fied that the allocation based on it col'l'esponds to a kind of second-best 
solution under a rent control 1 . 22) PO ley . In other ''or·ds, "'e can hard I y 
identify the allocation pt•escribed by the locational sur·plus l'.'ith Lhc 
Alonso-type equilibrium fl'om a vie~point of the static theory , keeping its 
empirical significance aside. 
Ellickson proposed an alternative way to view the locntionnl procc~s 
kno1m as the rnndom bid pl'ico theory. 23 ) According to his for·mulat ion, Lhc 
lot is supposed to choose the agcnl who NOuld peesent the highest bid pdce 
including probabilistic disturbances . Incidentally, such a 1~ay of thinking 
is in conformity Nilh Lhc Alonso mo~el as we can obse r ve from some of its 
'l'b. d'L' 17 equ1 1 r1um con 1 1ons. In addi Lion, as the choices based on r·andom bid 
n F ' } ' . f ' 1 h t t. t t 2'1) S t . ot· s1mp ICILY, "e con 1nc our·se ves to t e s a 1c con ex . upposc 
we denote the equilibl'ium renl and bid rent function of class i at location 
r by R(l') and 'l i (I') , r·espectively, and the number of class i r·esidents at t' 
by ni(r). Then with the agricultural oppot'tunity l'ent, RA , the relevant 
conditions are as follows. 
R(l') =max {max~.(!'), RA} and [R(r)-~.(r)]n.(r) = 0 . 
1 l 1 
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pl'ices never violate space t•estl'ictions, contral'ily to the case of random 
uli I ities, no specific process to negotiate with the land availability is 
•8 
required with this theory . ' Although the theory by itself is designed to 
describe disaggregate choices, it is quite possible to apply it to the 
aggregate probabilities similarly as CATLAS formulates the random utilities 
. t. 19) 1n an aggroga 1ve context . Then tho number of alternatives is given by 
the categories of locating activities, which would be t•athet• limited as 
compared to the numbet· of zones. Along this line, we employ the nggr ega-
tive application of the t•andom bid price theory as the basic analytical 
f k t I . b 1 t. 1 l. . 25 ) ramewor· o cescrt e oca 1ona compe 1t1on. 
Suppose that Lhc agent i proposes a bid price ~.(zd) to a unit of land 
l 
in zone d characterized by the attl'ibutes zd. Then if the disturbance 
tems, t. and t., folloN an identical and independent Weihull or Gumbel 
l J 
distribution (IIGD), the probability of the agent i's locating in zoned 
26) 
would be given by a multinomial logil model . 
d 
d d exp ~. (z ) P b{'"· ( )+ > ·;·J. (z )+£J., Vjti} ----=-1-,-
ro ~i z !i = = ~ exp •. (zd) (2 . 1) 
j J 
Tn the disaggregative context, Lhe pa!'ameters t·elevant to the above expres-
sion may bo detet·mined primarily tht•ough either maximum likelihood ot· 
discl'iminant approaches, Nhich a!'e suitable to deal with disc r ete 
(continued) 
The fit'st condition indicates that the equilibl'ium rent is equal to 
maximum bid t'en t if it exceeds the opportunity ron t . And the second 
implies that each class has to present the highest bid for it to become 




18 . In t·ctut•n, il is probable that a pacliculat· activity is assigned eiLhct' 
~·xcessivc or· insufficient amount of land throughout the study area. In the 
context of Uonso model, this can be explained as follo,~s . 
1\hile the land constraint, ~ q 1(l')ni(l') ~ L(l'), is automatically satis-
fied ~>'ilh Lhc t•andom land pl'icc fot·mulation , the popu lation const 1·aint, 
: ni{l')dt·" N1, is not . llet·e L(l') is the tu·ea available Lo the t·csidenlial 
put·poses . and\ is the numbet· of class i t•esidents in the ent.it·e city . In 
contt•ast , the lattct· constt·aint is automatically satisfied Hith the random 
utility appt·oach as it deter·m i nes the pl'obab i 1 i Lies by ~-.•h i c h agents choose 
the zones. 
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obsel'vations . When it comes to apply eq . {2 .1 ) to the aggregative behavior, 
it would be appropriate to consider that every unit of land is put up at a 
sepa.t•ate auction . Then the LHS of the above expression can be intet•proted 
as the portion of land in the zone occupied by the i-th activity. 
It must be noted that the bid price function in the Ellickson's model 
is discriminant in nature, and thus, has no direct linkage with the actual 
land prices . Lerman and Kern suggested to extend the Ellickson's eslima-
lion in the way to establish such a linkage by incorporating a flavor of 
regt·ession into 
27) 
the discriminant process. As theit' approach is to 
rcgr·ess the bid prices to the actual price level ~~herevct' the demand is 
rcvclaled, the estimated land price profile may be depicted as in Figut·e 
2.2(a), where the attributes in bid prices are assumed to be representable 
. 19 by the d1sLance z from the CBD . We can observe that tho discriminant 





(b) Spatial aggregation and 
the distribution of bid prices. 
Figut·e 2. 2. The random bid pdce model and aggpegate zone· 
19 . Again for simplicity, the figuees at·e based on the static bid rent 
curves . When the city is stational'y in Lhe sense that the path pr·escribed 
by the pet'fectly myopic for·esights is fully realized, a bid price cut·ve 
will have a similar profile as a static bid rent curve . 
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nnt.ut•e of bid prices is still maint.ained in t.he Lorman-Kern model, and 
thus, it. is not a(>lwopl'ialc to regard them as those in the Alonso-typc 
models as far as the disaggregative behavior is concerned . 28 ) 
In the aggregative context, howevct', it is possible to make the dis-
criminant bid prices compatible with the Alonso-typc ones as Figure 2.2(b) 
iLlustrates. Suppose that each agent in a city is to compete individually 
for the land whose only attribute is the distance from its center. Then we 
might have the Alonso-type bid price curves 9. within the city, which are 
1 
decreasing w.r.t. z, as depicted on the P-z plane . It is t>ell-known that 
the parcels of land occupied by each activit.y at•e spatially separable at 
tho static equilibrium as seen along the z-axis. Ho1<~ever, when each bid 
price curve for the agents, belonging to an act i vity i, is aggregated over 
tho zone, it is possible to view the probability distribution of bid prices 
f(, 1) as the discriminant ones as shown on the f-P plane. 
It must be noted that each distribution is defined on the range of bid 
prices by an activity corresponding to the entire city , and not limited to 
the places it prcvai Ls. For instance, the commet'Cial activity C might 
J)I'CSont the highest bids in the city as fat' as the "revealed" bids at'e 
concerned. but this does not necessarily imply that it could present the 
highest bids to the average land in the city. Thus its average bid to the 
aggregate zone iC may be lower than the residential one ~R as tho portion 
o f land occupied by the former is generally limited. In addition, since 
the land price curve P(z) is defined as the upper envelope of the bid pr ice 
cu r ves, the average land price ~ in the zone necessarily exceeds any of the 
average bid prices. In this respect, the random bid prices to the aggre-
gate zone must not be confused with those in tho disaggregative context. 
Now we tu rn to the next question as to how these random bid prices are 
related over a system of cities . Figure 2.3 depicts the Alonso-typc bid 
. "'d . h . d f Pt'Lces Ti 1n eac c1ty or two activities, i=C and R, along 1-dth the 







City City 2 City 3 City 4 
Figure 2.3. The bid prices and average land prices across aggregate zones. 
be aggregated over the city to generate the average bid prices ~~ and the 
1 
-d land price P Suppose that city 1 is so dominating that its center can be 
r egarded as the CBD of the system. Then the sequence of aggt·egate land 
prices would constitute a step function which is decreasing from Lhe CBO as 
seen across tho cities, and a simila1· argument also applies to the se-
quences of aggregate bid prices. 
Meanwhile, when the random bid price theory is employed to determine 
the allocations of land , it is appropriate to consider that the industrial 
and housing capital stocks, or the numbers of employees and residents are 
distributed depending on the land. Recalling the fact that the land in an 
aggt·egato zone is fat' from unifol'm in reality, it does not seem so meaning-
ful to considet' the intermediate spatial level to secure a multi-phased 
process conce1•ning land . Hence, on the contrary to the flow analysis, t-•e 
employ a single-phased distribution process concerning stock variables, 
which are preceded by the allocations of land at the municipality level. 
It is noteworthy that the zonal land price P is obtained as the 
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average of the locator·s' bid prices r·ather· than the maximum. In this 
connection, it is possible to shift the bid prices for a zone calculated by 
cq. ( 2. 1) to mnkt~ their· weigh ted average coincide with the zona 1 nver·age 
I and pl'i ce. d Her·c the aggr•egate share p. of the i-th activity in 7.one d 
1 
calculated by eq.(2.1) is invariant 1dth the addition of zonal shift param-
eter Bel to the discriminant bid prices Q~. 
l 
,d = L~ = exp ?~ ·= exp(~~+Bd) 
"i XjL~ !jexp 7~ ~jexp(~~+Bd) 
Then if the zonal land price fLd and the land area occupied by 
activity d L. arc knowrl, Ke can calculate the shift parameter for 
1 
from the following relation . 
fLd = I.(~~+Bd)L~/(! .L~) 





Ke employ the fir·st Lhr·ec terms of cq.(2.2) as the basic for·mula to de-
scribe the locaLionnl competition in the model. 
2 . 3. Expression of Dynamism 
While Lhe Lowry model 1•as developed fo r describing a stalic equilib-
dum of land use, many of the succeeding models have been developed as 
qu:rsi-dxnamic models as mentioned in the pr·cvious chapter·. Her•e the ter·m 
"quasi-dynamic" ~>ould imply that the model is shor·t of some qual i ficalions 
associated with "r·eal" dynamic models, vi7.. some kind of for·esights ar·e 
intr·oduced to <til the agents in the model. In par·ticulal', the following 
t1v0 r·espects appear· Lo be relevant . 
i ) Khile some of the agents behave under• clea1' for·esights, othet·s are as-
sumcd to behave myopically. For example, in the theoretical model of urban 
land use, it is commonly assumed that the dcveloper·s' decisions arc based 
on long-tet'm fot·esights, but households ar·e simplified to behave in a 
t 11 . 29) ota y myop1c manner· . 
i i) The model consider·s the for·esights in a vcr·y limited Hay such that the 
functions to deter·minc the allocations of economic indices are based on the 
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lagged infot'mation from one or two periods . Concerning the stock 
val'iablcs, it is desirable that such allocations are made in ter•ms of 
increments, but it is a common practice that the model is designed to 
disLt'ibute the gross amounts, rather than the increments, every period. 
An operational model which is quasi-dynamic naturally becomes a one 
technically called a l'ecursivc dynamic model. Hence, the mctr·opolitan land 
usc model to be proposed in this study also belongs to this category. As 
we shall return to its general construction in Section 3.2, we here confine 
ourselves to a very rough sketch of our model, which is composed of three 
major model blocks . Figure 2 . 4 illustl'ates that the location model i s 
executed at the beginning of each period to distribute the stock aspects of 
rnact•o fr•amc1~or·k set by the regional frame model. This implies that the 
former model is supposed to provide an arena for the economic activities in 
the flow sense. The actil'i t.v model is responsible for• deter·mining the 
spaLial allocations of flow variables onto the arena, hhich is assumed to 
be held fixed thr·oughout each pel'iod. And each block must be capable of 
incorpor·ating the exogenously given policy variables . lienee, 1ve can ob-
ser•vc that the activity model is essentially static in the sense that it 
deals with the floh' variables 1~hich have to be clear·ed within a pel'iod 
while the location model r·equir•es dynamic formulations by itself. The 
model as a whole is recu r sively constructed so that each block is furnished 
berlnnlor or ' ber lo nl nr or 
Pe r l od (t - 1) perlod ( l+l ) 
--- \! ~·====:.....I!CPfUr:li.2!0d~l.1t=..- !Ul~===± ~=====-:p~eu:r~l o~dUt ====::±' \! __ _ 
r-__;:....._--, 
Pol i ci es 
········> l aued Jn foroa tion 
Figure 2.4 . The basic flows in a quasi-dynamic simulation. 
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"' i th t.he neccssar·y in for·mat ion in the form of pr·edetermined endogenous 
va1· i ab I cs, inc I ud i ng lagged ones , as tho s imula Lion p1•oceods . 
In connection with the second point, there exist essentially th'O 
altcr·naLive ways to consider· •the LHS of eq.(2.1), which ecpr·esents tho 
sharo of land in zone d Lo be occupied by the i-th activity . Those arc, 
d d d (a) the share in terms of stocks ; pi = Li/LF , and 
d d d (b) the shaee in terms of stock increases; ri = ALi/LAD , 
where L. and AL. are the area occupied by Lhe i-Lh activity and its incre-
1 1 
ment in a period, eespectively, and LF is the area of inhabitable land. As 
we consider Lhal demolitions Lake place at the very beginning of each peri-
od, LAD is the land available Lo the locators taking Lhe aeea. released from 
r·emoval of the i-Lh activity VL. into account . 
1 
LADd = LFd - ZiL~(-l) + !iVL~ (2.4) 
Naturally, iL is theoretically desirable to employ Lhe ratio (b) when 
we t r·y to descl'ibe the locaLional process as a tt·uly dynamic one. In that 
case, an accumulation of long-term data on the increments in land use would 
be indispensable. In particular, when the simulation is based on a 
r·elaLively short cycle, such as a year, it is difficult to obtain stable 
estimat.es from such increments, which are quite fluctuating when compared 
1dt.h Lhe land usc data as st.ocks . It must be noted t.hat Lhc pr•esent land 
usc is an accumulation of many locational choices made through the history, 
and could noway represent Lhe result of Lhe market competitions which arc 
concurrently efficient . Nevertheless, by virtue of the fact Lhat much moro 
stable projections can be expected with the ratio (a), we employ this for 
estimating the bid price functions as a "second-best" measure. In return, 
we would employ Lho incremental ratios r·~1 in the actual s imulations, which 
1 
a1·o obtained ft·om the di ffer·ence appr·ox imations of the bid pl'i cos based on 
d 
stocks, 't'.(t) . 
1 
For· exposi lory purposes, we first consider tho formulas based on 
. . f 11 . F .. t 29 ) continuous ttme o owtng UJl a . 
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d Suppose x. denotes the number of 
1 
d d 
agents belonging to the i-lh acli\'i ty 1;ho locate in ;:one d, and u 1 and vi 
dono te the cons t r·uc Lion and demolition speeds, r·ospcc L i vc ly. Then tho 
change in the number of locators is expressed by the state equation, 
·d d d d d d 
xi= ui- vi= ui- 1 ixi' 
'"here v~ is tho demolition r·aLio of the existing stock for a unit Lime . 
d d We further assume that k. and s denote the lot size of the i-Lh activity 
1 
and the inhabitable land in zone d, respectively. Then eq. (2.2) r·educes to 
the following r·atio, 1-1here tho subscript 0 identifies the t•csct·valion 
demands by the non-urban uses such as agriculture. 





MeanHhile, the localional probability for the stock increments are given by 
d d d ·d d d 
cl k.u. k.(x.+v .x .) ll l 1 ll () 
ri = d m d d d d m d d d 2 · 6 
s -Ej=lkj(xj-vj) s -Ej =l kj(l-rj)xj 
d d hhen we regard k. and s as constants, the change in stock can be calculat-
1 




sd d exp(9~) 
d -( m 1 d ) 
ki dt ~j=Oexp(9j) 
d 
s exp(t;r~) d l . 
k
d. m d (gi-
L 0exp(9.) 1 J= J 
,.rn : d ("'d) 
"._0v .exp T. ,J- J .) ) 
m d ~ j=Ocxp(~ j) 
Incorporating the above into eq .(2.6), we have the following probability 
for tho urban aclivilies, i = 1, ... , m, 
d 
d 
exp(9 1) ·d d 
r. = 
1 d m d d {~ .+ 'i 
exp(g )+E. v .exp(g.) 
0 J=l J J 
while the resorvaLlon probability can bo calculated as folJo1-ts. 
d m d d d m dd 
s - 1i=lki(xi-vi)- Ei=lkiui 
sd- ~7=lk~(x1-v~) 
d m d 
r = 1 - ~ t'. 
0 i = 1 l 
(liid)Z~ 1 exrl(9~)+{exp(9d)-E~ 1 i~exp(9~)} 0 1= 1 0 1: 1 I 
rn d 
Ei=Oexp(?i) d m d d exp(~ )+E. 1r.exp(9.) 0 1= 1 I 
(2.7a) 
(2.8a) 
In practical applications, we might use equations which correspond to 
the differ•ence approximations of eqs . (2 . 7a) and (2.8a). However, since 
nonnegativity of these approximations is not guaranteed, h'e wi 11 use the 
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following cxpr·cssions instead. 
(,.d) d exp , . 
l'. : - [ I 
1 ,d ("d) ~m d ("d) 
,, oxp, +.,. 1 ~ .exp '· 0 J= J J 
( ,..d) d c xp , 
I' - -[ 0 
0 \d " Ill ("d) 
' ~ i=Oexp 'i 
max{g~+ ,d_ 
1 'i 
d k I'm d _ 1 ~>her·c ,\ is a constant to eep ~. 0r. - . 1= 1 
fIll A 1,. d ( rr d) ~.. 0uT .exp r. J= J .) 
"m ('''d) ' 
" . QeXp T • J= J 
0}]. (2 .7b} 
0} 
], 
(2 . 8b) 
\\hen ~~e consider· the bachtard diffet•enccs, the bid pr·ice ljr~ is to be 
1 
evaluated at Lime L, and its difference is given by A~~(L) ~ 9~(L)-9~(L-1) . 
I I I 
As we have seen in the peevious section Lhat '¥~ is discr•iminant by itself, 
I 
nnd thus, iL can be eegarded as a non-dimensional va!'iable. AccoPdingly, 
6'{1 becomes compo.rab le ~~ i Lh 
I 
common dimension of [T- 1]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
~IODEL CO~STRUCTIO~ A:\0 PRELim:\ARY CO:\SIOERATIO:\S 
Cons.idel'ing the configurations of a metr·opolitan model discussed in the 
previous chapte1·, iL is no1~ possible to descl'ibe the ouLline of Lhe model. 
Afte,r· defining the classification of hier·archies in spatial units and 
activities, the over·all construction of the model is ptcscnted. In 
addi lion, sever·al preliminary subjects, hhich are consider·cd lo be indis-
pensable in oper·ating the model for· a metropolitan ar·ea, nee also 
discussed . The nonsurve~' method to obtain proper coefficients for· the 
study area related to the input-output analysis is among sucl1 subjects . 
3 . 1. Classification of Localities and Activities 
The model to be constr·ucted in this study is aimed at simulating the 
allocations of the flow and stock aspects of urban activities in a metro-
politan area . In this regard, the spatial units considered here should be 
smaltl enough to falloN the changes in ueban spatial stPucturcs . Supported 
by Lhe increasing availability of data collected fop the tlrird-level meshes 
(approximately 1 squaPe kilometeP each), some of the recent Japanese models 
(~akamuPa, Hayashi and ~iyamoto 1 >, and Amana, Toda and Abe2>, foe example) 
employ those meshes as the minimal spatial units. llowever, when we consid-
er such economic indices as income or expenditures, which are hardly 
capltive to a location , it is difficult to obtain dependable statistics aL 
thalt level . 1\'hile many statistics' are available on the basis of local 
jurisdictions such as cities, h&J'ds, townships and villages, our· model 
often requires detailed data which are available only for cities and wards. 
The Japanese local gover·ning system consists essentially of three 
hie1rarchical levels. That is, the metr·opolitan or prefectural governments 
are subordinate to the national government , but have jurisdictions over the 
gov•:!rnments of special wards, cities, townships and villages. As all the 
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r·egionn.l statistics n.r·e available at the prefectur•al level, it is benefi-
cinl to consider· Lhc pr·efectu1·al data as the contr·ol totals for those of 
lower jurisdictions constituting each prefecture. And l L is possibJ e to 
estimate the data fol' tmmships and villages using the prefectuz·al ones. 
llo~>•cvcr, by regarding these lm,est local jurisdictions as the minimal 
spatial units in OUI' model, we must face the pz·oblem of diminishing stalis-
tical reliability due to errors associated with such estimations. In this 
connection, 1~e r•cgaz·d the al'ea which consists of at least one city Ol' ~>'ar·d 
as a core and SUI-rounding to,~nships and/or· villages, if any, as a minimal 
spatial unit. The unit is called a C-level zone since the az·ea appr·oxi-
mately cor·responds to an old county . Incidentally, it is natur·al to 
analyze the study a1·ea in three levels cones pond ing to the hie1•az•chy of 
the governing system. The metropolis or a prefecture is regar·ded as the 
medium spatial unil called a P-level zone, and the study area as a "'hole is 
r·eg:u·ded as the highest one; the R-level zone or Region . 
As the sludy area, ''e empJoy the Kanto Region cornpl'ising Tokyo Metr·op-
olis and six prefectures surrounding it. Accordingly we have seven P-level 
zones , among "'hich Tol<yo and the souther•n thr·ee prefecLu1·es (Sailama, Chiba 
and Kanag1.u~a) are subdivided into 10 to 14 zones as sho"•n in Table 3 . 1 . 11 
The northern three prefectures are left undivided since "'e consider subdi-
vision of the southern pz·efoctur·es , '"here most of the economic activi Lies 
in the Region concentl'ate, suffices the aim of our study to demonstrate the 
operationality of hiera1'chical constr·uction of Lhe model. Consequently He 
have a total of 51 zones, 48 of "'hich belong to the C-level. 
On Lhe other hand, the industr·ial activities are categol'ized into 35 
'1. Tokyo 'letr·opolis has jurisdiction over the eemote islands of Izu and 
Bonin ar·chipelagoes ident-ified by Zone 615. According to the 1980 popula-
tion C011sus, the population of the zone amounts to 33674, "'hich merely 
COI'l'esponcls lo 0.29% of the meleopolitan population . Although "'e exclude 
tho ~:one fz·om our· study at'ca, the amounls cor·1·espond to it are z·edisll'ibut-
ed [H·opoz·tionally over· the remaining H zones to maintain the statistical 
consisloncy at the rncl1·opol i Lan level. 
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Table 3 1 Classification of zones eoployed in the study. 
Pre:fcctures C-1 eve I Zones Ci 1 i es. \lards, Townships and Vi II ages Centroid Station 
I. lbaraki 100 lbaraki subdivisions are considered for Northern llito No 
2. Tochigi 200 Tochigl Utsunooiya three prefectures. 
3. Guooa 300 Gumma :.laebash i 
4. Sa i tau 401 Urawa Kawaguchi. Urawa. Ooiya, Yono. farabi. Toda. Hatogaya Urawa 
402 Ki taadachi Xonosu, Ageo. Okegawa , lltaooto.li taadach i County Okega•a 
403 Tokorozan XaYagoe. Tokorozawa, Sayaaa. Asaka. Shi k i. lako. ~I I za. Shlkl 
Fu j iol. lao I fukuoka. Oi.lli rosh i 
404 Hanno Hanno. I ruoa. Sakado. Moroyaoa. Ogose. Tsurugashiaa. Hanno. 
IIi daka. Nagurl liigashlhanno 
405 lliki HIgashi oatsuyau. Iii k i County lligashiutsuyaoa 
406 Kosh I gaya iwat suk I. hsukabe, Soka. Xosh I gara. Yash lo.lli sa to. Sh I nkosh i gay a, 
Ma tsubushl. Yoshikawa. Show a llinaoikoshi ura 
407 Kuk I Kukl.llasuda. Kurlhashl. Sagiolra. Salle, Suglto. Xuk i 
Mlnaolsaltaoa County 
408 Xi tasaltaoa Gyoda . lazo,llanru. Kltasaltaaa CountY llanru 
409 Fukaya Kumagaya. HonJo. Fukaya, Kodaoa & Osato Counties Fukara 
410 Chlchibu Ch ichibu. Chlchibu CountY Chi chi bu 
5. Chiba 501 Chiba Chi ba. Yach i yo Chiba 
502 funabashi lehikau. Funabashl. Matsudo. Narashino, Kaoagaya. Fun abash i 
Ur arasu 
503 Kashiu Nod a. Xash I wa. Nagarerau, Abl ko. Sek i Juku. Shonan Xashiwa 
504 Nar i Ia Nari Ia. loba . Shl roi. lnzai.lolotono. Sakae Nari ta 
505 Sakura Sakura. Yotsukaldo,Shisui. Yachiaata. Tomisato Saku ra 
~0& I chI hara lchihara Goi 
507 K iai tsu Xi sarazu. Xi all su, Fu It su. Sodegaura Kioi tsu 
508 Katori Sawara. Xa tori County Saw a ra 
509 Xaiso Choshi. Yokalchiba . Asahl.hijo & Sosa Counties Asah i 
5 iO Saobu Togane. Saabu County Naruto 
511 Sotobo )lobar a. Xatsuura. Chosei & I suoi Counties Ohara 
512 AYa Taterama. Xaoogawa, Awa County Tateyaoa 
6. Tokyo &01 Chiyoda ChI rod a. Chuo. IU nato Tokro. Oteoachi 
&OZ Shinjuku Sh lniuku. Bunkro. Shibuya, Toshioa Shin juku 
&03 Koto Ta Ito. Sua Ida. loto. Arakawa Asakusa 
&0( Ota Shinagawa.Ola Ooori 
60~ Seta•ara Me&uro. Setauya San•en lara 
605 Suginaoi Nakano. Sug i nao i Asagaya 
607 ltabashi Ki Ia. llabashi. Nerioa Tobu-Nerlaa 
608 Xatsushlka Adachi. Xatsushika. Edogau AOIO 
609 Mi taka Musashino. loti taka. Chofu. Kooae loll taka 
&10 Tachika•a Tach ikau. Fuchu. Ak ish i u. Xogane I. Kokubun ·I. Xun I tach i Tach i kawa 
& II Kitata•a Xodal ra.lilgashlourayaoa. Tanashl.lloya,lligash!yauto, llagi yua 
Xi rose. Hi gash I kuruoe, lolusash i ourarama 
512 llach ioJ I HachioJI. Hi no Hach !oj I 
613 Minaoitaaa Mach ida. Tau. I nag I Tau-Center 
51( Nishitaaa Ooe. Fussa. Akl&an. Nishi tau County Oae 
6 i 5 Is lands Oshiaa. Mlrake. Hachi 'o b O•asawara Branches 
7 0 Kanagawa 10 I Yokohaoa Center Tsuruol. Xanagawa. Nishi. Naka, llodogaya Yokoha .. 
702 Yokohaoa North Kohoku.1>1idor i Shin' yokohama 
103 Yokohaoa South Minaal. lsogo. Xanaza•a. Xonan Kamiooka 
70( Yokohama ·~est To 1 suka. Asah i. Sera Futaoata•awa 
705 Kawasaki Coastal Ka wasaki. Saini. Nakahara Shi tle 
106 Kawasaki Taoa Takatsu . Tau Nobor ito 
101 Miura Yokosuka. Kaaakura. lush!. :.liura,llayaoa Yokosuka. ltsuai 
708 Shonan Iii ratsuka. Fujisawa. Chi gasaki. Saouka•a. Naka County Chigasaki 
709 Koza Sagaoihara. Yaoalo. Ebina. Zaoa. A rase Zaaa 
1i0 Alsu•i lladano. Alsu•i. I schara I sehara 
111 Odawara Oda .. ra.1>1inaoiashlgara. Nakai. 01. Xaisei. Ashigarashioo Oda•ara 
Coun tr 
712 Tsukui M31suda. Yaaaki Ia, Aiko & Tsukui Counties Yaoaki ta. Sagaoiko 
Note·: Jurisdictions are as of Oct. 1980. Then a county contains oore than one township/village. and all of thea 
belong to a single C- l eve! zone. the naoe of county is listed instead of'indivldual townships/villages. 
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secto r s shown in Table 3 . 2 . Si nce our model places emphasis on analyzing 
11rbnn activities , a dotailed classification i s e mp l oyed for se r vices rather 
than material producing activiti es . In particular , Sector 18 (Clerical 
business) is considet·cd separately from its mothet' industl'ies to represent 
tho nmnagcrial function which characterize the CBD . Coet•cspond i ng to the 
spatial hie!'lll'Chy, these sectors are classified into three categodes ; R, P 
and C-leve! goods Ot' services . That is , the P-level and C-leve! goods are 
s upposed t o balance wi thin a prefecture a nd a C-leve! zone , respectively , 
wh i l o t he R-1 cveJ goods a re possibly t raded act·oss t ho regional bo t·der. 
Fo t' examp l e , the gove rnment services a r e c l assified i nto th1•ee sectors , 
v iz . nat i onal , p t•efec l u ral a nd munic i pal, c o rrespond ing to t he a r ea over 
whic h eac h governme n t has its juri s dict i on . 
AlLhough Leonlief3 ) suggests to categorize the act i vi lies in accord-
a ncc with the ordering based on net imbalances of their products, such an 
objective method seems impossible i n ou r case . This is due to the fact 
that n numbet' o f sectors whose productions are defined ns to coincide with 
tho demands by each location when compiling Lhe input-output table . 12 
hble 3. 2. Class i fic ation ol Industr ial act ivi t ies. 
I 0 I Aarleul ture. f ore st rr •nd l lsber los N J P I i h ter suppl r u :-< J 
I 02 ll lnlna N J p 20 Res ident ial bulldln& u N 
R 03 Food and beveraaes u J p 21 Passencer transporut ton u N J 
R 04 Ten li e u J p 22 Frel &hi transport at ion u N J 
R 0 ~ Wooden •nd paper products u J p 23 Coaaunie•l lon u N J 
R 05 Prinlinc •nd publlshlnc u J p 24 FInance. Insurance and real estat e u N J 
R 01 Cheal ti l prod ue Is u J p 2 ~ Buslncu serv lees u N J 
R oa lleul product s u J p H En lena I naen 1 u N J 
H Oi heh I norr u J p 21 Publ l c •orb ol P- 1 eve I u N 
R 10 Other aanurael urln& u J p 28 Conuni iJ serv ices ol P- leve l u N J 
R I I Eleclrlcl ly and en u N J p 29 Govcrnaen 1 services or P- lcvc l u 
R 12 Non- rosldenll•l bui ldlnc u N J 
R 13 far - rtuna lransporlallon u N J c 30 Re t•l l u N J 
R 14 I hoi esa 1 e u N J c 31 Personal services u N J 
R IS Publ ic torts or H-levct u N c 32 Publ ic •orks or C- tevel u N 
I u Coaaunltr sorvi eea or R-)cvct u N J c 33 Cooaun l ly ser vices or C-lcvcl u N J 
R 11 Govornoent services or 1- level u c 34 Governacn l services or C- lcvel u 
R II Clcr leal business u N C 3S Sc•ac and t aste unageaen 1 u N J 
No les: I) R. P •nd C preeedl n& the sec tor nuabers represent thai lbe sector Is elassirled Into R-level. P-le,cl. 
and C- leve! act lvll les. respee ll velr. 
2) Srabol s U. Nand J all~thed 10 sectors lapiJ the lollo• lng. 
U • Urban act ivi t ies •bose eap lorees He colleclivelr called tho urban eaplorecs. 
~ • Non-u nu ractur lnl private sectors used in conJunction t llh lnveslaenls. ud 
J • Sectors those ne t Increase in sloets and nel exports He possibly non-zero br dertnltlon. 
12 . The sectors which a r e not mar ked with symbol J in Table 3 . 2 . are those 
without net inc1·ease in stocks nor net export by definiLion . 
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Among them is the gover·nment sct·\·ices of R-level 1vhosc inf}tlcnCI! t·caclws 
the Hntit'e nation even though it can never be measu1·ed in monelai'Y ll'l'ms. 
~e employ the regional tables for Kanto Region published every five 
yeat·s by .Japanese ~linislt·y of !nlet'IHl.tional Tt·adc and lndusti'Y (~I!Tr) ns to 
extt·act the fundamcnl:d input-output stt·uctures. Ho...:c,·er, it must bl• noted 
that the table is compiled for the extended Kanto Region ""hich contains out· 
Region and four other prefectures, Niigata, Yamanashi, ~agano, and Shizuo-
ka . The statistical eesulls in this study are based on tho data colleclecl 
betw13en t1-10 consecutive census years , 1975 a nd 80 , and Lho 11-pt·cfeclut•al 
inpu iL-output tables fo t• these L1-10 yeaes are sho1m in Appendi>- as Tables A. I 
and A. Z, respectively . From those tables , 1•e can calculate the t•a Li os in 
perCI~nliles or imbalance to the p t•oducllon i n the extended Region fot• the 
respt)ctive yeat•s . Table 3 . 3 shows the means and maxima of those l':tlios, :u; 
representatives for each level of commodities . f' t•om t h i s '' e m i ~ h l i n f ,, 1 • 
that our categorization is acceptable in the sense that the l{oods or· sn1·v-
ices of the lo1~et· levels at•e in general much more captive to tlt~! Region 
than when compared with those belonging to R-level . 
3 . 2 . Genet•al Constr·uction of t.he ~todell) 
The model is composed of the three major model blocks; the eegional 
f r ame , the activ i ty, and the location models, which arc linked itt a system-
a t ic way to form a recursive dynamic model as a whole . And each of them 
con t;ains a nuntbe t' of submodels as F i gu r e 3 . 1 indicates , whose outlines can 
be s~mmaeized as follows . 
Tab I c 3. 3. T h c ratios of trade i mba Ian ce to product ion. 
IF11ti!Xt*l00(%), in 11 prefectures. 
R-r.oeds P-geods C-goods All goods 
1975 ~leans 56. 6 5 2. 4 9 I. 01 30.09 
Max. 781.39 7. 54 4. 58 
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Figure 3. I. The general flow chart of the model. 
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The major exogenous variables to the model are the regional population 
:\ and the inter·est r'ate r. Based on these and otilCI' pr·cdetC'r·mined 
val'iables obtained from the simulation steps for the previous yea1·s~ the 
regional f1'ame model is to determine regional macro statistics which se•·vc 
as the control totals for various activities in the Region for the present 
pedod . The typical mact·o val'iablcs include the itemized final demands 
sho1~n in Table 3.4, l>'hich can be classified into the folloNing thr·ce 
categot· ies . 
i) consumption items; C1 1 C2, C3 and C4, 
ii) investment items; 1R 1 IF, IGR and IG, and 
iii) balancing Items; J and FM. 
As tho items in Lhe th i r·d catego1·y arc consideeed to f i 11 in the gnps 
betNeen demand and supply, those in the first t~>•o categol'ies a•·e coiiPc-
lively called the net final demand. 
From those final demand items, the regional productions ar·e calculated 
through the input-output analysis at the regional level. In add i t i 011 1 as 
our model essentially belongs the class of models called the clist.-ihulivc 
mode Is, it is also necessnl'y to determine the regional sums of I oca t.i ng 
indices, viz. the val'iablcs to be distributed over zones. The numhe•·s of 
employees by secto•·s, F:., and non-land capital investments i11 pl'ivatc S('C-
' 
tors, AK. ( i=3, .. . , 10, and N for the non-manufacturing sectors), nr·e such 
1 










Table 3. ~- The final demand i terns. 
Consumption expenditures outside households 
Household consumption expenditures 
Central government consumption expenditures 
l.ocal government consumption expenditures 
Private housing investment 
Private capital formation except housing 
Government housing investr.lent 
Government capital forlllation except housing 












Note: Symbols C. I. Band N attached to ite~:~s iaply the following. 
c ConSUIIpt ion items, r = Inves t ment i tel's', 
B Balancing items. and 
~: Items comprising the net final demand. 
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v:u· i ab I cs. 
The activity model is aimed at. est.imn.t.ing t.he zonal allocation of 
sect.ol"ial l>l'Oduct.ions. The model combines t.hc t.l11·ec level input.-out.put. 
{3LIO) model, \o;hich is essentially a Lhree-st.age ver•sion of Leonlief's 
balanced input-output. (BIO) model, 1dth Lhe disll'ibut.ion models foe the 
itemized final demands and the productions. The 1-;ays lo deal "' i th t.he 
goods or· services diffct· in response to Lhe level t.o l'lhich they ar·e classi-
ficd.5) The 3LIO model deviates from the BIO model by Lhe fact. lhal Lhe 
final demands fot· all Lhe commodities aee disldbut.cd at. a Lime, and this 
' 
makes Lhc net. exports be obtained in t.he fom of i mba! ances. I 3 T L mus L be 
noted that Lhe distributions of investment. items need not be formulat.ed in 
Lllis model block as lhcy are lo be deler·mined in acco1·dance l'lilh Lhcit· 
locations. Mor·eovcr·, as Lhe formulas foe dislr·ibutions of productions and 
consumption items depend on the location of employees, capital stocks, and 
other stock vaeiables, the location model must. precede Lhc activity model 
in each simulation step . 
The location model is composed of five submodels , viz. the basic loca-
Lion, stock accounting, auxiliary location, commuting dislribulion, and 
demolition submodcls . It combines the resulls from the activity model for 
the p1·cvious pcr·iod, such as the zonal productions and the zonal consump-
Lion cxpondit.ures with their own lagged results Lo distribute the regional 
employees and investments for the peesenl period determined by Lhe ecgional 
fr•nn1c model. The fundamental tool in Lhe model Lo deal l'li Lh Lhe locaLional 
compet.iLions is Lhc aggregate random bid pr·ices, with which Lhe available 
land area is assigned to the new locators in each zonal land submarket . To 
est. imat.e •·emoval of Lhe peesent locators is another impol'LanL function of 
Lhc model, 1~hich Pt'ecedes Lhe location of aclivi Lies t.o pr·ovide the arena 
1 3. The wo•·d net. export. t•efers to the total expot·Ls less irnpor·t.s of the 
area, where Lhe balance equation is considered, with the rest of the woeld. 
lienee, when considering the imbalances at the local level, they include the 
domestic trading within the Region . 
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for the locaLionn.l competitions . Accordingly, Lhe stock varinbll's includ -
ing J.and ar·cas allocated Lo each activity, nurnbe1·s of housing uuil!; , nnd 
population by zones ar·e also dcLcr·mincd in this model block, and ~ueh 
outcomes pt'O\' idc iufor·mation t.o Lhe activity model for· Lhe present pel'i od. 
Summadzing, the simulation pt·occcds in Lhc manner· that Lhc loc~Lt ion 
and activity models ar·e repeated in each period undee the t·egional f1·ame 
model., which determines the control loLals foe the present economic activi-
ties . 1 n t.h is r·egar·d, the model incorporates the r·ecursi ve I r dynarn i c 
procc~dures that. Lhc s Lock analyzing and the flo~"~ analyzing s Leps al't' exe-
cuted allemalcl). Whi lc the detailed descriplions of those model blocks 
are given in ChapLet'S 11 Lhr·ough 6, Lhe •·est of this chapLee is devoted Lo 
discussions on some of Lhc p•·crcquisiles '"hich Nould become ucccssar·y in 
the course of Lhe actual fot·mulaLions and/or simulations. 
3.3 . Commodity Based lnflaloes6) 
When we attempt. lo simulate the economic activities during a certain 
pedod, it is common pr·aclice Lo describe all the monetary values in •·ca l 
terms, rather than nominal . In this connection , h'e employ the yca1· 1975 as 
the base yc~u· fot· denominations. To achieve uniformity of pr·ices, il is 
necessary Lo compute Lho pl'ice inflator·s fo1· respective commodities. This 
sect ion is aimed aL dcscl'lbing a simple method to obtain such inflalol's 
using Lho input-output. framework. 
Commodi LY based i nflaloes arc published by Hanagcment. and Coor·dinalion 
Agency as a pal'l of t.hc link input-output. tables . ?} The infl:tLo•·s a1•c 
available for Lhe inLegi·aLed sectorial classifications as 1\Cll as fot• the 
b . 1 . f. i I as1c c ass1 tcntions. llo"'eve 1', as Lhe way to in tegt·a le sectors d iff c I'S 
from ours, i l is nol app!'Opriatc Lo usc the foemer, and thus, r·at.hc1· 
'4. The numbers of seclot·s fluctuate by years . 
columns, eespcctively, are 555 and 407 for 1970, 
and ~11 foe 1980, and 529 and 408 for 1985 . 
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The numbcr·s of ro~>s and 
567 and ·119 for· 1975, 5·16 
complicated inlegr·alion pr·ocedures ~>·ould be r•equit·ed if "'e choose to use 
the latter· infor·mal ion. :-:c\·er·theless, the r·esulled inflator·s ar·t~ for· the 
national level, "'hich 1.;ould not necessar·ily be applicable to our· study 
aeea. Accoedingly, we choose to calculate the conunodity based inflators, 
which could be applicable to whatevee sectoeial classification, indirectly 
from the implicit deflator·s foe the gr·oss pr·efeclur·al e xpendilur·cs avail-
able in Annual Report on Prefectural Accounts. 
The commodity based inflatoe d. X~/X. (foe the i-th commodity) can 
l 1 l 
be calculated in the follo1dng manner. Suppose that the itemized final de-
mands ar·e given in both nominal (\\ .) and r·eal (\~~) teems (for· the j-th 
.I J 
item), "her·c the suppr·scl'ipl o indicates the r·eal \'&lues thr·olrlthouL Lhis 
section . The input coefficient in eeal terms can be weitten ns 
a
0
1.J. = X01.J./XJ~ = d.X .. /d.X. = (d./d.)a ... 1 l J J J 1 J 1J ( 3 . 1) 
Using the input coe f ficient matrix A and the diagonal matrix D consisting 
0 -1 
of d.'s, A =DAD gives the mateix repeesentntion of eq . (3 . 1). 
1 
~leam~hile the itcntized final demands nr·o converted into the commodity 
hnscd ones, Y
1
., by means of the final demand COIIVe t'l<ll', C .. , 1~hich r·cpr·c-
J J 
scnts the peopor·l ion of the j-th item to he spent on the i-th commodity . 
That is, c .. = Y .. /\\., "·here Y .. denotes the nominal amount cor·r·osponding lJ IJ J IJ 
to c .. , and thus, 1>e ha\'e Y = Cli using the conveeter· matl'ix C and the 
lJ 
vector forms of Y. nnd h' .. Similar to eq . (3 .1 ) , the final demand convette!' 
1 J 
in real teems can be written as 
c~. = d.Y . ./!.d.Y .. = d.c .. /); .d.c. .. (3.2) 
1 J 1 1 J 1 J J ,) J I J 1 1 1 J 
This also becomes C0 = DCE- 1, using the diagonal matl'ix E w•hose j-th ole-
mont is given by !.d.c ... 
I I l,) 
:\ow· the nominal and r·eal pr·oduction veclOl'S X and :-;0 , r·especlively, 
can be exptessed by the following equations. 
(Nominal) X = (1 -A)- lCW, 
(Real) X0 = (T-DAD- l) -lDCE- lWo . 
Incidentally, fi'OIII Lhc definition of the inflator·, 
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(3 . 3) 
( 3 . ,, ) 
0 0 -1 d. = X./X. or D = (diag X.)(diag X.) , 
1 1 l 1 l 
(3.5) 
~~e can establish an i le ra t i ve r>r·ocedu re to obtain d. 1 which satisfies 
eq. (3 . 4). That is, 1~e fiest set the initial value of d. to 1, and calcu-1 
late the estimate of X0 from eq.(3.4). Then by compal'ing X0 with the 
nomi1nal vector· X, we revise the value of eli by eq.(3.5) until Lhc conver·-
gence ceiterion is met . 
This method can peoduce a set of commodity based inflators which is 
consistent with the input-output rnatr·ix foe the study ar·ea, and is applica-
ble to the Region wheee such mateix and the nominal and !'cal itemized final 
demands nee nvailable . 15 Although we attempt in the next section to modify 
the input-oulpuL tables for· Lhe extended Region Lo those cons istent 1dth 
our study ar·ea , we here compute the commodity based inflator·s using the II 
pr•efectur·a! input structur·e as the modified tables ~>·ould vnr·y dependiug on 
the method of such modification. Table 3 . 5 summaeizes the 1980 inflatoes 
for· itemized final demands based on 1975 prices, and the r•esultcd commodity 
Table 3.5. The 1980 inflators for itemized final demands and 
commodiLies based on lhe 1975 prices. 
Final demands Commod i lY based inflators 
Cl ------- 01 0.836610 13 0.870179 25 0. 770336 
C2 0. 716710 02 0. 605333 14 0.818757 26 0.699515 
C3 0. 750070 03 0. 720891 15 0. 7088~8 27 0.803826 
C4 0. H 9893 04 0.66~615 16 0. 111234 28 0. 677785 
IR 0. 718059 05 0.626454 17 0. 76 4339 29 0. 780 !55 
IF 0. 857090 06 0.890169 18 0. 773250 30 0. 674128 
I Gil a.. 722021 07 0. 848820 19 0. 708295 3 I 0.651358 
IG 0. 772615 08 0. 872391 20 0. 927274 32 0. 708572 
09 0.712662 21 0.727128 33 0.637623 
J 0. 683714 I 0 0. 822593 22 0. 787684 34 0.780156 
t 0. 770638 II 0.727719 23 0. 759503 35 0. 750102 
\l 0. H6189 12 0. 831073 24 0.714555 
!5 . It must be noted that ther·e is a slight inconsistency concer·ning the 
pcl'iods on which the statistics ar·e based. That is, whi lc the itemized 
final demands a r e based on the fiscal year , the price indices 1~ith \-lhich 
the r•cnl ter·ms ar·e calculated, and tho input-outpul tables t\t'e based on Lhe 
cnJ cndar· year· . However·, we d i sr·cgnt·d this conccptua 1 d i ffcrencc so Lhnt we 
use Lhe final clcrnnnds as if they ar·c calculated for· lhc cn1cndar· year . 
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ha~wcl inflalOI'S. IG As Lhe convergence cl'ilel'ion, we employ E = 
(-I) -G ~ildi-di I < 10 , Hhe1·e the supePscdpl (-1) indicalcs the values at the 
IH'ev ious step. This cl'itel'ion is mel afle•• 8·11 ile•·ative steps in lhe 
p1·esen t case. 
Roughly speaking, Nhat Ne seek tht'ough this method is to resto•·e the 
counnod i ly based price indices on which the final demand deflntOI'S should be 
based. Il must be noted that while the inflators to be calculated hePe aPe 
of the Paaschc type, the data they originate f1·om, viz. the deflato•·s in 
the income stalistics, are of the Laspey1•es type, S) and thus, thel'e exists 
a slight, conceptual d i scl'epancy between them . 
3 . <1. NonSUI'VCY ~lodificalion or Input Coefficients ancl 
Final Demand Conveetees 
3 . •1. I. Nonsu1·vcy method foe l'egional input-output tables 
As mentioned before, while our study al'en consists of 7 peofectures, 
the •·egional input-output tables to be used are compiled for 11 prefec-
tu•·es. It might be possible to apply the input structures shoNn in those 
tables directly to the Region, but it has bee11 found inadequate to use them 
as they a1·e . This stems from the fact that the imports in some sector's are 
too ln •·go to keep the to tal final demand pos i t i ve . Consequently, the 
productions in such sectors could become negative, oven though the Leontief 
invo •·se maldx i s positive definite . 9 ) And tho fact that the posiLive 
p t•oduct ions a ee not gua eanteed unde r input coefficients compiled for" the 
extended Region s uggests the necessity to modify those coefficients to meet 
the configu •·ation of OU I' Region . 
!6. A~ the pt·of~ctueal income statistics do not carey the consumption 
expcndtluros outstde households Cl, our calculation excludes this item . On 
~ho othee hand, as the statistics caeey exports F and impoets M separately 
1n mosl prefectures, we basie~lly treat these items independently despite 
lhe p•·oblems of double count1ngs associated with in tea-regional Lt'ades. 
However, effects of such problems Nould be limited as we exclude trades to 
and f1·om Tokyo and Kanagawa, where tt'ades at'e listed collect"ively undee the 
teem of statistical disceepancy . 
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The ex i~ ti ng s tucl in!; on nonsut·vcy tcchn iqucs at·c t•ev i e1,;od by Round 10 ) 
R . I I 11) and '1c 1arc son. In tho spatial context, such studies might he classi 
fied into tlu·ec calegodcs, i.e., i) to obtain a sub!'egional tnblo fl'lllll th1' 
regional one, ii) to obtain a multi-eegional or intenegional table fo1· 
subre!gions, Ol' iii) to apply the existing table to anothe1• but a simi lat• 
region, out of ~hich the first case applies to oue circumstances. Typical 
studies have concluded ~~i th obtaining self-sufficiency eate ( Lhc pt·opot·tion 
of i-·th inputs provided domestically foe producing a uni L of .j-th p•·oduct) 
from the location quotients, and with little emphasis on the multi-•·egional 
consistencies. Fot· example, Sasal\i and Shibata12) try to const•·uct a 
mullJ-l'egional input-output, sysLem using the regional expot·t-to-pt•oduct.ion 
t'aLios, 1d1ci'C the location quotient fo1· sub1·egion r is defined :ts an incll~X 
to identify the dcg•·cc of special izallon to Lhc i-Lh commodity. 
1 1.' = p; '.';x'·) 1 (X ./X) 
I 1 1 
In this case, c•·oss t•·ading is pt·ecluded allhough the sums of sul)l•cgion:d 
teades aee necessarily consistent with the regional ones. 
On the othel' hand, the RAS methodlJ) to eeflect technical changes with 
time is widely applied in the spatial context . 1\hile this method •·oquit·es 
inte1·mediate demands and inputs to be kn01·m foe the target •·eglon, it is 
practically impossible to obtain them independently for our Region. As the 
matter of fact, it is possible to estimate them using the inpuL cocffi-
cients a 1J. for the extended Region, but a .. may never be modified in this lJ 
case .. In this connecLlon , the following t1w points become Lho focus of tho 
modHication method to bo PI'O!)Osod. That is , i) to deto•·mine the net 
expo1~t veclot•s in the subt·egions by explicitly considel'ing cross tt·ading, 
and ii) to modify the final demand converter matrix simultaneously with Lhe 
input coefficients. 
The formee could be achieved by incorpoeating the inter-subt•egional 
trade model, and we here employ a simple geavity model, where no distance 
decay is expected, due to the limitation of teading data. The latter is to 
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meet the minimal r·cquiz·emcnt of the RAS conversion that at least either· of 
the intl'I'mediate sums is calculated independently of the ol'iginal input 
stz·uctuz·cs. As we only need the output system or the input-output analysis 
in OUI' model, the \':due added seetOI'S a1'l' excluded fz·om OU!' modification 
' 7 
method. Accordingly, our method combines the RAS conversion fo1· the 
endogenous sectors 1dth the F1·atar method!<!) for the final demand sectors. 
3.4.2. Net increase in stocks and net export 
\\hi lc the commodity compositions of the net final demand items arc 
supposed to be relatively stable across regions, the net increase in stocks 
l' and the net expor·t F'( = r•·_,( might dz'astically diffez· from the Ol'i~i-1 1 i . i 
nal compositions dependin~ on the local supply a11d demand capabilities. In 
ou1· context, the r'egion z·efez·s to th1~ 11 pz·cfectucal J'C;.(ion ~>'hich cornpl'i:;cs 
two subr·cgions, viz. our· study area denoted by z· and the r·emaining four· 
pz·efectuJ•c)s denoted by s. And these t1'0 i toms need a scpar·ate cons ider·a-
tion fz·om those included in the net final demand . 
Suppose that the increase in stocks arises at the production site, and 
thez·e is no essential diffeeence in demand-supply z·elationship acPoss 
regions. Then we could employ the following approximatior1 . 15 ) 
Assumption 3 . 1. The Pegional net inceease in stocks J. is distributed over 
l 
subz·egions in propo!'lion to the local pi·oduclions, i.e., 
r !' . J . = (X. /X.) J . . 
1 I I I 
(3.6) 
Regat·ding the neL cxpor'ts, we make the following assumption, 1~he•·c we 
call the t1·ading lo and fz·om outside th~ region export F and impor·t ~1. 
l'espccLivcl~. to distinguish them fz·om tlw inlz·a-regional tz·ade T1·s. 
:lsstJmption 3.2. i) The cxpor·l is distr·ibuted over· subr·egions in pz·opoi·Lion 
to the local productions, and lhe impor·l is pz·opoi·tional to the local net 
·1. Tt is possible lo apply the RAS method simultancouslv to the final 
demand and value added sectol's by means of a. closed system (see Jensen and 
NcGauz•z· 20)). 
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demands. ii) The eegional supplies of the commodities ar·c distributed over 
sub~egions in proportion to the local net demands. 
The net demand Js defined as the sum of the intermediate and the net 
final demands. In subregion r, fop example, it is given as follows. 
r _ 35 r 8 ~ 
Di - ~j=laijxj + !j=lcijwj 
Then the above assumpt ioo can be wl'i t.ten in the following mannez·. 
l. ) I' ( r1 ) z· r F.= X. X. F., ~1i = (D . /0.)~1., 1 lll 11l 




''hel'C the latter expression represents a simple gravity model which is 
consistent w.r . t . spatial aggregations. 
Figure 3 . 2 depicts the trades associated with our extended Region. 
The net export of the i-th commodity in our study area can then be dccom-
posed as follows . 
( 3. I 0) 
Tho subregi onal convePters for the balancing items can be calculated 
in accordance with eqs.(3 . 6) and (3.10). 
z· !' z· t' r z· 
c. 9 = J./~.J., c. IO = F~I./!.F~I. I 1 1 l ! 1 1 1 1 ( 3. I I) 
It must be noted that these two items may take either positive or negative 
values, and thus, tho denominators of cq . (3 . 11) may possibly become ze1·o . 




Study Area (7 prefectures) 
Figure 3 . 2 . The t r ades associated wi t h the extended Region . 
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and negative values in ca lcu lating the converters to avoid indefin ite 
r·esull s . 
3 . 4 . 3. Input coefficienls and net final demand ilems 
The modification of the conver·ter·s corresponding to the net increase 
in stocks and the net export is proved to be insufficient in explaining lhe 
sub regional economic structures . Hence, it is necessary to modify the rest 
of t,he coefficients to meet the configuration of our .study area . Inciden-
Lally, the fact that the 7 prefectural region is economically dominating 
in most respects in the extended Region suggests the applicability of 
mechanical modification techniques. Hence, 1-1e peopose a method based on 
the RAS and Fratat· methods as described below, whose procedures are also 
sho1vn in Figu r·e 3.3 as a flo1v chart. 
i) Set the step number k at 0 . Calculate the initial value of the final 
demand for lhe i-th commodity from t he j-th item , Y~~), using the conveet-lJ 
er·s for the extended Region, c and then , that for the commodity based ij, 
net final demand, IS i . e ., 
y~O)= E .Y. ~0) . 
1 J 1J 
We also calculate the initial value of intermediate input using the input 
(0) I' • I' 
coefficients , a .. = a . . , for the extended Region; Z. =L.a .. X .. 
lJ 1J J 1 lJ J 
ii) Calculate the net increase in stocks and the net export for the study 
area using eqs.(3 . 6) and (3.10), and then calculate the corresponding 
converters by eq . (3.11). 
iii) Let k be the new step number, and calculate the intermediate demand 
foe the previous step; u~k- 1 ): l .a~~-l)x~ . 
1 J 1J J 
18 . In practice, a negative value is found at t he intersection of Sector 
13 (Far-flung transportation) and the central government consumption C3 in 
the 1980 table , probably because of the subsidies to cover t he deficit of 
the Japanese National Raih•ays. Although this negative figure tequires 
separate treatment, we discuss in the text the case where all the net final 
demands are positive. This is due to the fact that the negative figure can 
be regarded as a peculia!' case . Fat' an example of such treatment , refer to 
Ando and Sakai . 6) 
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a IJ Input coefficients for the extended Region 
c IJ Final demand converters for the extended Region 
X; Productions 
~------+---- -- ------ ------------
Wj lleralzed net final demands 
z j Intermediate inputs 
-----·--- --------- -- ------ --- ----
y ~01 · Commodity-based net final demands 
J r Net increase c r Unit converters for I· in stocks 1. 9 net. increase In stocks 
------- ------ -f----- ------ -un(t.- converte-rs 7o_r_-
F M ~o> liet export c ~?~ o net export 
I 
y <~<> Commodity-based 
__ ~ __ ..!'SE _f_i.!'!IL 2«:.m.!l.!.1 ~~ _. 
U ;~<> Intermediate inputs 
<~<> RAS conversion of 
a IJ the i nput coefficients 
.I .I <J<.> Unit converters j F M 1liet export1 c 1. 1 o for net. c.~ port 
' :' = ' T ' :,, = o,'\~~L,_SE __ -J 
jYi, Fratar adjustment of t.he net. final demand matri.' 
t 
lc iJ Final demand convertersJ 
Figure 3 . 3 . The flow chart of the process which jointly modifies 
input coefficients and the final demand converters. 
As we can observe from Figure 3 . 4 , which illusttates an input-output table , 
that there exist alternative ways to obtain the commodity based net final 
demand as well as the intermediate one. 
y~k-1) ' = X~ _ r FM~k-1)_ u~k-1), (3.12) J. -
1 1 1 1 l 
(k-1)' xr 1' (k-1) y~k-1), (3 . 13) u. = - J. - FM. -
1 1 l l l 
Since these values and those previously obtained have to coincide with each 
other pairwise, we try to narrow down the discrepancies by taking avetagcs 
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Figure 3 . 4 . An illustration of an input-output table . 
of the th'O separate estimations . And let the values o f these averages 
h'hich are adjusted to meet the control totals, >:jw~· and~}~-. be the esti-
mation at the pt•csent step, i. e . , 
(3 . 14 ) 
where 
( 3 . 15) 
However·, in sec Lot·s c i thee ~~hose f l nal demands ate zet'O by definition, viz . 
18 (Clel'ical business), oe ~>·hose inte emediat..e demands at•e zcr·o, vi.z . 20 
(Residential building) and the goveenmen t services (17 , 29, 34, only in 
1975), the values obtained ft-om either' of eq . (3 . 15) should eventually 
become zcr'o . In this connection , we usc the al tct·nate formulas for· these 
sec toes , in the fot'mer 
category , 
iv) Apply the RAS method to the endogenous sectors to modify the input 
(k-1) 
coefficients a.. of 
lJ 
the previous step . The eevised coefficients a~k) 
lJ 
are iu conformity 1dth the row sums U ~k) and the column sums Z1.' . 
1 J 
v) Calculate the r·egional net demand by D~k)= z .a~~)xt: + y~k) . Fr·om this, 
1 J lJ J 1 
1ie can estimate Lhe net expoet for' the peesent step, F~l(k), using eqs . (3 . 8) 
1 
thr·ough (3 . 10) . 
vi) Check with the convergence ceiterion . If it is satisfied, proceed to 
the conc luding pr·occss vii), ot· otherwise return to step iii) . 
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vii) Apply the Fratar adjustment to the net final demand sectors using the 
(k) 1' d 
rON and column sums , Y. and W., and the initial net final deman matrix, 
1 J 
{Y~~)} , as the present pattern . 
l,J 
calculate the converters for the 
From the resulting matrix, {Y~~)}, NO can 
1J 
net final demand items, c~~). i=l, ... , 8. lJ 
Our method could be applied to the target areas wherever the produc-
t ions by sectors and the itemized final demands are known. As mentioned 
before , it concentrates on the output system , the revisions are made only 
alon2 the row direction, and thus, the column sums, Z~ and W~. are fixed at ~ J J 
the initial values . Although it is possible to extend our method to 
incorporate modifications along the column direction, the present method is 
proved to be sufficiently effective according to the empirical r•esulls 
shown below . 
3 . 4 . 4 . Empirical results 
We have applied our method to the 1975 and 80 tables compiled for the 
extended Region to meet the configuration of our study area . Such 
modifications are made on the nominal basis , and thus, the conversions to 
the· real basis are made after the convergence criterion is met . The con-
~ 1 (k ) (k- l)l/35 < 10-9 , which is ver·gence criterion employed is ! = ~. c. 10-c · lO 1 1. 1 . 
satisfied after 21 and 16 steps of iterations for the 1975 and 80 tables , 
res.pectively . 
For examtning the effects of modifications , we consider the follow i ng 
t hree cases ; (a) the case using the i nput coefficient and the final demand 
converter matrices , including those for the net increase in s locks J and 
th~! net export FM, obtained from the original tables , (b) the case similar 
to case (a), but modifying the converters for J and FM , and (c) the case 
revising the entire matr·ices through the procedures described in the 
previous subsections . 
Table 3 . 6 summarizes the converters for the net export corr esponding 
to these three cases. While the converters in cases (a) and (b). in 
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T:ll>le 3. 6. The converters ror the net export and r1 and SJ ror the endogenous sectors. 
(a-H) (b-H) (c-7S) (a-80) (b-80) (c-80) r.(7S) s, (7S) r, (80) s, ( 80) 
01 -1. 1198 -I. 1391 -0.1346 -I. 2578 -I. 2828 -o. J099 0. 1870 2. I 532 0. 1467 2. 6 981 
02 -I. 8980 -1.4391 -0. 0121 -2. 7065 -2. OH6 -0. 0 I 93 0. 0032 17.991 0.0006 2 9. 034 
03 -0. 3234 -0. 7397 -0. 0566 -0.5116 -0.908 -0. OHS I. HH I. 210 I. 1186 I. 6101 
04 -0. 411S -0. 5266 -0. 0481 -0. 5439 -0.5960 -0. 0285 0. 2419 3.8U9 0. II 59 1. 2692 
05 -0. 5811 -0. 785 I -0.0871 -0.1013 - 0.9327 -0. OHI 0. 1599 3. 211 s 0. 0956 4.8Hl 
06 0. SIH 0. s 119 0. 1006 0.5357 0.8519 0. 0814 0. 3083 3. 8012 0. 307 3. 4871 
01 0. 6253 0. 0213 0. 1163 0. 6811 - 0. 2668 0.0594 o. 52S6 I. 6US 0. S7H I. s 919 
08 -0.0539 -o. uo. -0.0062 -0. 5092 -I. H£4 -0.0356 0. 5099 I. 2804 0. HOS I. 1296 
09 3. 1113 3. 5866 0. 8611 s. 1212 S. 7SOO 0. 13 58 4. 090 3 0. 34 21 3. 9 529 0.3489 
10 0. 1305 0, s 7 8 3 0. 0414 -0.0062 0. H50 0. 0010 0. 030 2.0194 0. 4134 1.9611 
II -0. 121' -0. ous -0.0218 -0.3811 -0. 3056 -0. OH2 0. 1900 3.8809 0. 1960 (. 5 943 
12 0.0005 o. oats 0. 0001 -0. 0059 0.0594 -0.0008 2. 4895 2. II 00 I. 6955 2. 1169 
13 0. 2 914 0. 3226 0.0526 0. I 011 0. 1986 0. 0108 o.uo I. 1S6 7 0. 3 360 2. I 322 
14 0. 6830 0. 14 30 0. 16 20 0. 9676 I. 01S8 O.IIH I. 042 2 0.8923 0. 9 910 0. 1805 
IS .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. I. 6721 21. 125 1. 4 1 sa 20. 661 
16 0. 0049 0. 0100 0. 0013 0. 040S 0. OS29 0. 00 ss 0. 210 3 4.1990 0. 6 138 2. 9306 
11 ... .. . .. . .. .. . .. I. S. 3 2 S I 13. HI 1. 0114 
18 ... .. . .. . .. .. . .. 0. 590 I I. 0. 5816 I. 
19 0. 000 I -o. ooo 4 0. 0000 -0.0004 0.0002 -0.0001 0. 0316 13. 40 2 0. 0292 17. 669 
20 ... .. ... . .. .. . .. I. 2. 180 9 l. 2. 3 so 7 
21 0. 0216 0. 120 s 0.0075 0. 0445 0. 1196 0. 0061 0. 1069 2. s 3 94 0. 4144 3. 8 318 
22 0. 092 2 0. IS 11 0.0252 0. 136 6 0. 1171 0. 0192 0. 200 2 3. 8908 0. I 321 s. 2 358 
23 0. 0130 0.0502 o. 0035 0.0300 0.0833 0. 0042 0. IHS s. ou 2 0. I 689 4. 2568 
24 0. 362 s 0. 3912 0. 0950 0. 2232 0. 2863 0. 0310 I. 8218 0. 188 2 2. 0849 0. 2 947 
25 0. 090 6 0. 0418 0. 0232 o. 2ua 0. 2216 0.0328 0. 3966 I. 0 Ill 0. 5032 0.9355 
26 0.0095 0. 0120 0. 0025 0. 0140 0.0091 0. 0019 0. 981S 2. 2640 0. 6349 3. 2431 
21 ... .. ... . . . .. . .. IS6.68 3. 3 za s 106. 07 .. 7546 
28 -0. 087 2 -0. 0622 -0.0212 -0. I 593 -0.1336 -0. 0188 0. 6618 4. 11 so 0. 32H s. 0791 
29 ... .. ... . . . .. . .. I. 4. U93 2. 38H 5. 2140 
30 -0.0188 0. 0916 -0. 0050 -0.0186 0. 1098 -0. 0024 I. 1988 I. 3332 I. HOO I.HH 
31 -0. I 20 I -o. oast -o. oza1 -0.3149 -0. 2169 -0.0350 17. 18 9 I. 2411 U. Ill I. SS94 
32 ... .. . .. .. .. . .. (. 280 14. 868 3. 9685 14. 686 
ss -0.0180 -0.0033 -0. OOH -o. o2H -0.0062 -0.0036 II. 9H I.H18 9. 3100 2. 0889 
H ... .. ... . . .. . .. I. 6. 0017 I. 1&60 6. 5949 
35 0. 0000 0.0025 0. 0000 -0.0006 0.0032 -0.0001 0. 0894 17. 89 3 0.0165 Is. 273 
No1c: Colu.n (a) llsls the conveners for lhe ne1 exporl in lhc ori&lnal table cooplled for the extended 
Eoclon. Coluon (b) corresponds 10 I he pan ial conversions • here onlr the nel Increase in stocks an~ 
lhc nel export are recalculated by lhe procedures described in 3.4.2. Coluon (c) corresponds 10 the 
rosuiiS of full conversions as described in 3.4. 3. 
general, are of the similar order, those in case (c) Lend Lo show smaller 
values. Although this does not necessarily mean that either exports or 
imports at·e under-estimated in that case, a sjgnificant portion of lhe 
i mbalancos are tl'ansferred to the net demand sec to1·s as lhe consequence of 
modi fical ions. This could be explained as follows. While the procedures 
in 3.4.3 for lhe net demand sectors are designed lo revise coefficients so 
as to t•eproduce the economic configurations of the target area, those in 
3.4.2 fot' the net export are based on a simple gravity model, ~~hich mar be 
far from reality. Thus when both procedures are linked, the magnitude of 
Lt·ansactions 1~ould shift to the sectors governed by the former, 1•hich would 
be mora realistic. 
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Table 3.6 also lists llw t·csult.s of the RAS convet•sion ill cas\' (c). 
AccO•t•ding to Stoncl£i), the coefficients premultiplicd t' .. 111d po•.tmult.ipl ind 
l 
s. 1·ept·cscnl till! suhsl i tution and fabrication effects, t'CSJh•ct hcly. !l Th,• 
J 
sectors hi th lo~> intcn~;i t~· in lc1·ms of intermediate demands Lend lo he 
compensated h) high intensity in tct·ms of iulot·mediate inputs. Scclo t·s 02. 
04, 05, 11, 19, 22, 23, 28 and 35 belong to this catogo•·r. They ,u·e c i 1 her· 
industr·ies "'hich at•o not chat·aclerislic Lo the ut·ba.nized at·eas, such as 
mining and light indust.l'ies, Ot' ulililies ~Vhich must be opct·atcd d1•spiln 
the high costs associated with such areas. On the othel' hand, :unong the 
genm·a.lly loN values of the substi t.ution multipliers, 1woducts of scctOJ's 
09, 12, 211, 31, and 33 at'e heavily demanded in the Region. Those sectors 
at'e e i Lhet• nccessan to suppol't businesses 01' people •~ho ill'l' engaged i •• 
lhena . Tncidcntallr, the fact that the magnitudes of multipliet·s associatud 
~~ith the public 1\0I'ks a1·e unslable depending on the levels ,.;ould be t"ll!HilL-
ed ft•om t•elath·ely small input coefficients along thei1· J'O\,S, and lhP 
difference bet~>eon substitution rnultipliet'S for the go\'entment. SCI"\Ic• •s 111 
197:i and 80 J'e f 1 ec l the de fin ilion a] changes in l he i I" IH'Oduc t ion. 
Figut·e 3 . 5 summa•· i Z(!S the pt·oductions obtained as the l"nsul Ls or 
input-output calculations , 
( 3. lli) 
basBd on the itemized f ina I demands in the Region, col'!'espond i ng to the 
tht'tJe cases along with the obset·vcd ones . As we pointed out ils possibi li-
ty earlier, the negative p•·oduction is t'esulled in 1975 fot· Sector 02 
(~li11ing) Nhcn using the ot'iginal 'coefficients . In 1980, 110 nugalive 
:9. The sectOJ'S 1dth 1'.=1 reflect the fact that the intermediate demands lo 
l 
their outputs at·e ze1'0, and lhosc 1-i th s .=1 t.hat the intet·modiatc inputs 
J 
demanded by them at•e zero, by definition . r. is said to I'e[ll"OSent the 
l 
degree of intensity to the i-th output in terms of intermediate demands, 
while sj is that of the \'alue added in the j-th seclor, in lhe target al'ca. 
Howe\'er, as the value added ratios are fixed in our method, the latter must. 
be understood as Lo represent the intensity in terms of intermediate inputs 
by the j-th sector, as compared lo the other sectors. 
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(trillion yen) 
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Figure 3.5. The calculated values of sectorial productions 
for 1975 and 1980. 
1~80 
results are obtained, but Lhe predictions in cases (a) and (b) are associ-
ated 1d Lh laq~c ert·ors especially in Sectors 01 and 09, besides 02 h'hose 
pt·edicted value n•aches 10 Limes as large as the observed . 1\e can also 
observe that out· modification method in caS(1 (c) Norks selectively in 
improdng the pt·edictions of those sectors tdth large errors . 
Finally to see t..he general performances of t•especli ve cases, ~~o calcu-
late the root.. mean squar ed errors (R.'ISE) and the mean absolute percentage 
ct•t•ot·s ('!APE) defined by Lhe follotdng fot·mulas. 
and MAPE = (100/35)E. li~-X~I/X~ . 
1 1 1 1 
Ft•om Table 3.7, we can observe that case (c) exhibits major improvements 
over case (a) in both years. However, case (b) turns out in mixed results, 
i.e., although the modification of convertet·s fot· J and F~l alone is faidy 
Table 3.7. The error statistics for the calculated values 
of productions (RMSE are in million yen). 
1975 1980 
R ~~ S E ;\I A p El R :\1 S E :\!A P E 
CASE (a) ~46774 12.01% 1172504 H. 56% 
Ct\SE (b) 3 9 8 841 5. 20 1098430 4 5. 24 
CASE (c) 328975 4. 35 6HOZO 5. 59 
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effective in 1975, essentially it brings about no improvement in 1980. The 
reason for this would be explained by the fact that the total imbalance in 
the 7 prefectural region has decreased from 1668 billion yen in 1975 to a 
quar·tet• level, 430 billion in 1980. Consequently, the modification to the 
net export constitutes only small fractions of productions in 1980 . 
3.5. Model Parameters and Spatial Levels 
3 . 5. 1. Relevance of tt·ansfot·r ing paeametet·s 
The operational model to be formulated in the following chaptet•s 
includes many parameters, which must be estimated from the observed data. 
Each model for'rnula cot· responds to some spalial level, but many of them at•e 
expc~ctccl to pr'edlct tho common variable at different spatial levels. Fot· 
example, the t•oglonal feame and Lhe activity models have equations to 
predict the Pegional household consumption expenditures C2 and their spa-
tial distributions, C2P for prefecture p and C2c for zone c, t•especlivoly. 
In such a case , it would be inconsistent Lo use cntieely different formulas 
against the different spatial levels . As our study period, for which the 
data arc collected, contains six consecutive years, nonnally we would have 
only five obscl'vatlons at the regional level , if the equation contains a 
first-ot·der lagged vaeiablc. Hence, it would be necessary to usc tho 
pooling data concerning prefectures over the years to maintain a sufficient 
degree of freedom, oven when estimating parameters for the formula to 
prc·dict the regional vadables . On tho other hand, as data in C-leveJ 
zorues are not immunized from compilation errors, it would be practical to 
estimate most of the parameters at the prefectural level, irrespective of 
Lho spatial level of tho variables Lo be predicted. In this connection, it.. 
is meaningful to examine the possibility of transferring parameters to the 
\ 
fot•mulas fo t• a different level. 17) 
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3.5.2. Linear expressions 
Tho problem associated with such transfers essentially related to the 
tr·eatmcnt of inter·cepts as far' as tho model for·mulas at'o linear·. lio~>•evcr·, 
such a problem can easily be resolved as the followin g illustration 
indicates. We hero discuss the case when we apply tho parameters est imated 
at tho prefectural level to the formula for the regional level. 
Suppose the regional formula is given by 
Y = a0 + E .a.X., J J .J 
and the parameters are estimated from its prefectural counterpart, 
(3. 17) 
(3.18) 
Then if we dono te the est ima tors by hats, f r·om tho unbiasedness of eq . 
(3.18), we have 
( 3. 1!)) EPYP= P0n + EjPjEpX~, 
flO 
where n is the number of prefectures. However, this gives nothing but 
an estimation of eq.(3 .1 7) as E YP= Y and EX~= X. from the aggregat.ive p p J .J 
relations. That is, the parameters at the regional level are the same as 
the pl'efectural ones except for the intercept, which must be multiplied by 
the number of prefectures, viz. a0 = P0n and aj = Pj . On tho contrary, 
when applying tho prefectural parameters to C-level zones, the inter'cept 
must be divided by the number of zones belonging to each prefecture. 
Jlo,o~ever', as we discuss later in Sections 4.2 and 5.4, we might utilize 
the "standard values'' Lo avoid the problems associated with the intercepts. 
Suppose the standard value for each variable at the r egional level is given 
Lo the model, possibly from a macro-econometric modeJ, and the superscript 
o denotes such variables. Then by taking tho Taylor expansion around those 
standard values, cq . (3 . 17) becomes as follows. 
110 . This expression refers to the single year computations. When data arc 
pooled over several years, there is no guarantee that eq.(3 .19 ) is 
satisfied every year unless the dummy variables to represent the years are 
int r·oduced. However , 1-1hon there are no particular chronological trendg 
regar·ding such dummy variables, the condition will be satisfied asymptoti-
cally. 
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Y = Y0 + E.J .(X.-X~) 
.) .J J J ( :l. 17) I 
In c.nse applying to C-Jcvel zones, 1~0 might employ lhc pr·ufect;.Ur'al \":duns, 
didded by the number' of zones in the pr·cfocturo, as the standard values. 
Another ~~ay to avoid Lhe pr·oblem is t.o "slandal'dize" t.hL' cqu:\Liorr by 
r·emo,·ing tho effect of zone si?.es. For' example, the midter·m rnacr'o-econo-
metric model of Japan 18 ) explains Lhe household consumption expenditures C2 
by m1oans of a simple Keynesian model where the present disposable income 
and the consumption in the previous period, as an inertial term, are used. 
ln our notation, this can be wl'itten as 
(3.20) 
whcl'o the val uo added VA rep Laces the pc r·sonal . I 11 rncomc. Transfol'ming 
this equation to the per capita basis, 
(3.21) 
we could have an expt'ession ''hose inter·cept 50 is indept'IHicnt of scale 
diversifications . In this case, the par•nmeters 9. could be estimated on 
J 
tho per• capita basis nt the pr•efoctural level. The actunl prediction of 
C2, on tho other hand, is obtained by multiplying i\ to eq.(3 . 21) using 
those paramc tOr'S, ViZ. from 
(3.20)' 
In applying parameters to the different spatial leveJ, we must face 
anot.hcr type of problems concerning the completeness of variables in Lerms 
or spatial units. That is, when ~e consider the small zones, the phenomena 
of tt·ansfe!'s ot· spillovers beyond the zones could not be ovedooked. he 
shall return lo this problem later in Section ~ . 2. 
3.5 . 3. Log-linear expressions 
l~e have seen that the parameters for the linear expressions arc tr'ans-
fet·able to a differ'enl spatial level. However, 1~hen the expression is 
Ill. It is consistent Hith the input-output fr·amCI-IOI'k to assume that a 
certain portion of the value added is allocated to the personal income. 
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non! inenr·, such tr·ansferability could not be expected in general. Never-
thcless, for· the log-linear expressions, ~>'e can establish the pr·operty as 
fnr as the model is distributive . 
Suppose the prefectur·al production is given by a log-linear· formula; 
(3.22) 
and a prefecture p contains n zones, one of which is characterized by the 
combination of (Xc, Kc, Ec). Then the Taylor expansion of ln Xc ar·ound X=XP /n 
= E _ Xc/n and alike, up to the quadratic term, will be ns follows. c;p 




[ln Ec-(Ec-E)/E+(Ec-E) 2/2E2] (3.23) 
If ln xP follows the normal distribution S(c,:: 2 ), xP follOI~S a log-nor·mal 
2 2 2 
I . ·1 · · h 1 d . f (' utu /2 . 2~( 2: G ))19) cJslr'llUtlon,nL llemcanan vnrHlnceo 'x=c , Cx=o o -c . 
Accor•dingly, if each Xc is independently and idenlically distributed, its 
mean and val'iance ~~ill be O.x/n, !~/n), and the ones for• X will be given by 
(i.X/n,t~/n 2 ) . Likewise h'e assume the means and variances for· K and E at 
2 2 LhP prefectural level are given respectively by (lK,tK) and (1E,£E). 
By laking expectations over the momenlter·ms in eq.(3.23), and regard-
ing 80 , ~I and : 2 as the set of true parameters for eq.(3.22), the estimate 
for ln Xc will be given by the following expression. 
ln"xc = e0-(t-8 1-8 2)ln n-(n-l)t~/21~ 
c 2 2 c 2 2 
+ 81(ln K +(n-1H 1J2AK)+ p2(ln F. +(n-IHE/2.tE) ( 3. 24) 
Tho adjustment tenus in eq . (3.24) arc Lo cor·t·ccl the associated aggre-
galion bi:tses "hen applying parameters estimated for· tho differ·onl eegional 
level. llo~>·cver·, even if the adjustment ler·ms ar·e incor·por·alod, the esti-
. -
mated \':dues Xc= exp(ln Xc) do not necessarily satisfy the aggr·egative 
. , . t x" c- xP r consist<'nc~, ~cep· - . . t is a common pr·aclice to employ the distributive 
for·mula l<here lhe estimates for the loHer level :we used only to deleemine 
I . . Xc -(X-c/' ;c)Xp tlC I>I'Opor·tions, VIZ. • - • ucEp'' •. As the adjustment terms become a 
simp ll' mull i pI i cal i ve when an exponent is taken, they are canceled out in 
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such cases. 
1d tb the par·ameter·s estimated for the prefectural level Lo deler·mine tho 
pr·oporlions by which the pr·cfoclueal pr·oduction is to be dislr·ibutod. 
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TilE ACTI\'fTY ~!ODEL 
ln this chapter·, "C for·mul:'\lc llw model block to analyze the spa t ral a llo-
cati.ons of flow val'iables coneer•ning the mett'opolilan actidl it.!s. Tlw 
mainstt'eam of the analysis is based on the thl'ee level input-output (31.10) 
modol , "'hich musl be accompanied by the supplementar·y distl'ibut.i on models 
fol' pl'oductions and consumption items . The tl'ades ar·e analyzed in the for·m 
of demand-supply imbalances, 1~hich <u·c dcle r·mined fr·om the balance uqua-
Lions . 1\s some consumpl i 0 11 i toms depend on the concu rT cn L twoduc Lions, the 
proccdur·cs to dctor·minc them simultaneously a!'e also discusscd . 1) 
4 . 1 . The Thl'ee-Lcvel Input- Output Model 
The main feamc"'or·k of thu activity model is pr·ovidcd by tht) 31.1 0 
model, "·hich is essentially a Lhr·ce stage r·endition of Uw B!O modut 2 ) 
coer·esponding to the hicr·archical classification of activities defined in 
• 1 
Section 3 . 1. · h'hile the input-output analysis can easily be incot·por·atcd 
into a maceo-econometl'ic model, its applications ate mostly limi Led ci ther· 
to the national level Ol' to the r·ogions comparable to our· study ar•ca 1~i th a 
feH exceptions . 3 ) Some metropolitan models also utilize the input-output 
scheme Hilhin the model, but mainly to determine the regional nmcro 
values . 4 ) In this connection , the activity model to be described her·c is 
un ique in the sense that it applies the scheme to the zonal level composing 
the Region by virtue of the BIO fra~cwork . 
AlLhough the 3LTO model constitutes a major portion of Lhc activit y 
mod1d, il is convenient. Lo consider that the R-level computations of t he 
11 . As Leonlief's original model considets three stages, viz. the nation, 
the regions, and the subregions, the framework with three stages is nothing 
ne1~. However·, the most impor·tant d if ference Hith out· model is in the Hav 
by h•hich He tr·eat intra-t·cg ional trades . In particular·, '"hile his modci 
essfmtially does not predict lhe spatial allocations of consumptions for· 
the goods classified to the highest level, "'e consider the allocations fot· 
all the commodities at a time . 
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:11.10 model are execut.ed as a pa1·t of the regional fr·ame model to be 
dij;cussed in the next chapter·. F1·om the \'ie1,point of the simulation pr·oce-
dtH·es, Uw r·csul ts fr·om the R-lcvcl computations 1>ould provide the contr·ol 
totals to the computations fot· Lhe Lwo loh•cr· levels in Lhe 3LIO model, 
1~hich consLiLuLe a par·t of the activity model. As these computaLions 
assume lhe spatial allocations of stock var iablos Lo be p•·edete•·mined, the 
execution of the location model must pt·ecede the aclidty model. 
To oper·ate an input-output analysis, the final demand data ar·e indis-
pensable. In our case, they ar·e available by pr·efectures fl'om Annu11l 
l?cport on Prcfectuc:ll ,\ccounls , but only in the for·m of t.he itemized 
expcnditur·es , sh01m in Table 3.-1. Hence, i L is necessar·y to conver·t them 
into the commodi ly based ones using lhc final demand conver·tel'S , c .. , hhich 
IJ 
M·(l commot1ly used .in t.llc nat.ion:d macro-cconomct.l'ic models . S) IIO~>'C\'C I'' 
such con,·cr·sion is only possible foe the fir·st cighl items, collectively 
calll'd the net final demand items, as the commodity composition of lhc 
balancin:,: items aee not stable aceoss the locn]itics nor· h'iLh Lime . 
,\c<'OJ'd l ngl y, when HC de no Lc the vee toes of the not final demand i toms and 
the couuuod i ty based final demands by W and )'· t'cspcc t i vc 1 y, 1-10 can Nt· i Le 
~ = CW = C[Cl C2 C3 C4 lR IF IGR JG), ( 4 . 1) 
~~her·e C is a (35 x 8) rnall'ix of corwer·te!'s cor·•·esponding to the net final 
demand items . 
The model f!'ame~>·or•k is similar· lo the one developed b~· a t·csear·ch 
J.P'oup including the aulhol', G) 1\hcre Lhe folloNing assumptions are employed 
in addition to the r·egul;u' input-output assumplions. 
:lssumption .J. 1. The same input and final demand str·uctures apply thr·ough-
out the study a1·ea . That is, the input cocffici~nt and final demand 
con,·cr·lcr· matl'ices, A=[a .. ] and C=(c .. ], ar·e inval'innt ac•·oss t.he locali-IJ IJ 
ties 1-lilhin Lhe Region . 
In Lhc above, the wor·d "localit i es" refers to zones il'!'especlive of 
the spatial Je,·cl. The follo1o~ing assumplion r·ccnpitulates lhe discussion 
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in Section 3.1 on the definit.ion of levels. 
Assumption .J.2. Hiera1•chy of activities is defined in three levels. 
Accor·dingly, the•·e will be no inter-prefectural t•·ades for P-level goods, 
and no inLer-zonal trades for C-leve! goods. 
In other' ~~o•·ds, while there is no reslriclion 011 lrades of R-
commodilies, P-level goods ar·e allowed to lrade within the P-levcl zone 
they arc produced . And zonal autar·ky is assumed for C-le,·eL goods. It 
must be noted that the actual observation includes some amount of expor·ts 
and imports, F and M, inhel'iled from outside the Region, 12 despile lhe facl 
that lhe BTO assumption precludes the ll'ading of local commodities . Thus 
it is neccssar·y to d i stl'i bule lhc ext!'a-eegional leades ovc J' lowe t• level 
zones to maintain the consislency of the input-output calculalions. In our· 
model, the trades ar·e considered in a combined fo•·m, viz. FN = F-~1 called 
the net expol't . 
Assumption 4. 3. The net expoels of local commodities Nith outside lhe 
Region a rc lo be distributed over localities in proporlion to local 
produclions. 
Let subscl'ipts R, P , C and L denote the partition o f vectors cone-
spending to R-lcvel , P-level, C-level goods and non R-levcl (local) goods, 
eespectivel~· . ll'e ful'ther· assume that supel'scdpls p and c r·epresent the 
d . 1 13 val'iables in prefectul'e p an zone c, respect1ve y . Then denoling lhe 
( r eg i onal) pr~duction vector by X, the above assumption implies the 
following . 
F~lr = (diag Xi.)(diag XL)- 1FHL and Ft>t~ = (diag X~)(diag X2)-lF'I~ (•1.2) 
A similar· argument is also assumed for' the net incr·ease in stocks. 
Assumption .J . 4. The net increase in sleeks J is distributed ove!' zones in 
12 . The wot'ds exports and imports refer to those to and from outside tho 
Region and lhus including domesli c Ll'ades between lhc olhe l' par·ts of the 
nation us weLL as the ove!'scas ones. 
13. We alLe!'nately use superscript d l o indicate variables in zone d of the 
unspecified level . The variables without superscl'ipL a r e generally used lo 
indicate regional values . 
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pt·opot•t ion lo productions, i. c ., 
Jd = (diag Xd)(diag X)-IJ ( ·1. 3) 
The balance equation fo•· the Rcgian is then given as follo~>·s. 
X R ARR ARP ARC XR YR+JR+FNR 
X p = APR App APC xP + Y p+Jp+H1p (4.4) 
XC ACR ACP ACC X c Yc+Jc+FHc 
1-.'hon tho t·egional final demand vectors, \·, J and Ht, which are to be detet•-
mined in the r egional f1·amo model, are given, the regional production 
vector X can be calculated from the above equation. 
In our model, the commodity compositions of final demands arc 
calculated after distributing tho itemized ones over the localities . Tllis 
implies that the local final demands for all sectors are calculated aL a 
Lime while the BIO mode l only requires local distribution of final demands 
for local goods . Acco•·dingly, our frame~>•ork must be supplied h'i th the 
distribution models for the final demand items as well as for a part of the 
pt·oducLions as pl'escl'ibed by the original balanced model. Details o'f those 
disLI'ibution models 1dll be discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 . 
The balance equation for the P-level computation becomes 
x~l= App APC ,pi p •p p p Xp + APRXR+Yp+Jp+F~Ip (4.5) xP ACP ACC p p "P p ~ p c XC ACRXR+YC+JC+FdC 
As tho pl'efectural distribution of J and F~1 for local goods are to be 
calcu lated simultaneously under Assumptions 4.3 and 4.4, the prefectural 
pt•oduction of local goods can be obtained if X~, Y~ and Y~ a 1·e given. 
Howevet·, the over-detel'minalion in OUI' distribution model that the prefcc -
-p 
tu•·td final demands fo1· R-goods YR are simultaneously specified helps us 
delet~ine the prefectural not exports of R-goods as demand-supply imbal-
ancos within that pl'efecturo. 
(4.6) 
Tho C-level computation in zone c is based on the balance equation, 
(4 . 7) 
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Simi lady as in the P-lovcl compuLaLion, the zonal pt·oducl.ion of C-lc,·,~l 
d b I l • d f o ,.c " 0 nl ;-.c 1· I ••• ·,.,,,l h)' tho <li'sll't·-goo scan c ca cu a~e I'm AR' ~p a c 'c• hllCI are a 
but ion models . Accot•dingly, the zonal net cxpot·Ls of R and P-goods can be 
obtained ns zonal imbalances . 
(4 .8) 
The basic procedures in the 3LIO model are summal'izcd in Figure ·l. I . 
4 . 2. Distribution Models fol' Final Demand Items 
The activity model, which is in charge of analyzing the flow aspects 
of tho met•·opolJLan activities, is designed Lo constitute a pal't of a 
general meLI'opolitan simulation model . Thus we can expect that the spalial 
allocations of stock variables would be provided ft·om a separ·ate location 
model. In othel' words, the activity model is supplied with the allocations 
of the investment items, JR, IF, IGR and IG , by the location model , ~Vhel'e 
they are de termined in accordance wiLh the zonal allocations of employment, 
population, housing, as well as th e fl01~ val'iables i n the past. h'e leave 
t--+ sloultaneous reiH ions 
--~Input-output relations 
_.,. d l stribut ion flo\S 
· ·-·-·• lagged data f lo• s 
······> suppleoentarr data flo• s 
~~ required then deteroining capital forutlon lteos endogenously , 
Figure 4 . 1 . The throe level input-output procedures. 
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the actual for·mulation~ for' these items to the au.dli:u·.'· location submodel 
to be discussed in Section 6.·1. Thus in this section, it suffices to 
for·mulate distl'ibulion models for' consumption items, Cl Lhr·ough C4. 
Fr·om the discussion in Section 3 . 5, we basically descl'ibe the house-
'.j 
hold consumption expcnditur·cs by eq . {3 .21). 1 
(3.21) 
However, when we estimate the parameters from the pooling data concenring 
the seven prefecLu1·es ove1' the five-year' period, cq.(3.21) violates the 
sign concli lion even though il may be valid at the r·cgional level. This 
could be explained b~· the fact LhaL the smaller Lhe spalial uni l becomes, 
the lcs1-; I ikcly the economic teansactions complete 1dthin that unit. One 
r·cason that 1~e could not clisr'cgard such spillovcr·s is attributable lo the 
conceptual discr·cpanc~· bct~Vccn accounting of consumption and \'aluc added 
Lhal the fol'lllCI' i!> ohlnined a!> Lr·ansactions b~· the r·csiclent.s while t.he 
laLtct· is accounted al t.hc places of production. And this discrepancy 
r·cquir·cs us Lo explicitly consider the income tr'ansfer·s among pt'cfectue~s, 
associated with commuting . 
Such a ll'ansfcr· might be appr-oximated by the Lem \'A(~p /~-Ep /E), 1~her'c 
sP and EP I'C(}I'cscnL the population and the number of employees in peefec-
t.UI'C p, r·ospect ivoly, and Lhc val'iables NilhouL supcr·scl'ipls r·cpr·csent Lhe 
t'egional values. This coeeesponds to the fact that the income is 
supposcdh JH'Opot·Lional lo population 1~hile the pr·ocluclion is to emp loyees. 
Thus the Lct·m is to app!'Oximate Lhe tr·ansfer from the pr·oduct,ion silo Lo 
the r·csidcnlial one . Consequently, ~~e can eeHritc cq .(3.21) Lo incorpor-ate 
Lt·ansfur·s at the pl'efcctlll'al lc\·el . 
C2P 
(4 . 9) 
The mode I par·ameter•s ar·c estimated using this expt·ession . ~ole that eq . 
' ·1 . Het·e Lhc p;\l'llmclers are changed to a 2j Lo comply with the notational 
r·ules iu this chapter· . 
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(4.9) is consistent 1-l.t'.t. to Lhe r-egional aggregation, and cq.(3.21) is 
still valid at the regional level . That is, when eq.(l.9) is multiplied by 
~p and summed over prefectures, we have 
C2 = ~PC2p = a 20~p'\p + a 21 ~PC2~ 1+ a 22~p(VAP+\'A(Np/'l-F:p/E)) 
= a20;-.~ + a21c2-1+ !122\'A. (·I. I 0) 
The RHS of this expression is equivalent to eq.(3.20)', which is ohtnincd 
by multiplying tho r·egional population to eq . (3.21). 
Foe the actual applications, the prefectural values ar·e calculated by 
Laking the Taylor· expansion of the first-order a r·ouncl the r·egionnl values, 
C2/N . 15 
czP 
C2 C2p 
-I [- + a21 (--
N NP 
( •1 . 1 I a) 
This is equivalent Lo considel'ing that the regional per· capita consumption 
is sufficiently close Lo those for the peefectuees belonging Lo Llw Region. 
Then eq. (4 . lla) is expected Lo give mor'e stable •·esulls than using 
eq . (4.9), which calculates the entiee amount of prefectur-al consumption C2P 
directly. Incidentally, as the regional values can be t'egar·dcd ns the 
"standar'd values" discussed in Section 3.5, we can avoid the pr·ohlcrn asso-
ciated with the constant tcr'm :t 20 ~~ilh this expt'ession . Elimination of the 
teem Hhich might r·eflecl the zonal scales, at the same Lime, makes i l 
possible to apply the similar' formula to the C-leve! distr· i butions, but the 
prefectural v<r-lucs aec ecgaeded as the first approximations in this cnsc. 
c2P C2c c2P VAc+VAP(Nc/Np-Ec/Ep) vt.Y 
C2c [- + - 1 -1 + a22< - -) )Nc ( 1\ . II b) = a (--- -) Np 21 Nc Np Nc NP 
Ncx L we cons ide!' the consumption expendi lures outside households Cl, 
which concspond to wel far·e, social expenses and lodging all01>~ances paid by 
fir·ms. Since it is r·easonable lo assume such expenses arc pr·opor'Lional Lo 
i5 . The fir·st-oPder Taylol' expansion might not be unique depending on 
whether to regard each term as a whole as an independent val'iAblc 01' Lo 
take pat'Lial derivatives for the individual variables constituting it. We 
employ the for·mer' viC\\' in for·mulaLing the disll'ibution models. 
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the numbee of employees, h'e use the following in place of eq . (4.9) . 
CIP Clp VAP+VA(Ep /E -Ep/E) 
-l 18 ~ 18 (4 . 12) 
Ep = alO + 
a 11-p- + Ql2 Ep E 
Nhoro E
18 represents lhe number of employees in 
lhe clerical business, 
which lists the managerial sections of R-level firms (Sectors 1 through 14) 
separately from their mother industries. 16 Here the transfer term 
VA(E~8;E 18-EP/E) reflects the fact that many of such expenses are incurred 
wheee their main offices are located, rathee than at the sites of 
production. 
While the parameters are estimated for eq.(4.12) , the predictions of 
local values are based on its first- order Taylor expansions . 
Cl Clp C1_1 VAP+VA(Er8/E18-EP/E) VA Clp= -1 - -) ]Ep (4.13a) [- + all (-P- --)+ a 12( P 
E E E E E 
Clp Clc C1p VAc+VAP(Ec /Ep -Ec/Ep) VAP 
Clc= [- + -1 --=.!)+ a ( 18 18 - -) ]Ec (4 . 13b) 
gP a11(7 gP 12 Ec gP 
Regarding the government consumptions , C3 and C4, the funds are 
allocated, fot' the most part, in accordance with the previous recotds. 
Thus we employ the inertial terms and the changes in numbers of employees 
in related sectors to represent organizational changes . We here regard the 
community and government seevices of the relevant level as such sectors . 
For the national expenditures we employ 6EPR = 6(E 16+E17 ) , while the local 
ones at'e represented by llEPL = ll(E28+E29+E33+E34 ), where ll denotes the 
changes from the previous period , viz . 6EPR = EPR-EPR( - 1), for example . 
Considering the fact that the government spending is basically proportional 
t6. The reason 1vhy 1ve deal with the managerial segment of the industries 
separately is that the way they choose their locations are different from 
that of their mother industries . For instance, while manufacturing 
factories tend to prefer wider space and access to freight transportation, 
their main offices tend to choose center city locations . 
The clerical business is considered only for R-level activities . This 
is due Lo the fact that the local activities are to be operated by smaller 
firms, and thus, it is t•elatively difficult to make distinction between 
managerial and non-managerial workers . 
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to population, h'e have the folloh•i ng expeessions fot· estimating p:u-ame Le t•s. 
C3P C3~ 1 p IIEPR 
a 30 + a -- + Q -- ( I . l ·la) 
NP 31 NP 32 NP 
C4P C4P liEPr 
-1 ( ·l. J ·lb) a40 + Q -- + (! --:-;P 4 I r-Y ·12 :-;P 
As the government services are defined as self-consuming activities, possi-
bil i Lies of Ll'ansfet·s at·e excluded at least in monetat'Y Leems. And the 
subsidies on Lhe community serv ices constitute a major pot·Lion of Lhe 
goveenment consumption . Accot·dingly, it appear-s unnecessa1·y Lo considet• 
transfer terms for these expenditures. 
As is the case for the private consumptions, we employ the fir-st-order 
Taylor expansions of the above equations for the local predictions . The 
prefectut·al distdbutions, for example, 1dll be made in accordance 1dLh the 
follo~>'ing expressions. 
C3 C3p C3_1 llEPP liEP C3P = [- + -1 R __ R) ]i';P a (--- -) + Q (---
N 31 Np K 32 Np N 
(·1.15a) 
C4 C4P C4_ 1 ilEPP llEP C4P [- + - 1 ( L __ r.) ]l\p a (-- -) + a --
N 41 NP N -12 Kp N 
( •l . l5b) 
Likewise the C-level distributions follow the expansions aeound the 
prefectural values . 
The t•esults of pat•ameter estimations based on eqs .(4 . 9), (4,12), 
(4.14a) and (4.14b) a t'e summal'ized in Table 4.1.t 7 Although the t-values 
for constants aiO Lend Lo be lo~>', they will not affect the predicted values 
since the expanded forms aee employed in the actual simulations . Moeeovee, 
by the virtue of hieraechical consistency that our formulations tnaintain, 
these parameters could commonly be used in some of the equations in t.he 
i7 . The variables expressed in monetary tel'mS are in million yen, which 
are evaluated at the 1975 prices. For those compiled from income statis-
tics , deflated values are readily available, while production related data 
are deflated using commodity-based inflators obtained through the method 
suggested in Section 3 . 3. The units of population and employments are 
number of persons . 
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lal.dc ~.I. Parameters of distribution models for consumption i t ems. 
i a 10 a 11 a12 R2 
Cl 1 0.0673 0.4890 . 00356 0. HOO 
(3. 35) (3. 23) (2. 20) df=32 
C2 2 0.0370 0. 9336 0.0398 0. 9752 
(I. 70) (20. 91) (I. 98) df=32 
C3 3 -. 00131 I. 0461 4. 2218 0. 9929 
(1. 77) (67. 93) (3. 65) df=32 
C4 ·1 . 00231 0. 9939 2. H86 0. 9865 
(0. 90) (~8. 31) (2. 26) df=32 
~ote: The column of i 2 gives the deter~ination coefficients 
adjusted to the degrees of freedom. and the values within 
the parentheses sho' the absolute t-values. 
r·ogional fl'arne model, Nhich h'ill be discussed in Section 5 . 1. 
Given lhe spaLial allocalion of lhe irweslmenl items, Lhc locttl rwt 
final ch1mand Vt~CtOI'f.:, ll'p !lnd ll'c, have n01" been dete1•mincd. t\nd 1" i th the 
convcl'ltH' matr·ix C, '"e can t1'ansfo•·rn these itemized net f'inal demands into 
the COmmod i ty based OliOS . 
( 4. I G) 
•I . 3. Distr·ibulion ~lode Is for· Pr·oductions 
,\s noted in Section 1.1, the 3LIO model r·equites a p1u·t of the 
commodity Pl'oductions to be distdbuled ove1' lhe local i Lies sep~u·ately fr·om 
the mninstr·carn of the input-output analysis . In the case of the net final 
demands, local disll'ibulions for all the commodities a1·c dctc•·rnined at a 
time by cq.(•I.IG). On the contr·ary, the pr·oducLion dist.1·ihutions to a 
local level ar·<' r·equi1·ed only for the commodities to be t•·acled beyond that 
level as sug~testcc! by the 1310 model . That is, i ) R-levcl goods a1•e to be 
distl'ibutcd f1·om the Region to C-leve! zones, ii) P-level goods a 1·e to be 
distl'ibulcd fr·orn lhe Pl'efectu••es to zones, and iii) no disLI'ibutions ar·e 
r·equi•·ed for C-lc\'cl goods. 
Tht> p:·oduct.ions lii'C distl'ibuted in pr·opor·tion Lo lhe IH'oduclion capn-
biliUes of the localities. Such capabilities may be descr·ibed as values 
of an agg1·e~at<' (>I'Oduclion function of the sector. The follo1dng th1·ee 
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types of functions are considered at the prefectural level. 
(a) and 
(c) ( 4. 17) 
The first one is a typical Cobb-Douglas type function, 1~hich combines 
production assets K
1 
and number' of employees E1 assigned to the sector·. 
Since the sectodal data of the fo r mer· are only available for· the manufac-
turing sectors, 03 through 10 , labor is considered to be a sole source of 
production in the remaining sectors . 18 The third expression incorporaLes 
cer·tain extemal economies reflecting the average laboe pr·oducL i vi Ly per· 
non-a.gl'i cullu eal , non-mining employees , EUP , i n the locality . t 9 T n lc ,._ 
tiary sectors, in paeticu lar, the sales per employee 140uld accelerate 14 i th 
agglomeration of PI'Oductions . The high pr·oductivily is a l so nC'ccssitalod 
to pay off lhe higher· rents . 
Due to data Limitations, the paeameters a r·e estimated log-lineui'Ly 
fr·om the pooling data at the prefectu r·al level. The hats attached to lhe 
LHS of eq . (4 . 17) identify that those values serve only as appr·oximations lo 
the peefectutal productions, in the sense that the aggregative consistency, 
!p~~ = Xi' is not guaranteed by themselves . Hence it appears to be appro-
priate to use the distributive formulas 1"heee the regional amounts nrc 
distl'ibuted in proportion to the values obtained fl'Om eq . (4 . 17) . r i'Oill the 
tB . The land is seem i ngly an indispensable input i n agdcullural sector. 
In an urbani7.cd ar·ea 1 ike out· study area , crops ar·e chosen Lo [>I'Oduce the 
highest r•evcnue fr·om the l imi led land . Consequently, as fa1· as ptoductions 
are evaluated in monelttry terms , land a1·ea is found not so effective to the 
peoduction as might be expected . And as it is difficult to obtain depend-
able data on land ar·cas foe non-agricullu l'al sectot·s , we do not consider· 
land inputs explicitly in our peoduction functions . 
19 . In Sakai and Ando, 7 ) the agglomeration effects arc 
for·m of an exponential te1•m, i.e . , the type (c) function 
i~ = a.(E~) 7 i cxp[5.{(VAP 1/EUP1)-(VA 1/EU 1 )}], instead. 1 II 1-- --
sitivity of the exponential function sometimes leads 
results . Consequently, a power function is adopted 
simulations. 
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considoted in tho 
has been given by 
llowever·, the sen-
to infinitesimal 
for the ncLual 
discussion in Section 3.5, it. is possible to apply the par•ameters to t.hc C-
level 7.0nes even though they ar·e estimated at. t.ho pt·efect.ur·al level, 
pr·oddccl that the model is log-linear and distl'ibut.ive. 
IIOI~eveP, since many of the sectol's r·elated to capital foemations, like 
consLr·uction sector's, ar•e defined so as to produce non-tradable goods, to 
distribute the enlir·c amount of pr•oductions would violate those defini-
Lions. ThcPefore, we heec consider the inputs to be used to form capitals 
as capli ve to the locations whet'e those for·ma Lions ar·e made. That is, 
dof in ing t.he i-th good input to capital foemations in prefecture p by 
p p p p p I. = c. 5IR + c. 6 IF + c. 7 IGR + c. 8 JG , ] 1 1 1 1 
the pr·oduction is calculated by the follo~Ving formula . 
X~= I~+ (X~/E X~)(X. - E 1 1~) 
1 1 1 p 1 1 p 1 (4.18a) 
Deducting the input related to the capital formations, xP - E I~ serves 
· i cEp 1 
as the control total for the prefecture to which c belongs. Then the zonal 
production can be calculated by 
X~= ~~ + (X~/E E X~)(X~- t E 1~). 
l 1 1 c p 1 1 c p 1 (4.18b) 
whor·o Xc dcnot.es the zonal estimate from eq . (4.17). i 
Table 4 . 2 summarizes tho parameters of the production functions with 
the functional types selected being indicated foe ecspectivc sector·s. For· 
soctoes classified as to produce R-goods, those parameters would commonly 
he applied to both eqs.(4.18a) and (4.18b), while the latt.ee equation only 
needs to be calculated for the P-level sectoes . 110 
1~c production functions of type (c) arc employed only Nhen both 7. 
l 
and 6 j dornonstr·ate corTccL signs and at·e statisUcally significant at the 5 
% level, with the only exception of sector 02 (Mining) whose last term to 
represent external effects is merely significant at the 13 % level. Inci-
dent.ally, those sectors with oi < 1 might be regarded as activities that 
I 10. As the employees engaged in public works cannot be divided into the 
govet•nmcntal levels which carr·y out the peojects, Pl'Oductions of all three 
level!; of public ~~orks, sector·s 15, 27 and 32, arc summed up to calculate 
the par'ameter·s of the coeresponding production function. 
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Table~- 2. The parameters or production functions. 
SECT H\C a' /J. 1. 6. IP SECT FCJC a' IJ. 1. 6. IP TYPE TYPE 
R or I) rotc. 1 o. OS! o.na R II I) C.1U2 l.OUI 0 !U~ (10. I I) (I.Sl) (df•CO) (3. 10 (!C. II) (df•CO) 
R 02 c l 2401 I. 2S21 z.oou 0. 291 z R II I) I. SUI 1 01H 0. 1S~l (0. 30 (3. !S) (I. ~1) (3!) (0. H) (: 1 :t) (CO) 
R 01 Q !. 1919 0. 6~97 0. 39!3 0. !200 R U b 2.UH I. 0019 0. 991C (l. 10) (l.$91 (C. 26) (!9) (!. 19) (61. 16) (.a) 
R Oc • 
0. 2693 I. Ot!9 0. Z~!l 0. 9!!C p 19 c 3. 211' I. I 206 2. 02~~ 0. 9!0 (2. 91) ( 10. !7) (3. 12) (lt) (2. !l) ( 19. C3) <c. sr l (32) 
R OS • 
I. 8619 0. 4278 0. 1&60 0. 9UI p 20 c 167. 31 0 H02 3. Hll 0. ~61S (C 16) (6. 27) <12. ao (39) (I. 06) (11. H) H. 90) (32) 
R 06 • 
I. 3Ul 0. 6US 0. l32l 0. 9tH p 21 b 0. 9911 I 1&29 0. 9141 (!32) ( 10. 62) (I. Cl) (39) (0. 01) (11.21) (CO) 
R 01 • 
3.61%9 0. Ul6 0. Cl9t 0. !626 p 22 b o.sao L 1!!9 o. tnc (l. 36) (II OS) (7. S2) (U) (1.$6) (36. 01) (CO) 
R 01 a ' 3161 O.US1 0. 6226 0. !liS p !3 b 0. TOZS 1.!!96 0. 1113 (2. SO) 02. 00) oua) US) (I. 10) (37. H) (CO) 
2 Ot • 
2. lUI 0. Uta 0. HOI 0. Ull PH c "·"' 
0. ti!C o. sru 0. 9ll7 
(2. ttl (II. H) (l. U) (St) (ICU) (CO OC) (l.W (3!) 
ll 10 • 
0. SilO 0. U61 0. 1192 o. tnt p 21 b 2. 1116 I. 0660 0. '"' (2.CO (t. 68) (16.10) (It) H.aJl (19.tt) (CO) 
R II c H.SSJ I. OU1 2.1UC 0. tc Tt p 26 b l. 3636 I. 011t O.HII (6. tO) (16. tO) (C.U) (32) (1. U) (61.0) (CO) 
R 12 c 3. !OSl I. 112! !. 1&19 o. ac" r za b r.azza I. 0910 0. !Ill (I.U) (12.91) (l. !l) (32) (2. 11) (S2. !C) (CO) 
R 13 b 3. Jill I. 161S 0. 9923 p 29 c 11.161 0. l soc 0. 1131 0. 9111 (7. 61) (12. 90) (CO) ( 19. 94) ($3. OC) (C. 01) (32) 
R 14 b 1.160 I.IH1 0. uu R IS c 0. IOU I. 21U I. 1124 0. !lOS (!.52) (S6. 16) (CO) p 21 (I. 11) ( 16. Cl) (3.31) (32) 
Sote: Althouah the parJaeters 1re c&Jcutued rroa Joe-linear recressions. a.· s aho•n bere ue transfoned to the ones In eq. 
(C.I1). viz. the exponents or the rccrcssed lnlcrteplS. Tbc t·v•l•cs sbo•n • lthh parenlbes .. are those diretllr 
obu1ned froa lo&·llnur rcaresslons. Decrees or rreedoa are: 39 for trpc (•). CO for \rpc (b) •nd 32 Cor trpe (d 
recrtsslons. 
possess a public service outlook that they ought to allocate employees even 
to zones ~~hel'e only l01-1 pt•oductivity could be expected. ~leanwhile, Llw 
fact that some of the t-values corresponding to the multiplicative terms J. 
l 
ar'C sLaLisL ically insignif icanL is less impol'tant since such ter·ms arc Lo 
be canceled out when incor·por·at.ed in t.he distribuLi vc fol'mulas. 
4. 4. Simul tancous Deter·mination of Peoductions and Consumption I terns 
As cqs . (4 . 9) and (4.12) indicate, the private consumption items, Cl 
and C2, depend on the value added for the present period, Nhich is defined 
as a part of the concuerenL producttons. This implies that the productions 
and those items ought to be deter·mined simultaneously as illustrated in 
Figure 4.1. And this can be done essentially by partitioning the itemized 
net final demand vector 1.; into th·o pal'ts; t.he one Nhich indirectly depends 
on tho pr•oducLion vector· X, and W which docs not. 
Since the R-Jevel computations are consideeod to be a part of t.he 
regional fl'ame model, we here focus on the local ones leaving those foe the 
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R-levcl to the next chapter·. For· the P-level computations, 1"e have the 
following partition of ~p for prefecture p based on the dependency on xP. 
Wp= (Cip czP C3P ... !Gp)T:: BXP+ wP 
T p .p T 
= (al2 a22 ° .. · O) (aO,l ... a0,35)(Xl ... X35) 
+ [Cl(Ep/E)+a 11 (Cl~l-CI_ 1 (EP/E})+a 12vA(E~8/E 18 -2Ep/E), 
czp:P/~)+a 21 (C2~ 1 -C2_ 1 ('lp/N))-722VA(Ep/E), C3P, 
wher·c :tOj is the input coefficient for value added in sector j, h'hich is 
nssumed to be in\'ariant o,·er· the Region by Assumption .J.J. Then the locnl 
lc,·cl hal:mce equaLion (·1.5) carr be t'ChTitLcn 1'ilh par·titions of \'Cctor·s 
and maLI'iccs correspondirrg to non R-le,·el goods denoted by L. 
whcrr ZL is a diagonal nmlrix given by 
Z1 = diag{(.J.+F''I.)/X.[iEJ.}, , 1 I I (.J.20a) 
hhich is in corrfomity 1dlh Assumptions ./ . 3 arrd ·1.·1 . 
ll. must be noted that the pr·efcctul'al !H'oductiorrs of R-level goods X~ 
1-;ould have been deLcr·mincd pr·ior· to this stage th!'ough the pl'oduclion 
distr·ibution models stntcci above . Accol'dingJy, all of the prcfecturnl 
pr·oducl ions ~~ould be dctcr·mirred when those for· local goods are obtained. 
:-;P 
. L 
And this enables us to calculate the \'alue 
the consumption items for· the peefectur·e . 
(·1 . 2la) 
dd d \'\P_ ~ xP a C t I - - • ll.o . , . 1 J J J and thus, 
Only the productions for· C-level goods al'e to be calculated from tho 
C- h•,•cl balance cqualion as those fol' both R and P-1 cvel goods at·e sub.Jecl 
to pr·ior· distdbulion. Similady as in the above case, we dichotomize tho 
itemized net final demarrd vector ~c for zone c. 
whcr·c the second term of the RHS is independent of lhe zonal productions, 
aud g i \ eu by 
Wc=l C I p (F:c /EP)+a 11 (CI: 1-CI ~ 1 (t::c /Ep) )+a 12 VAP (E~ 8;r.1; 8-2Ec /F:P), 
C2p('\c/~p)+l 21 (C2= 1 -C2~ 1 (Nc/:-;P)) -~ 22v\P(Ec/F:P), C:lc, . . . , JGc]T. (11.22) 
Defining the diagonal matr•ix Z~ for prefecture p lo 1~hich zone c belongs by 
zP = diag{ (J~+ni~)/X~[ iEC}, (4. 20b) c l 1 1 
the zonal balance equation (4.7) can be rewritten as follows. 
( 4. 7)' 
Rearranging this expression , we obtain the zonal production vector for C 
level goods. 
c_ p -1 c c ~.c 
XC-[IC-(ACC+CCBC+ZC)] [(ACR+CCBR)XR+(ACP+CCBP)Xp+CC~ ) (1.2lh) 
Combining this with the pr·e-distributed productions or higher commodity 
levels, we can determine all the consumption items in the C-levcl zones. 
And thus the aim of the acli v ily model, to b r·cak do1o~ rr all the flow 
variables to Lhe minimal spatial units in tho Region, has now been 
achieved. 
The discussion so far has focused on how we may distribute the 
regional amounts to zones, upon the availability of such values. Then tho 
next slop is to determine those regional amounts, viz. the regional final 
demand items along with tho R-level input-output calculations, which will 
be Lhc majo r' subject in the next chapter . 
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TilE REG I 0:--li\ L FRA'!E ~!ODE I. 
The r·egional fr·ame model is designed to deter·mine the final demand items, 
including consumplions, investments, net incr•ease in stocks and the net 
expot•t, as ~>'ell as the employments at the regional level. Among them, the 
l atte r three factors are determined by sectors . \l'c aimed at for·mu lal.ing 
each of these models in this chapter· . 'lost for·mulas, except fot· the ones 
concerning the employments, are directly related to the input-output compu-
tations discussed in the previous chapter . 1) 
5 . 1. Ket Final Demand Items 
5 . I . I. Consumption items and regional productions 
As mentioned in Sect ion 3.5, most model parameters are estimated from 
the pooling data collected at the prefectural level to secure a sufficient 
degree of ft·eedom. ~leam•hile, as all the distl'ibution models in Section 
4.2 are formulated on the pet• capita ot' per employee basis, they at'e 
independent of the size of the spatial unit. And the consistency rdgarding 
t'egional aggr·egations is guaranteed fot' the consumption items as illustr·at-
ed in eq . ( 4 . 10) . lienee, it is poss i b1 e to use the common parameter·s to the 
distl'ibution models as fat· as those items ar·e concemed . In other Hot·ds, 
eq . (•I. 10) indeed gives an unbinscd estimate for· the regional household 
consumption , and a similar at·gumcnt applies to the other tht·ee consumption 
items as well . 
Accordingly, he have the folloNing expressions for estimating the 
consumption items at the regional level, 1•here the pat•ametel's shown in 
Table 4.1 have been incorporated . 
Cl = 0 . 0673 E + 0 . •1890 Cl_ 1 + 0.0036 VA (5 . la) 
C2 = 0 . 0370 N + 0.9336 C2_1 + 0.0398 VA (5.1b) 
C3 =-0 . 0013 N + 1 .0461 C3_1 + 4 . 2218 liEPR (5.lc) 
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Cl = 0.0023 :\ + 0 . 9939 C<I_ 1 + 2 . .J786 6EPI. (5 . ld) 
The pr·oductions X for· the pr·esent period are r·elated to the value 
added VA in the RIIS of the fir·st t1-:o equations, and thus, the consumption 
items must bo deter·mincd simultaneously 1dth them. Simi lady as is the 
case in Section 1.·1, this can be done by pat·titioning the itemized net 
final demand v<:ctol" 1\ into t"o terms on the gr·ound of the dependency on X. 
II' = ( C l C 2 C 3 . . . I G) T = BX + h' 
= (al2 a22 ° ·· · O)T(aO,l a0,35)(Xl ... X35)T 
~ (a 10E~a 11 CI_ 1 a 20N+a 21 c2_ 1 C3 ... IG)T, 
1'hcec a 0 . is Lht' input coefficient for value added in seclor· .i . ,) 
r·<'gional (gr·oss) fin:tl demand vector· Y can then be I'I'ltten as 
Y = \· + J + HI = C ( BX + W) + J + F~l , 
h'e can t'llh'l'ile lhc r·cgional balance equation (•1 . 4) as follo1~s. 
X = AX + C(BX + \\") + J + F~l 
(5 . 2) 
As the 
(5 . 3) 
RearTanging this expr·cssion l> . t'.t . X, ~"e can easily obtain a rel:\Lion 1o~hich 
doC'S not expl ici lly contain \',\. 
X= (I - (A+CB)] - 1 [C~ + J + F~] (5 . 4) 
The r·egional \':lluc added can then be calculated by \',\ = ~ jaOjXj, fr·om 1,·hich 
Cl and C2 nr·e deter·mined postel'iorly through the fir·st two equations of eq . 
( 5 . I) . 
5 . 1. 2 . Housing investments 
As Ne l eave thcit· spat ial distributions to lhe location model , t he 
investment ilC'ntS need Lo be determined onl~· at lhe t•egional l evel . Among 
the fotll' investment items, l>e fir·st considee the housing investments, both 
p t' i \'aLl' and govc r·nmen L. ll'e her·e assume that these i lems depend on the 
\altH' added in the pt·evious pel'iod \',\_1 and the population incr·ease ll~ in 
the p r·esen t pc r· i od, l>h i ch is exogenous to the mode 1 . The laLtet· is 
P;o..pccted to r'CJ>I'csent the ne1> demand and used in the fot·m of b~:maxU~.O), 
1-:hil<l the fot·rncr· corTesponds to the maintenance costs at lnl'ge. 
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Although the distribution models, of the kind discussed in Section .J.2, 
ar·e not requir•ed for· these items, He still need to esUmate the pur·amet<ll'S 
at the p r efectural level due to data limitations. For· example, the 
parameters for the pr·ivate housing investment IR are obtained from Lhe pre 
fectural data using 
(5.5) 
As discussed in Section 3 . 5, it is possible to apply the same par•nmC'tcr·s to 
the calculation of its r·egional value provided that this expr·ession gives 
an unbiased es Limate of the pl'efectur·al investment . Namely, the r·og i onn l 
value can be obtained by summ ing up eq . (5 . 5) H.r. t . pt"efectur·es . 
lR = ~ IRP i r Vt·.P + a }; 6NP + VA + a 6N 4 p = a50n a51up -1 52 p = a50n a5l -1 52 ' 
1'her·e n is the numbel' of prefectures in t he Region, which is seven for· our· 
study 1u·ea includin~ Tokyo Nett·opolis . Thus to apply the pr·Pf<~C't ut·nl 
estimates to the r•egional level, it is only necessat'Y to multiply the 
intet'cepts by the number• of pr•efectu!'es within the Region . 
As the same &l'gument also applies to the government housing invest-
ment, JGR, we have the following expr·essions for· the r·egionnl housing 
investments . 
IR -39501 + 0 . 0488 \'A_1 + 2 . 916 6~ . (0 . 24) (33 . 35) (12 . 23) 
-2 R = 0 . 9705, 
df=32 , 
(5.G) 
IGR = -824 . 6 + 0 . 00291VA_1 + 0 . 11406~ . (0 . 02) (9 . 72) ( 2. 33) 
-2 R = 0 .7318 
df=32 , 
(5 . 7) 
1'here the pararnetet•s nrc calculated f rom t he data collected between 1975 
and 80 . Howeve r· , ~~<· have only f ive effective yenr•s ol' obset·vations du e to 
the lagged vaeinble, VA_ 1 , contained in the above expressions . 
5 . 1.3 . ~on-housing investments 
These items can be subdivided into lhr·ee categol'ies , viz . the govet·n-
ment capital formation except housing, the manufactut'ing and non-
manufacturing capital for·malions . Among them, only the manufactul'ing ones 
are to be fot"mulatod on the sectorial basis . 
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i) Gover·nmont capital for·malion except housing IG: The same explanato r·y 
variables as for· the housing investments ar·e employed for· this item. 
Consequently, we have the folloHing expression 1d th parametcr·s estimated at 
the J>r'o fectu r·al le\el. 
TG- l.042xt 06 + 0.0540 VA_1 + 0 . 9022 bN , (3.74) (21.83) (2.24) 
-2 R = 0.9355, 
df=32 . 
(5.8) 
ii) Manufacturing capital formation ilK . 
1 
(1=3, ... ,10): TL is a common 
practice t.o conside r the investment as being the difference bel1>~oen the 
optimal stock and tho existing one. 2 ) And the for·mer could be [Wed icted 
' I I 1 . · · 1 3) fr·om oi thor· Jor·gonson s approac1 or t 1e acce er·allon~ prurc1p e . 





= -7339. +0.0414 +0.4935 
(0 . 57) (1.74) y+6. (2.74) 
1 
Ki(-l)xi(-t) -0.4139(1-6.)K. , 
xi(-2) (1.81) 1 1(-t) 
-2 R =0 .8745 , clf=28, (5 . 9) 
whcr·c K1 is the manufacturing capital, x1 is the ptoduction, and v401 is 
the opetating sur·plus in sector i. t 1 7 and 6 . are the official discount 
1 
and the capital clcprecia lion rates, respectively, which are exogenous to 
the model, and thus, 7+6. gives the effective capital cost. 
1 
The first term corr esponds to the Jorgenson's optimal capital stock , 
1~hilc the second tcr•m is the expected needs for capital pr·ovided that the 
ptoduclion expands at the same tate as the previous period. 1~o third term 
is the existing stock aftel' depeeciation which is to be subtracted from the 
peescnl needs, and thus Lhe sign of this term is expected to be negative. 
Unlike the previous items, parameters for this model ar·c estimated 
from the regional data, i.e., 1~0 have 32 effective ohset·vations that 
cot·r·espond Lo 8 sector's over· a four·-year period, due to tho use of the 
second-o r·de r lags. ~loreover·, in tesponse to the difference in sizes of 
fl . The subsceipt 40 for the operating surplus and 41 for tho depeociation 
of fixed capital , l'especti vely , correspond to the r·ow number·s in the re-
gional input-output tables shown in Tables A.l and A. 2. 
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inclustr·ies, a GLS estimation is employed for this item 1dlh ;~ ~>ldghl. 
pr·opor·tlonal to the r•ecip r·ocal of Ki(-l)' 
iii) l'<on-manufactut'ing, non-housing capital formation ~K~: This categoroy 
r·epresenls the irl\cstmcnts associated 1·:ith the seclor·s 1~hich cntai 1 the 
symbol~ in Table 3 . 2, dz . activities other· than Sector's 3 thr·ough 10, 17, 
29 and 34. Like1dse the variables 1dth the subscl'ipt :\ idcntif~ the sums 
over such sec Lor·s. It must be noted that the gO\·ernment sen·ices ar·o 
not taken into account since the investments by the public sector· arc 
excluded ftom the co r·eespondi11g data . t 2 
As statistics are not available on the existing stocks, 1-1e employ the 
depreciation of fixed capital v,11 N as a proxy to those. By the same 
r·easoning, the capita l clep r•eciation rate o cannot be calculated for• this 
case . Since this item can only be dealt in a lump-sum for·m, it is rwces-
sar•y to use the pr•o f ec Lu ral da La to secure a necessar·y dcgr·cu of f r·ecdom. 
Thus the pat·ametet·s are determined from the follo~;ing equation at the 
prefectural level. 
.iK~ = a60+a61[V~ON(-l)+V40l\(-l)(D~(-l/0.\( - 1)-X~ ( -l /X~(-l))]+a62V1~1~(-l), 
( 5 . 10) 
Hhere D r epresents the net demand, which is the sum of inletrnediate demands 
and the net final demand, given by 
D.=~.a .. X.+Y .. 
1 J lJ J 1 
( 5 . ll) 
The term ~~ ilhin brackets in eq. ( 5.10) corresponds to the Joegenson' s 
approach Nith considerations of Lt•ansfers of opetating sut•plus Lo fill in 
the disctepancies beL1~eon distribution of demands and produc tion capac i-
ties . 
~ 
Suppose that this term represents the expected capital stock K. 
Then the investment would comprise two segments, i . e ., maintenance costs of 
the existing stock c(l-C)K_ 1 with some positive constant c, and the neh 
·2. The data for this categol'y are available in the form of peivatc non-
housing capital for·rnation , ft·om 1~hich the manufactul'ing fot·malion is 
deducted . he here consider the community services as being a part of the 
categol'y since a r•easonable margin of such services is pr·ovided by the 
private sector. 
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* * invcslrncnt. Lo gcncr·aLc K . Thus 1~e have 6K = K + (c-1)(1-6)K_ 1, 14here the 
second tl!!'lll could either· be positive Ot' negative . Summing up eq . (5 . 10) 
O\'Cr pr·cfectur·os, the follo1dng result on the regional non-mnnufacturing, 
non-housing in\'cstmonl emerges 1-d th the transfer term canceled out . 
tK. = -63150 1 + 0 . 3111 v40~(-l) + 1.010 v-l!N(-l)' -2 R =0 . 9875, (5 . 10) ' 
"' (1.59) (3 . 58) . (7 . 48) j df=32 . 
Combining r·esults fr·om eq . (5 . 9} and the above , the Lotal private investment 
is then calculated fr·om 
(5 . 12) 
5 . 2 . Net lncr·caso in Stocks and Net Expol'L 
Thc~n i tcms nr•c calculated in th'O phases . F' ir·s t l.he Lot a 1 amoun L is 
computed, nnd then distl'ibuted O\'Or commodities . This is neccssitaled by 
Lh•· data r·Pslr·ic:t iott LhaL only the total amounts ar·c :l\ai labl<~ annually 
fr·om the pr·efectut·al accounts, and their commodity compositions can be 
obser·vcd fr·om the input-output tables compiled ever·y fi\'e year·s, i . e . , 1975 
and 80 conce r·n i ng our· study pe dod . 
5 . 2 . l . Net increase in stocks 
Since this item is considered to be a kind of misadjuslment between 
product ion and demand , the followi ng e xpr ession is e mployed fo r· the total 
amount J , whose parametel's are deter' mi ned from t he prefectul'u.l data . 
J = -56612 + 0 . 00261 DJ(-l) - 0 . 10606XDJ(-l)' 
(0 . 81) (1\ . 08) (t1. 51) 
-2 R = 0 . 6566 , 
c1 r 25, 
( 5 . J 3) 
h'het'l' D reJWCscnls the summation of net demands D., h'hich is defined in J 1 
cq.(5.11), over· 27 sectors 1<hich entail the symbol J in Table 3 . 2 . The 
r·emaining 8 soctots 1dthout this symbol; public ''or·ks (15, 27, 32), govem-
mont ser·vices (17, 29, 3-1), clerical business (18), and r·osidential 
building (20), nr·e defined to possess neither· nel incr·ease in stocks nor· 
net export in the input-output tables . 'leam>'hile, XD. is the difference 
1 
bctHccn pr·oduclion X. and net demand D., and thus, 
1 1 
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AXDJ(-1) = EiEJ [ AXi(-1) - ADi(-1)] , (5.14) 
where the summation is taken for the 27 sectors mentioned above. 
The fact that. the sign of the parametet· for this te t•m is nogali ve 
suggests the fluctuating natu r e of the item. The variable XD r•opr·osents 
excessive production , and if XD is increasing over the previous period , the 
firms would try to decrease their inventory . The first term corresponds to 
the motivation to build up the inventor y when the demand is strong . 
The total amount obt ai ned by eq . (5 . 13) is distributed over commodities 
to obtain t ho net i nc rease in stocks J . for t'espective commodities th r·ough 
l 
the expr ession , whi c h is s t a nda r dized with th e produc ti on x i (- 1) of the 
prev i ous year . 
J. Di(-1) 6XD i ( -l) 1 (5 . 15) = a70 + a71 + a72 
xi(-1) xi(-1) xi(-l) 
Although the parameter·s are estimated for this expt'ession, the predictions 
are made by taking the Taylor e xpansion around the aver·age ove r· eommodi-
ties , J/XJ(- 1), which is consistent w.r.t. aggregation. 
J 
+ (Di(-1) DJ(-1))+ llXD i ( _ 1) llXDJ(- 1) J. [ a71 a72( ))Xi(- 1) (5 . !G) 1 
XJ(-1) xi(-1) XJ(-1) xi (- 1) XJ(- 1) 
The par a meters are s umma r ized in Ta bl e 5 .1 along with those for commodity 
dis tributions o f t he next i tem, the regional ne t export . 
T41ble 5. I. Paramet ers for commodity distributions of 
net increase in stocks and net export. 
i a 10 a 11 a 12 "R2 
J 7 - .00627 . 00602 -0.0513 0. 9065 
(1. 79) (1. 76) (1. 45) df=H 
FM 8 . 00299 0. 8022 0. 2606 0. 9994 
(2. 29) (220. ) (4. 93) df=24 
Note: The notes on R2 and the t-valu es in Table 4. 1 also apply to J. 
However. as those for FM are ba sed on nonl inear regress ion. 
\ 
they are replaced by SSR/SST (the regressed sua of squ ares 
over the tota l sum of squares) and the asymptot ic t-va lues. 
respecti ve ly. 
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5.2.2. Net export 
also Observed a s an imbalance between production and This item is 
demand. it would reflect the customs of llowevet·, unlike the previous i tern, 
tr·aclo inll'insic to the Region considet·ed. In this regard, the express ion 
for Lhc LoLal amount includes tho lagged value of itself· 
F~l: 54031 +0 . 7777 F~1_ 1 + 0 . 1232 6XDJ(-l) ' (0.65) (38.72) (3.07) 
-2 2 R = 0.983 , 
df=25. 
(5.17) 
h h t defined in eq .(5 .14 ), The fact that the parameter associated wit t e erm 
vi:t.. l he change in IH'Oduc lion-demand imbalances, is positive implies Lhat 
such a surplus would accelerate the export . 
Accor-dingly, the basic fot·mula for commodity breakdown is given by 
llXDi(- 1) 
xi(-1) 
(5 .1 8) 
l·n Ll1e formula and the fact that the LHS is Duo to the lagged varinbles 
1975 and 80' h'8 successively subsli tute F~l 1. (-l) in the only observable in 
· (5 18) concel'ninct the Pl'evious pet'iod . RIIS by the same equn L ton · .., 
Consequently the following fl fLh-o r·der equa Lion is resulted , 
pnr•nmetcrs shown in Table 5.1 can be estimated nonlinear·ly. 
from 1~hich 
F~l. (80)/X. (79) 
1 l 
5 
4 a81 a80 2 3 ( 6} X (75)) F~l. (75) 
= ---(X.(79)+a81Xi(78)+a81\(77)+a81Xi 7 +a81 i + X.(79} 1 
X.(79} 1 1 
l 
a 2 3 4 ( 7 -)) + _8_2 -(bXD . (79)+a816XD i (78)+a8l'~XD i (77)+a816XD i (76}+a816XD i :> 
X. (79) 1 
I 
As is the case for the net increase in stocks, Lhe expression obtained from 






5 .3. Sectorial Employments 
F~l ( _ 1 ) 
-----'------'-) 
XJ(-1) 
llXD i ( _ 1) 






The regional variables discussed above can be classified as the flow 
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\'al'iables, and at'e dit·ectly t•elated to the input-output computations. In 
this section, h'e discus~ the only stock ,·al'iabJe to be detel'lnined in tlw 
r·egional fr·ame model, \'iz. the r·cgional employments. Similar· to the last 
L140 items discussed in the pr·cvious section, h'C fit's! obtain the Lot:d 
amount, which is distributed over acLlviLies. 13 The difference is LhaL duo 
to nonlineal'iLy associated ~~iLh Lhe secLodal employment function, 1~e can-
not expect the aggregative consistency w. r . t. sectors. 
In our model, the regional population :\ is assumed lobe gi\'en cxo~c-
nously. Then Lhe prediction of total employment becomes equi\'alent lo that 
of employment rate against population, which is unity less the unemplo~morrt 
r·ato, if we assume LhaL a cct•Lain rnar·gin of population const.ilutes Lht• 
labor for·ce . Appar·enLly, it. h'Ould be natul'al to apply Lhe idea of Lho 
Phillips cur·ve, 1~hich links Lhe unemployment I'ate 1dth the I'aLe of 1-:age 
changes, I) to Lhe formulation of t.he numbel' of employees. XC\'Ot'lheless, he 
decide Lo adopt a fol'mula simi Jar· to those for' Ll1e consumption i Lems due to 
data 1 im .i lations. That i s , whiLe "'e must estimate Lhe r·elevanL paeameLer·s 
from tho prefectural data, Lhero would be a question about tho reliability 
of those labor-related statistics at the local level. Considering the con-
sisLency h'.L'.L. spatial aggregation, Ne have the following cxpr·ession al 
the prefectural level. 
= -0 .0121 
( 1. 98) 
Ep Np 
-I p , -1 








-0.0262[ 39 (- 1) 




!.' :-;Po ' 
'-1 . 
-2 R = 0.9998, 
df=31' (5.20) 
h'het'e \' denotes the compensation of employees or· lhc total wage payment. 39 
· 13. TL is possible to calculate the sectorial employments directly without 
calculating the total value. For example , the model by the Economic Coun-
cil of Japan 2) calculates tho employment dieectly w.t'.l. its 14 sectors . 
llowover·, 1-1hen we have a detailed sectorial classification, it is difficult 
to obtain the stable r·esulls. In other woeds, ~~e cons ide!' the control 
total for the sectorial employments to secuee theie stability . 
8 1 
1\hile the ~mployment !'ate is evaluated at the place of r·esidence , the 
~~ages arc paid at the place of employment . For this r·ea.son, the last t1-10 
ter·ms ar·c employed to r•opresent the income tr·ansfers and the 1-1age di fferen-
Lials. ~nmely, the second ler·rn, excluding the inter·cept, gives an est i mate 
of "'ages teccivcd by residents, whe r e the wages from the job site other' 
than the pr·efectur·e in quest ion come at the rate of r·egional B\'e r·age . The 
positive p:u·arneter· assigned to this ter·m implies the mechanism of labor 
supply that the supply "'ould increase "'ith the increase in the wage earn-
ing . On the other· hand , the thi rd term indicates the labo r' p r·oduct i vi t y , 
a nd the negati vc pal'a rncle l' i mplies t he mechanism o f l abor demand t hat t he 
entr·cpr'<'ll<'\ll' tr·i cs Lo cur·tail labo r whe r e hi ghe r 14ages are t•oqu i red . 
.'!ull.ipl~·in~ cq . (5 . 20) by the prefectueal population NP and summing up 
over· prefect urcs, 1>c have the expression for the r·egion:d employment . 
E = -0 .0121 ~ + 0 . 9882 E_ 1 + 0 . 0282 v39 (-l)' (5 . 21) 
where the last term has been eliminated due to the spatial aggregation . 
To for·mulnlc the sectorial employments, Ne consider· the following 
pr·ofit maximizing pr·oblem based on a Cobb-Douglas type production function . 
max T. 
p l- ~ 
= paK E • -rK -wE , 
1;her·e rand 1-1 arc the capital rent and the wage r a t e , r•especti vely . The 
first-order' condit i on, E/K = (l-n r n 1-1 , is st ra i ghtfor·ward . It can a l so be 
Nl'itLen 1dlh t he capita l rent t' eliminated , v i z . F:/K = (a(t-p)p/w) l iB , or 
l n E = (1/B)ln(a(l-8)) + ln K- (l/8)ln (w/p) . 
'rlhen using the monetary input -output t able , t he product price is unity 
by definition , and the wage rate in Sector can be described as 
"'i = \'39 JF:i . Substituting the capital depreciation v411 fo r· the capital 
1\., we ha,·c the follo1dng formula, ''hich is to be cal ibr·atcd "' · r· . t . sectors 
I 
o,·cr· lhe fi\'c year· per·iod . 
(5 . 22) 
"here the parameters a. and i are redefined , and the sectorial differences 
I 
ar·c consider·ed only in terms of the intercept a i . The par·ameter·s for this 
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f o t'mula arc summat'ized in Tab l e 5 . 2 . t4 ~lean"'h ile , the estima t es f r·om this 
equation , Ei , are to be regarded as the tentative ones , and should be 
adjusted with tho total employment calculated from eq.(5 . 21) . 
Eq · (5 . 22) cannot be applied to Sector 18 (Clerical business) as its 
capital depreciation is not defined . Hence, its tentative value is cnlcu-
lated from the following equation whose parameters are estimated at the 
prefectural level . 
= -304537 + 5 . 756 I~~ 1a 18 . E ., (16 . 96) (162 . ) 1 - 1 l -2 R =0 . 998•1, d f =40 . (5 . 23) 
As me n tioned in Section 4 .2, t h is sector corresponds t o t he ma n1lgcrial 
~~o r· ker·s in Secto r·s I t hrough 14 . Thi s e xpress i on assigns t he we ights to 
t he tentati ve employee!; o f those mo ther indu s tri es C[\]cul:tted nbovo i11 
accordance wi t h Lhc i npu t coefficients from Sec t o r· 18 . 
Finally , the results fr·om eqs . (5 . 22) a nd (5 . 23) ar·e combined to 
Tab le 5. 2. Par amet ers for the sectorial employments. 
Pa rae~s. ( t -val) Para; s. (t-val) Params. (t - val) 
a 1 0. 5769(15 . 11) a 13 1. 36H (21. 31 ) a 2& 3.1306(25. 87) 
a2 0. 6536(1 4. 62) a 14 2. 3041 (31. 22) a 29 4. 0526(20.89) 
a3 I. 7480 (5. 93) a 16 3. 116 5 (17 . 4 9) a 3o 2. 8950( 52. 40) 
a " 2. 2914(10. 93) a 11 3. 35 75 (20. 79) a 31 2. 6046(42. 34) 
a s l. 7510 (4. 03) a 19 l. 2652 (8. 01) aB 3. 0121 (59. H) 
a 6 2. 3579 (13. 45) a 2 0 2. 5825(41. 68) aH 4. 0593 (22. 16) 
a , 0. 6041 ( 122 . 6) a 21 2. 0805(10. 54) a 35 2. 5440 (7. 89) 
a a I. 4119 (23. 97) a 22 2. 8093 (25. 23) ac I. 8552 (5. 09) 
a9 1. 9075 (l. 49) a 23 1. 2333 (40 . 14) /3 0. 9494(30. 38) 
a 1 o '1. 6761 (17. 40) a 24 1. 0126(17 . 82) 7 0. 9399(27. H ) 
a 11 - 0. 2212 (80. 96) a 2s 2. 6393(80 . 56) R2 0. 9999 
a 12 I. 9776 (4. 66) a 26 1. 7364 (5. 58) df 126 
Note : The const ant t er ms are calculated from a regressi on with a c l ass 
var ia bl e corr espond i ng to the 32 sectors consid er ed. As t he one 
for t he pub ! ic works a c is tak en as the basis, it s t -value is 
replaced by the one corresponding to the inte r cept . 
i4 . By the same r·easoning as to estimate the p roduction funcL ion in Sec-
Lion 4 . 3 , it is statistically impossible to divide the employees engaged in 
public '-'Or'ks into the three levels . Thus the employees in all th r·ee scc-
tor·s ar·e combined and designated by the symbol C in Table 5 . 2 . That is, 
EC = F:15+E27tF:32' 
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determine the finn.l predictions 1•hich arc consistent NiLh lhe toln.l employ-
ment given by eq.(5 . 21). 
E. = (E./L .E. )E 
1 1 1 1 
(5.24) 
5 . 4 . Use of Standard Values 
\Vhile the models formulated above may directly be used to predict the 
r·eg ional fr·ame values, there might be occasions where a set of dependable 
esLimalions ar·e available from some other macro-econometric model.f 5 In 
such cases, it is advantageous to incorporate these results into our model 
since many of lhe r•egional economic statistics ar·e to be determined in 
connection 1~ith the rest of the world, Nhich are beyond the realm of our 
mode l . The use of exogenous sequences is also desirable from a peactlcal 
viewpoint so as to facilitate evaluations of various scenarios of the 
economic gr'ON Lh . 
Such exogenous information can be incorporated through exactly the 
same way in ~~hich we calculate the local or commodity distribut..ions of the 
regional values, viz. by using the Taylor expansion . For example, suppose 
Lhat the basic relation is given by eq.(3.17), and a. set of dependable 
estimates (X0 ,Y0 ) are given exogenously. Then the Taylor expansion, 
Y = Y0 + E .a .(X.-X~), 
J J J J 
(3.17)' 
would i nvolve smaller erl'ors than to use eq.(3 . 17) since ~-o•e can avoid a 
part of the e!'eors which would accompany lhe estimation of Y0 by regarding 
(X0 ,Y0 ) as the true combination . !& 
15 . The model kno1•11 as the Amano-Fujita. mode15 ) is a typical multi-tegional 
model 1d th a specific emphasis on the intenegional trades among nine 
subregions constiluting Japan. This type of models could be used as the 
one supervising the regional fl'ame . Although there have been a number of 
multi-!'egional econometl'ic models, they tend to rely on the regional 
dummys . 6 ) In this sense, an authentic macro- econometric ,appeoach appears 
to be insufficient for a detailed regional analysis. Hence, out· minimal 
eequil'ement is a duo-regional model which would interface our Region with 
lhe configutalions of the rest of the world, which might be obtained as an 
extens ion of the AGE model. 7 ) 
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The slandar·d \':tlues could be incoi')JO t·aLed int.o all L.hc for·mulnt.ions 
concerning consumplion expendilu r·es and investment::;; equations (5. 1), (5 . G) 
through (5.9), and (5 .10)'. For example , C2 and IR could be calculalcd 
from Lhcir slandard values, respcclively, as follows. 
C2 = C2° + a 21 (C2_ 1 -C 2~ 1 ) + a22 (VA-VA0 ) , 
IR = TR0 + a 51 (VA_ 1 -VA~ 1 ) . 
The reason Nhy the t.erm corresponding to A~ in eq .( 5 . 6) disappears in Lhe 
latter expression is Lhat the regional population N is assumed to be exoge-
nous to OUt' model. And by the same reason, the ter·m N/t\0 that appear·s in 
conjunclion with the Taylor expansion of eq . (3 . 21) becomes unity . 
The standaed \'alues for the t'emaining t1•o items, the nel inceease in 
stocks and the net export, can be given eilher in the for·ms of totals OJ' 
their commodity compositions . Tf the foeme!' is the case, t..he conmtodiL~· 
breakdo~>•ns are to be calculated from eqs . (5 . 16) and (5.19), 1~hich do not.. 
require the commodity-based standaed values . Otherwise, we might di!'ectly 
start from those equations without calculating the total values. The equa-
Lions Nhich incorporate the standaed values can be obtained by replacing J, 
FM, XJ, DJ and AXDJ in eqs .( 5 .1 6) and (5 . 19) by 
6XD0 , respectively . 
1 
FN~. X~, D~ and 
Al though all the aforementioned variables are related lo lhc inpuL-
output analysis lo some extent , Lhet·e is a diffetenl calegor•y of variables 
to be determined in Lhe r·egional feame model, viz . those related to Lhe 
t•eg ional employmenl s . The similar at•gument a s for the balancing items is 
also applicable to this case l'ega'rd ing 1-1hether the standard values are 
given on the sectorial basis o r not . When only the total one is available, 
lhe approximation based on E0 could be calculated using eq . (5 . 21). 
associated with lhe estimations of Y and f6. Let t and e1 denote the errors 
Y0 , respectively, in eq .(3.17). 
eq . (3 .17)' i s independent of t 1 , 
Then if the errors E 2 associated with 
we have Var(e)=Var(e 1 )+Var(c 2 )~ Var(e 2 ). 
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(5.25) 
On the other· hand, ~~hen the standard values for the sectorial employ-
ments ar·c :l.\'ailnb.le, those values can be incor·porated in eq . (5 . 22) using 
its exponential for·m. Ther·e might be a fm, alter·native formulas depending 
on the way to deal Hilh independent variables . One such for·muln '-·ould be 
E? 
Ei = E~ +!(Vo 1 )(V4li(-l)-f~li(-l)) 
·IIi( -I) 
E?E? f . 








Tn this case, the total employment is to be calculated poster·ior·ly feom 
this r·esull . However·, il must be noted that eq.(5.26) does not maintain 
the nggrcgnlive consistency . Thus 1-1hen Ne choose to usc the pr•ediction 
based on eq.(5.25) as t.he contr·ol total to the sectorial pr·edictions, iL is 
rwccssa r·y to appeal lo eq . ( 5 . 24) by eegar·d i ng the LIIS of eq. ( 5 . 26) as the 
LcnlaLivc pr·cdiclion, E .. 
1 
It is also noteworthy that the standard values cannot necessarily be 
gi\'en indcpendenlly . ln other· wor·ds, as some of the var·iables ar·e closely 
r·e lated to the other·s , those dependent variables must be computed from 
independent ones in accor·dance 1.:ith cer·tain definitive r·elations . That is, 
Lhe standar·d \'&lues for· the variables listed at the top of 1-'igure 5 . 1 can 
only be given independently , t? and the rest of the vadablcs arc to be 
deter•mined in connection with those independent val"iahles . 
The relation upon ~~hich the vadables depend on the other variables 
can be classifi ed into three categodes . One is the s imple aggrcgaL i ve 
r·elations identified by the double-lined arrows in the figur·<L Those 
belonging to the second category are to be computed in nccor·dancc with the 
•7. l1hen the sland:u·d \'&lues for the net incr·ease in stocks and net expor·t 
ar•c a\'ai !able ou the seclol'ial basis, they can be given independenlly 
iustend of their· total amounts . And a similar· ar•gumcnl applies to the 
employnreul. llo~>cver·, couceming the latter·, it is possible Lo incol'[>or·ate 
the slandar·d \'alues for· both the total and sectol'ial employments . As 
ment.ioncd in the text, this is due Lo the nonlinear· for·mulalion of the 




t Not required if net increase in stocks and net exports are exogenously given 
on the sectorial basis. 
t Not required if sectorial employaents are exogenously given. 
Figure 5 . 1. The lineage among the standard values. 
r·egional input-output relation discussed in Section 5 . 1. Accordingly, the 
standard values for Cl and C2 are to be determined simultaneously, exactly 
the same way as we determine their regional values, and in Litis regard, the 
actual pr·oceduee is a little mor·e complicated than the causal r•elations 
depicted in Figure 5 .1. 
This carl' bo done simply by eeplacing the regional values, W, J, and 
F~1. in eq . (!i.tl) by their· standard values, W0 , J 0 and FM0 , using an tl!)pro-
priate partition of the itemized net final demand vector W0 . 
(5..1)' 
Accordingly, the s tandard values for the value added and its components can 
be determined from this result. For example, the total value added and the 
operating surplus in sector i are calculated respectively by VA0 = EjaOjX~ 
and \'~Oi = a.101 x~ . And the former determines the standar•d values for· the 
·s private consumption cxpenditures . r 
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The t•cst of the variables, including tho sectodal employments , at'e 
classi ficd into the Lhit·d cat.cgot·y. Tho standat·d value fot· tho manufaclut•-
ing asset K~ is obtained, by definition, from the neh' investment and the 
I 
asset inhol'ited ft•orn the pt•evious pel'iod. 
K~ = (1-6.)(K?( l)-VK.) + AK? , (5 . 27) 
1 I 1- l l 
1~horo VK. is the removal or demolition of assets. lL is likely that the 
I 
standard macro-econometric models would combine the demolition and the 
deprec ialion to calculate the capital dept·eciation r·ate 6. , 
1 
instead of 
(WOV id ing a scpat·atc sequence of demolitions. In such cases, we might 
either omit tho demolition term in eq .(5.27) or consider the asset K. as an 
l 
indopcndonL variable. In this regard, the ~~ays lo compu Le each of the 
standard values would not be unique depending on the availability of those 
fot· tho othot' val'iables. 
Finally, it must be noted that out' model also expects the major 
exogenous var-iables to lhe model, viz. the regional population and tho 
interest rate, to be provided from an outside model, besides the standard 
values Lo tho endogenous variables . 19 The latter can be obtained from a 
national mnct·o model as it can be regarded uniform throughout the nation . 
On the othet' hand, the former could be calculated either ft·om an ccono-
metr·ic model or· a non-econometl'ic one, e.g . the multl-l'egional cohort 
modo I. 9 ) 
18. ll'hon the standard values are available fat' the R-level computation , 
the Lcr·m corresponding to W0 in eq .( 5 . 2), which is independent of X, should 
be replaced by the following expression . 
WO= (Cl0 (E/E0 )+a 11 (C1 _ 1 -cl~1 (E/E0 ))-a 12vA0 (E/E0 ), 
C2°+a 21 (C2_ 1 -C2~1 )-a 22VA0 , C3, ... , TG]T. 
19 . Tho cad~ ver·sion of the modelS) includes a set of formulas lo compute 
the r•egi onal population endogenously. Howe,·er, those formulas r·equ ire a 
number• of exogenous val'iables concerning the r·est of the nation. In this 
regard, the efficient alternatives are either to make the populalion exoge-
nous or· to incor·pot·ate models concerning Lhc t•cst of the nation. Her·e we 
choose the former to keep our study area from expanding . 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE LOCATIOt\ HODEL 
This chapter is devoted to the formulations in the model block which deter-
mines the spatial allocations of stock variables. The model is constructed 
from five submodels to be executed consecutively in the order of the demo-
lition, basic location, stock accounting, auxiliary location, and the 
commuting distribution submodels . The aggregate random bid prices play a 
definitive r·olc in dcler·mining the allocation of land among activities. 
While those bid prices are discriminant in nature, the land pr•iccs arc 
calculated posLcl'iol'ly Lo summarize Lhe p r esent land usc, and Lo for1~ard 
information Lo tho demolition in the succeeding period.l), 2 ) 
6 . 1 . Locating Activities and Land Accounting 
6 . 1.1 . Land usc categories and locating activities 
Until recently, comprehensive data on land use have not been avail-
able . 01dng to the Nntional Land Use Planning Last, which became effective 
in 1974, the mesh-based land use data Here publicized as a part of National 
Land Digital Dnt.a. As of the time 1-1hen our research was conducted, the 
only available data (KS-200 or KS-202) were for the year 1976, and their· 
catcgorizalion focuses mostly on physical land use rather than on socio-
economic asp~ts. 3 ) 1n particular , the categories of building and miscel-
laneous lots obtained from the digital data must be subdivided over· tho 
industrial and residential activities to meet our model configuration. 
Incidentally, such data have been compiled in association with the CALUTAS 
model, 4) where subdivision is primarily based on the land usc maps pub-
lished by the Geographical Survey Institute available around the year 1977. 
Accordingly, we r·ecompose these data, furnished by the CALUTAS research 
group, into the jurisdictional ones, and utilize them as the basis for 
describing the land use patterns in 1976. '1 
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Concerning the industrial and residential usages , which are hereafter 
abbt'eviated as the urban usages, t11C data obtained above have been classi-
fied into nine categories. As we consider six housing types depending on 
the tenure and building type of each unit, we consider the sum of 41 activ-
itics listed in Table 6.1. However, due to the fact that we are interested 
in urban land use, we might exclude a number of industrial sectors from our 
land accounting . Sector 01 (Agriculture, forestt'Y and fisheries) is among 
such sectot's since the agricultural land is tegat'ded as a source of land 
supply to the urban usages and fisheties are mostly operated over the water 
atea. We furthet exclude Sector 02 (Mining) and the construction sectots 
ftom our accounting by the following reasoning . The former, along with 
f'ot'estey belonging to Sector 01, liOuld raeely interfet'e with the urban 
Table 6.1. Classification of locating activities. 
CODE INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES LC EN D~ CODE INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES LC 
R 01 Agriculture. rorestrr and fisheries E p I 9 'Kater supply I 
R 02 Mining E p 20 Residential building 
R 03 Food and beverages I K M p 2 I Passenger transportation T 
R 04 Textile I K M p 22 Freight transportation T 
R 0$ fooden and paper products I K M p 23 Coooun i cat ion c 
R 06 Printing and publ isblng I K M p H Finance. insurance and real estate c 
R 07 Cheoieal products I K M p 2$ Business services c 
R 08 !Ictal products I K M p 26 Entertainoent c 
R 09 lheh i nerr I K M p 27 Public works or P-ievei 
R 10 Other oanuraeturing I K M p 28 Couuni tr services or P-level p 
R II Electricity and gas I E u p 29 Governoen t services or P-Ievel p 
R I 2 Non-residential building E 
R 13 Far-flung transportation T E T c 30 Re ta i i c 
R 14 fbolesale c E c c 3! Personal services c 
R I$ Public works orR-level E c 32 Public works or C-ievci 
R 16 Couun i ty services or R-i evel p E p c 33 Cooouni IY services or C-level p 
R 17 Governocnt services of R-level p E p c 34 Government services or C-leve ! p 
R 18 Cler leal business c E c c 3$ Sewage and waste aanageoent I 
CODE RESIDENTIAL ACTiVITIES LC EN DM CODE RESIDENTIAL ACTIVITiES LC 
HI SIng I e-un i 1 owned houses R H H, 114 ldu iIi-unit owned houses R 
112 Single-unit rented houses R H H, H5 ldulti-unit rented houses R 
H3 Single-unit issued houses R H H, 115 lduiti-unit issued houses R 
Kotes: I) LC refers to the land ue categories sunarized rroo the oesh-data. 
I • Industrial. T • Transportation. C • Coaoercial, P • Public. and R • Residential usages. 
2} EN refers to the location entity: the variable to be prioariiy distributed. 
E • Eoplorees. K • Non-land assets. and fi • Housing Unit s. 
3) Dll Identifies the deoolitlon oodel to be used for the activity. 
lot • llanuraeturing, T • Transportation. C • Conereial, P • Public. U • Supply and Disposal. 

























fl . As we do not consider C-level zones foe the northeen three prefectures , 
the land use data are compiled only foe the Southern Kanto Region, compeis-
ing Tokyo and the southern theee prefectuees. The authoe is g r'ateful to 
the CALUTAS eesearch group , headed by hof. Hideo Nakamura of Univeesity of 
Tokyo , for geanting per'mission to access their land use data. 
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usages since they are mainly opeeated outside the inlw.biLablc land. ,\ncl 
the land usc by the latter' can be consider·cd to be tcmpor·ar·y in the sense 
that the lot 1~ould eventually be Lr·ansfcned to the paety Hho or·dct·s the 
. t 2 
consteuct10n. 
Consequently, 1'/e consider the eemaining 3tl activities, which ar'c 
called the locating actirri ties, as to constitute the demand to the u1·ban-
ized area . To establish the cort'espondence between these activit i cs and 
the nine categol'ies mentioned above, fur'thcr' aggr'egation of the latlet' 
appeat'S to be necessaey due to the conceptual disct•epancies bcth'Cen the 
physical land use and economic activities . Namely, h'C re-c lassify Lhe nine 
categoeies into the five catego r ies shown below . 
(a) Industdal; industdal, (b) Transpor'tation ; tt'unk line tt'anspot·talion, 
(c) Commeecial; commeecial and business, (d) Public; pat·ks and green 
teacts, education, public and h'elfate, and (e) Residential; low density 
detached , high density detached, and mid to high-tise residential areas, 
where the categories shown to the eight of each aggeegate category corre-
spond to the ones inherited from the CALUTAS data. 
Then l'le can considet' that each locating activity occupies a pat·t of 
the land designated as one of these five usages as shown in column LC (land 
use categor•ies) of Table 6 . 1. In our model, the land occupied by each 
activity, L.(t), is first calculated, and the location entities, such as 
1 
manufacturing assets, numbers of employees or housing units, are then dis-
tributed in accordance with the allocation of land. Which variable is to 
be chosen as the entity may depend'on the nature of each activity as well 
as the data availability. The column EN identifies such entities tvhich are 
regarded as the J eading factors in teems of locations . The I'Cruaining 
f 2 . It must be noted that under the usual indus trial classification, the 
managerial segments of those sectors are to locate 1'/i thin the urbanized 
area even though theie sites for actual production do not interfere 1dth 
the other usages. We here disregard such conflicts by virtue of our 
sectorial definition that sector 18 (Cledcal business) is detached feom 
its mothee industries. 
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column (0~1) Hi 11 bo •·efctTed to later in Section 6.G. 
6. I. 2. Land accounting and data compilations 
One of tho objectives in the location model is to detc1·mine the zonal 
land usc, and it ~~ou ld be meaningful to c lal'i fy the rc la.lionsh i p among the 
relevant vadnblcs, both static and transitional. In the model, all the 
locnt ionnl tl'ansaclions ar·e assumed to take place instantaneously at the 
boginning of each period, and the resulted state is nssumed to be main-
taincd llu·oughout the •·est of the period . 
l .. (L-1) in Table 6.2 denotes the land occupied by the i-t..h activity in 
l 
pe1·iod (t-1), whe•·c the supc•·script c to identify the zone is omitted as 
LhcJ'l! mir,hL be no confusion . The possible t•·nnsnctions to ntlnin L. (t..) fo1· 
I 
the succeeding pe l'iod a•·e t.he de mol ilion and t..hc locali on . \\hen ~~c dcnot..e 
the land t•eleasod by the formee and that acqui1·ed by t.ho lalle•· by vL.(t..) 
1 
and bL.(l), !'Cspcct.ively, we can write 
l 
L.(t) = L.(t-1) - ~L.(t) + ~L 1.(t.), iEA, I 1 1 ( 6. 1) 
where A is the set.. of locating acti~ities. And when we lake the summations 
of !'espective tc!'ms, we will have the urbanized al'ea, 
along with it..s dccr•cmcnt and inct·ement.., VLU(t) and ~LU(t) . 
LU ( t) = ! L. ( l) , 
i Etl 1 
We assume t..hat. t..he urban land use is confined within t..hc inhabitable 
land , i . c ., LU(tHLF(l) accoeding to our not..alions. And the non-
inhabi t..nblc one is considered only in the foem of the development. of new 
land, ~L.F( L), ci thct· by leveling mountains or by roc I amalion . 13 The 
di ffol'cncc bct.h·ecn t.he inhabitable land and land act..ually used for urban 
Table 6. 2. The land accounting table. 
State in Locational tnnsactions in period t 
period Ground for Development State in (t-1) Deaol it ion 
1 
location Location of ne• land period t 
(a) Locating activity L, (t-1) 6VL,(t) $6Ldt) L, ( t) 
(b) Land of urban usages LU(t-1) er VL, (tl ®t 6 Ldt) LU( t) 
• r (a) I i 
(c) l'acant l~nd LA(t-1) (i)t VL.{t) 
j 
LAD( t) 6ttH1 (t) 
i 
$6 LF(t} LA ( t) 
(d) lnhabi table land Lf (t-1) $6 LF(t) LF( t) 
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usages is •·egnt•ded as the vacant land, including the agricultural land. 
However, the land after demolitions, 
LAD(t) = LA(t-1) + ~ VL.(t), 
iEA 1 
(6.2) 
may be consideJ•od more important than the vacant land t•ept•cscnting the 
state as the former provides the ground for new locations. This stems from 
the fact that demolitions are assumed to take place at the vct•y beginning 
of each period as mentioned in Section 2.3. The vacant land can also be 
calculated by subt•·acting the land occupied by the new locato•·s fr·om Lhe 
land after demolitions. 
LA(t.) = LF(t)- LU(t) = LAD(t)- i 6L.(t) . (6.3) 
iEA 1 
As the CALUTAS land use data only provide, to ou•· modo 1, the st.at.c in 
1976 in five categol'ios shown above , we need to subdivide t..hom into 3•1 
locating aclivilies and to extrapolate t.hem annually LowaJ•ds 1980 Lo 
facilitate the lest.. simulat.ion . Thus in the following, 1~0 discuss t..hc 
P•·occdur·es fo1· such estimations . 
(a) Industl'ial land a!'ea by sectors in 1976: The sectol'ial a•·cas arc 
calculated by dist.ribut.ing t..he area classified to each category in p1·opor-
tion to the scct..or ial employees belonging to that categor·y. t-teanwh i le, tho 
land area in manufactudng sectors (03-10) would be consumed mostly to 
house their manufacturing assets rather than the employees. As t..he dat..a on 
land assets arc available in Census of Manufactures , the l.and at•ea allo-
cat..ed to Lhcso sect..ors is t·edistribut..ed basically in accordance wi t.h this 
infoPmation. 
(b) Residential land area by t..ypes in 1976 : As the calculalions a•·c mainly 
based on t..he 1978 1/ousing Surve.v, the thl'oe di ffcl'cnl LJ•ealmcnt.s hccomc 
'3. Like t..hc st.ochaslic considel'ations, Table 6 . 2 assumes t..hat. development.. 
of ncN lot and location of an activity ont..o the same lot. cannot. Lake place 
in a single P<'l'iod. As a mat..t..cr of course, anot.hc•· possible alt.cmalive is 
lo assume that such de\•clopment..s lake place instantaneously at. the vct·y 
beginning of Lhc pcl'iod simi Jar lo demol i lions . IIOHC\'CI', l>hcn •~c considct· 
the Lime and mono) l'l~quit·ed to such developmcnt..s, the fo•·mer might. he lhe 
bct.t.er· choice. 
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neccssat·y fot· t.ht•en types of jul'isdictions classified by daLa av1lilahility. 
Tlwse at•e i) Llw ciLins and 1~ar·ds 1-lith populations of mor·c than 50 thou-
sand, i i) other· jul'isdictions 1·iith publicized t•csidcntial land pl'ices, and 
iii) 81 townships and villages without such information. The distl'ibutions 
of the r~sidcntial area over the six housing types arc made in accordance 
with i) the lot si;,.cs per· housing unit shmm in the !lousing Sur·vey, ii) the 
values of the lot size function, which is explained by the land prices, and 
iii) the aver·agc lot sizes calculated for· the jurisdictions 1~ith popula-
tions of less than 50 thousand, respectively. 5) 
(c) Rcgr·cssion of land ar·ea per unit stock to the land pr•iccs: As the 
stocks fot' 1~h ich the land-to-stock ratios are calculated, we choose the 
number of employees for most industrial sectors. llo1~cvcr·, we employ the 
land assets for· mnnufactul'ing sector'S, the floor· spaces fol' single-unit 
houses, and the number· of housing units fol' mulli-unit houses instead. For· 
example, suppose Lh and Fh are the land area and floor· space assigned to 
the single-unit houses of type h, respectively. Then the r·elcvant con,•er-
sion ratio is regressed cross-sectionally in the following manna!'. 
Lh/Fh:::: fh(VL) == aVL-P, (6 .4 ) 
1~her·c the parameter' 8 attached to the land price VL becomes ncgati ve fol' 
OVC t'Y activity. 
(d) Land a r·cas by activity for the succeeding years : We extrapolate the 
sccto r•ia l land IU'cas for· 1976 obtained by steps (a) and (b) using the 
changes in stocks on Nhich the land-to-stock r·atios aPe defined. 
i) Set the pel'iod t•(t+l), and estimate the land al'ea l'eleased as a result 
of demolition of the relevant stock . For example , that for the single-unit 
houses is obtained by 
,,.here the term within the par·enthesis is the ratio calculated from eq. 
(6 . •I). t I It must be noted that lie must use -m in (E.(t)-E.(t-1),0) instead 
1 1 
of \IF.. (t) if the relevant stock is the number' of employees, since the net 
I 
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changes ar·o the only infor·mation IW can obtain rl1g:u·din1~ the l'IIIJlioyel's. 
The gr·ound for·ne" locations cnn then be calculated Llu·ou~h l!q.(fi.2). 
ii) Calculute the l~lnd acquisition for the present pel'iod using the 
land-to-stock ratio. In the case of the s inglc-un it houses, hll mar usc 
~ 
~L 11 (t):::: :~6Fh(t)\'L(tV, and the similar argument as abo\'C applies to the 
case ~>·here the numbcr·s of employees are considered as the net of t•aLios. 
Vihen the sum of ar·eas newly acquir·ed violates the physical consLI·aint, 
~ tL.(t) ~LAD, (6.5) 
lEA I 
the estimates will be determined by reducing 6L.(t) proportionately so that 
1 
eq.(6.5) is satisfied in equality . Finally, ~>e calculate the land ar·eas b~ 
activity and t.hc vacant land tht·ough eqs.(6.1) and (6.3), t·espectively, 
before returning to step i). 
6.2. The Basic Location Submodel 
6.2 . 1. Relevant acti\'itics and the bid price function 
As Figure 3.1 illustr·ates, the execution of the location model initi-
ates in the demolition submodel, h'hich determines the amount of land 
available to the new locators, and the present submodel comes next to it. 
On tho ground of its significance, however, the latter submodcl plays the 
key r·ole in determining the spatial allocation of activities, and this 
pr·ompts us to star·t our model descl'iption from there . The model allocates 
activities ove r· the study ar·ea in the Nay Lhat Lhe land acquisi Lion AL~ of 
1 
the i-th activity in zone cis fir·st calculated, and the location cntiLien 
are then allocated in accol'dance with these acquisitions . 
The activities to be allocated through the pl'esent submodel are the 
locating actil'iiies as defined in the previous section. Tit at is, those 
j4. As a matter of course, there exists no guarantee that the stocks with 
the average land-to-st.ock r'atio are demolished. In r•cality, the stocks 
"hich utilize the land less efficiently are likely to be demolished. 
Nevertheless we here calculate the areas released by demolitions using the 
ratios for the previous year since it is statistically impossible to trace 
the history of stocks. 
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activities ,,rhich ar·e identified by some symbol, eithee I , T, C, P or· R 
col'l'csponding to \oihat catcgor·y the land occupied by the activity is to be 
classified , in column LC in Table 6.1. Hence, it must be noted that the 
wor·d "basic" is used in the different context ft·om lhe "basic sectot•s" in 
lhn !.OIH'Y model . 6 ) Namely, il simply illusLr·aLes the impot·tance of the 
outputs ft·orn this submodel in the sense that Lhe oulline of land usc fot· 
each period is basically deleemined there. 
According to the discussion in Section 2. 2, h'e employ the random bid 
pt·ice theory, rather than the eandom utility theory, as the basic scheme to 
<lese,. i be '5 t.he locational competition in our model. In olhee words, the 
lo<·al ion lll'obabililics at·c• calculated ft•om the vie1,rpoinl Lo delet·minc ho1, 
lo allocate the land among activities in each zone . l'nl ike the pt·obabili-
l ics hasPd on the laLlet· , 110 specific readjustment p1·ocedut·es at·o roquit·ed 
with Lhc fOI'met· as the land is thol'oughl~· allocated among activities h'hen 
1~e explicitly conside1· the t•eset·vation demands. On the othet· hand, it is 
po~sible to considet· such pr·obabilities either in terms of stocks or of 
stock increases . While Lhe latter· is theoeelically desit·able fot· descl'ib-
ing localional dynamism, 1~e hol'e combine these t1~0 pt·obabilities, as a 
consequence of the discussion in Section 2 . 3, in the way that the forme!' is 
employed fol' parameter estimations and the latter for actual simulations. 
We considet· those bid pr·ices in the aggrcgat i ve context since the 
simulation model to be proposed through this study is aggeegalive by 
nnlut·e. Accordingly, the location probability that p~!.lOO% of the parcels 
1 
of 1:\ncl in zone c al'l' occupied by the i-th activity is defined by an 
cxpt·ossion equ h:a I en t to nq. ( 2. 2) . 
'5. '1i~amoto7 ) proposes a model Nhich tries Lo br·ing both random utilities 
and t·andom bid pt·icos inlo an cqu ilibdum. 110\~ t•vet·, as far as the uti 1 i -
Lics conside red in the fot·met· are indit·ect, they only t•eprcsenL the 
t·c>vcalcd pt·cfet·ences undet' an equil i bl'ium . JL muRt be noted, in LhiH 
connection, that a combination of both appt·oaches ~>'Ottld pt·ovide essentially 









£ exp 9: ' 
jEA J 
(G.G) 
where ~ is defined as an augmented set of activity codes which incorporates 
the r•eser·vA.tion demand (j=O) to that of locating activities A. In pr·ac-
Lice , the denominator of Lhe second term is regarded as being equal to the 
inhabitable land LFc, and thus, the land reserved is given by 
L c = LFc - ~ L: . 
0 jEA J 
Although it is possible to consider vaeious functional fot·ms including 
the hedonic type ones, 8 ) we her·e consider the one formulated as a 1 ineat· 
combination of various potentials as the bid pl'ice function 't'c. 
1 
Thal is, 
1,rhen '"e denote the k-Lh potential val'iable in zone c employed fot· the i-lh 
activity by x~k' ljl~ is given by Lhe follOI~ing fot·mula. 
q~ = aio + Ekaikx~k' 
where a. and a.k aee the constant and the pa!'ameters to be estimated. 10 1 . 
6.2 . 2. Tho distance measures 
(6.7} 
To calculate the potentials , Lhe most important task is to detet·mino 
tho distances among 7.onos. In this study, we considet· tho distances by l1~0 
cc' cc' 
modes, TF by car and T~1 by public transports pl'imal'i ly by rail, whct·e 
both are evaluated in terms of standard trip times in minutes . The former 
is intended to the use in conjunction with tho potentials regarding 
industrial activities except for those supposed to express Lhe human inter-
actions, to 1~hich Lhe latLoe is applicable . And the use of two kinds of 
distances mandates us to consLt•uct Lhe road and railt•oad networks linking 
the zones, ~~hich are shown in Figul'es 6 . 1 and 6.2, I'Ospectivcly . IS 
IG . The former has been const!'ucted from the road maps available in 1985, 
Hhich pl'irnal'iJy eeflect tho nclwot·k at·ound '1983, and the laller· is based 
upon the Lr·ai n timetables published in 1980 . I L must be noted that the 
physical infot·malion is not enough to build the laLtot· as it must eef 1 eeL 
the actual schedule of tt·ain oper·ations such as Lhe oxpt•ess se1•vices. The 
authol' ~~ould like to thank '1cssl's. Hieoyuki Nitta and llit·oshi Yamada, the 
fonuct• students at Kyoto L'nivct·siLy, for· theit· assistance in constt·uctiug 
the road and railroad networks. 
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Figu r e 6 . 1. The road network (ca . l983). 
Figu r e 6 . 2. The railroad network (1980). 
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expreSSI-IO.YS 
other major roads 
JR lines 
other eail lines 
bus connections 
Conccr•ning Lhc r·:lilr·oad neLwol'k, the centr•oid or each zom! is pl:tl:l•d 
at a station or· ll'o as listed in Table 3.1. Those ar·c selected fr·om the 
major stations in the municipality or· the ~-;ar·d hhich ar·e either· pr·omirwnl 
in the zone or· located near· t.he geographical center· o f t he zone if 1~c 
cannot select one municrpal i t. r (:>ar·d) as being pr·omincnt. The centroids ln 
the r·oad net~;·or·k ar·c placed, ~»ith a fe1.; exceptions, at the city hall s (or· 
"'ard offices) "hor·e such stations are located. Concerning tho nor·thtll'n 
three pr•efectur·cs, which do not r•eccive further subdidsions, their· cen-
troids arc placed ei ther• al the pl'efectural goveenment off ices or· at Lhc 
major stations of Lho municipalities l'lher·e these offices ar·c located. On 
the o t het' hand , the cent r·oids for· the P-level zones of Tokyo and Lhc r·csL 
of the pr·cfectur·os ar•e defined as to coincide h'ilh those ol' the C Jevol 
zones 1-1here the r·espccLivc prefectural government offices ar·c located. 
Once the nel1o~or·ks ar·c constructed, Lhc shor·test distances amonj!; tiH• 
zones can easily be calculated llu·ough Lhe Oijkstra's mcLhod.!J)l7 llo~Vc\· cr·, 
one question ahays associated h"iLh such distances is ho1> Lo dcLcr·minc tho 
intl'azonal ones. Here "'e regard an intrazonal distance as being approxi-
mated by a thir·d of the aver·age distance to the zones "'hich share lhe 
bor·der· 1~iLh the zone conccl'ned. This may be justified as follO'-'S.lO) 
Suppose thcr·c exists a line segment of length 2t·, and the tdp gencr·a-
Lion and absorption take place in accordance with tho unifoem pr·obabiliLy 
density c=l/2e over• Lhe segment , where the value of c is determined fr·orn 
the e xpeession ; i r· cdp = lcp]r· = 2cr = 1. Then NC can calculate the aver·-
- r· -!' 
age trip length t(s) along Lhe segme'nt given a destination poinL s by 
L(s) = (l/2r)!l' l p-sldp 
-!' 
= (1/2r)lr(p-s)dp + (l/2r)i 5 (s-p)dp 
s -r 
= (l/4r)[(I'-s) 2+ (r+s) 2 ] = (1/2r)(r2+ 2 s ). 
;1 . TNO central to~'nships, Yamakita and Sagamiko, are chosen for Zone 712 
''here the Tanza~»a mountains lie at the middle of the zone. Accor·dingly, 
the shortest distances Lo and feom this zone is defined as the minimum of 
either dis Lances concer•n i ng these L1-10 centroids. 
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And the average trip length T over the segment becomes 
T = (1/2r)lr (l/2r)(r2+ s 2)ds = (2/3)r. 
-r' 
As the average distance R from a zone center to the centers of the adjacent 
zones might be interpreted as the twice of the hypothetical radius of the 
zone concerned, R/3 would provide the average trip length therein . It must 
be noted, h01-1ever, that this convention is applicable only when the zone 
can be approximated by a line segment, and the activities are distributed 
r·athet• uniformly over it . In other words, in the real-world zones 1-1here 
the activities are biased, R/3 is likely to overestimate the real 
iS 
averages . 
The road and r~il~oad time distances employed in the study are summa-
rized as Tables A. 3 and A. 4 in Appendix, respectively. 
6 . 2 . 3 . The potential variables 
In the activiL.Y model descl'ibed in Chapter 4, the distributions are 
made in t1v0 phases; viz . from the Region to the prefectures and from the 
prefectures to the zones . However, the location model entails the distri-
butions in a single phase , and thus, those potentials should be calculated 
' 9 
as the integrations concerning the C-level zones . 1 More precisely, the 
following seventeen potentials are regarded as the candidates in the study. 
35 c' c'c 
1) Intermediate inputs XS: ic,l:j=lajiXj(-l)exp(-B 1TF ), 
\8 . There might be an aegument on 1-1hether to predetermine the centroids 
irrespective of activity distributions. Namely , there is an alternative to 
calculate those centroids as the gravity centers o f the actual zones . 
HOI-lever , when we tt'Y to predict the future locations of activities, the 
latter approach may be misleading i n the sense that the distances perceived 
by the new locators would not necessarily coincide with those by the exist-
ing ones as the gr•avi ty centers Lend to lie amidst the bull t-up areas . 
Likewise it might not be worthwhile to elaborate on calculating the intra-
zonal distances from the actual trip observations as they also reflect the 
l.r'ansact ions among the existing locator·s . 
'9. As discussed in Section 3 . 1, no subdivisions are introduced to the 
northet·n thtee pt·efectut·es . Consequently, those prefecLut·es as a whole are 
t·egarded as single zones, equal to the other 48 C-level zones , 1-1hen calcu-
lating those integr'ations, even though Lhe for·met· ar·e genetally accompanied 
by val'iables of g!'eatet' magnitudes than the latter . 
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. 
35 C I , CCI 2) Intermediate demands AX. i ,>: ._1a .. X.( 1)exp(-8.fF ), c J- 1J J - 1 
~c' cc' 3) Net final demands Y: ic ,Yi(-1)exp(-8iTF ), 
4) Net demands AX+Y: defined as the sum of 2) and 3) above, 
c' cc' 5) Values added VA: i ,VA 1exp(-B.TF ), c - 1 
C I CCI 6) Population N: E ,N 1exp(-8.TM ), c - 1 
c' cc' 7) Total employees E: l: ,E 1exp(-8.TM ), c - 1 
8) Urban employees, for those sectors designated as the urban activities 
· c' cc' 
shown 1n Table 3. 2, EU: E ,EU 1exp(-8.TM ), c - 1 
9) Non-urban employees , viz . those employed by Sectors 1 and 2, EA: 
c ' c' , cc ' 
ic,(El(-l)+EZ(- 1))exp(-B 11M ), 
10) Employees in Sector 17 (Government services of R-level) E17: 
c' cc' 
Ec , El 7(-l)exp(-8iTM ), 
11) Employees in Sector 18 (Clerical business) E18: 
c' cc ' 
Ec ,E18(-l)exp(-PiTM ), 
12) Employees in Sectors 17 and 18 combined E17+18: defined as the sum of 
10) and 11) above, 
13) Employees in Sectors 17 and 29 (Government services of R and P-levels) 
c' c' , cc' 
ENRP: ic ' (E17 (-l)+E29 (-l))exp(-B/M ) , 
14) Employees in Sectors 16 and 28 (Community services of R and P-levels) 
C 1 C I CCI 
EPRP: >:c,(E16 (-l)+Ezg(- l))exp( - BiTM ), 
15) Employees in Sector 33 (Community services of C-level) E33: 
c' cc' 
Ec ,E33 (-1)exp (-P1TM ), 
16) Employees in community services of all levels EP: defined as the sum of 
14) and 15) above, and 
c 17) The accessibility to the nearest port TP: exp(-B.TP ). 
1 
Here X~, 9~ and E~ are the production of, the net final demand to, and 
1 1 l 
t he number of employees of the i-th sector in zone c, respectively . tiO In 
contrast to the potentials 5) through 16), Hhich are common lo all sectors , 
those from 1) to 4) are defined for respective sectors and mostly based 
upon the input coefficients, a .. , which are assumed to be common throughout lJ 
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the Region. p. is the distance decay ratio attached to the distances, I 11 
1 
and the last one is defined as a simple accessibility measure depending on 
Lhe lime dist.nnce by cal' to tho noa1·est po1·t TPc ft'Om each zone. t 12 
As shown in eq. (6. 7), tho bid price functions in our model are to be 
defined by combining some of tho above potentials. However, the numbet· of 
such funct.ions to be determined simultaneously through eq. (6.6) reaches 35 
including tho one for the t'esot·valional uses. Even if we limit the numbe1· 
of potentials contained in each bid price funclion to tHO, the numbet' of 
parameters to be estimated amounts to 140 . And it is virtually impossible 
to estimate thus many parameLers simultaneously particularly when the 
equations to be csLimatcd UI'O nonlineat' . Hence, some kind of conven Lion 
must. be int.roduccd to estimate those parameters, and this will be the focal 
point in t.he next subsection. 
6.2.4. The estimation procedure 
As eq.(6.G) is essentially multiplicative, it is possible to estimate 
the paramctet·s aik' which lineady reflect upon the bid pl'ice function, 
through log-linear regressions . By taking the logarithms of eq . (6 . 6), 
I I 0 . As men t i onod in Footnote 7 of Chaplet· 4, 
monetary denominations, such as X., Y., VA, and 
1 1 
arc in million yon, and the population N and the 
the macro variables with 
the industrial assets K., 
1 
number of employees E. arc 
1 
given in pet•sons. ~leanwhi lo, the area val'i ables such as r.. and LF a1·e in 
l 
hectares, and the land pdces VL are given in hundred yen per squa re meter. 
I 11. It is theoretically desirable to separately assign a decay ratio to 
each potential term associated with a single sector . However, in practice, 
the estimation method confines us to applying a common ratio to all tho 
tet·ms in a secto1· as to be discussed in the next subsection. 
t 12. Here the ports are limited t.o the rna.joc ports including the specially 
designated ones as defined by the regulations associated with the Port and 
lla.rbor Ltm. Those relevant to our study area are Kashima, Hitachi, Oarai 
and Naka in Ibaraki Pref . , Chiba and Kisarazu in Chiba Prof., Keihin span-
ning across the bor·der between Tokyo and Kanagawa, and Yokosuka in Kanagawa 
Pt-ef. Among them, Chiba and Keihin at·e the specially designated ones. For 
convenience sake , the distances to the ports are assumed to be equal to 
t.hose to the centroids of zones where respective ports are located . 
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log i;. = ; . - log ~ .• '1exp(7 .) , I I J tt .I 
where t.he zone identifiers care omitted for simplicity. 
.\cconlirrg to the 
flo 1·kson' s me Lhod, 1 1) Lhe log-sum \':tl'iab le in the abo\c c:qwcss i 011 can be 
eliminated by a1·bi Lt·ar·ily regat•ding one of the funcl ions as the t•cfct·ence. 
Suppose the one COI'I'esponding to the reservalional uses ( i=O) is emplo~·ed 
as t.he l'e f e renee. Then we have 
log p. - log p = '· -' . l 0 J 0 (6.8) 
\\'hen all the bid pl'ice functions '?. (i;O) a1·e J incat• and explained by a 
J 
common set of val'iables, a simple log-linear regt•cssion may enablo us to 
detot•mine the hid pl'ice functions independently of othct· act.idlies . 
llo1~ever, the second t•equit•emcnt can h:.tt·dly be accepted par·Licula1·ly Nhen 
the altet·nali\'cS <l.I'C the activities 1·ather than the zones. And c\·en ~~hen 
''o accept such r·est.l'icli\·e fot·mulations, t.hc1·c 1:ould still I'Cmt\in an 
identification pr·oblem 12) concer·ning the reference bid pdco func t i 011 ;• 
0 
unless the t•eset·valional uses a1'e assumed to play no active I'Oic, viz. 
~ :o . 
0 
On the contrary, we here assume that those uses "'ould also claim 
some bid price to surrendet' the land, and this makes the expt·essions fot' 
all the locating activities be inte1·connected tlu·ough 9 . 
0 
In add i t i 011 , as 
each bid pl'ice function includes a distance decay parameter· 8., t.hc exr>rcs-
l 
sion as a whole becomes nonlinca1· by nature . Accot·dingly, even ''ith the 
log-linear convention, the procedure to estimate all the paramclcl's associ-
ated with eq.(6.8) would become a simultaneous nonlinear regression i11 the 
sense that the par'.:\nteters relevant to ~ must bu detcl'mined :;imu ltaneousl~· 
0 
across all of the 34 renditions of eq.(6 . 8), and each expression is subject 
to a nonlinear regression. 
F1·om the dynamic theory of la11d use, the t'eset•valional land pr·icc P at 
the Luening point. in terms of the landm~ne1•'s pot•tfolio, whether Lo sell 
the lot, is given by P=P/7 provided that the discount rate is fixed at 
r. 13) Since such an expression is unstable with the change in the discount 
r·aLc, it would be p1·actically necessary to intt·oduce the land pdce in the 
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pr·cvious pct'iod VL~ 1 • 1vhich may be eegarded as the pl'ice quoted for· such 
transactions, to the r·eset'vational bid pdce. Then 






mi~ht sCI'\'~' as its candidate, "·hc1·e ~\"Lc* denotes the expected incr·case in 
the land pt'i cc. A 1 ter·nali ve ly, ~~hen "'e assume that the discount I' ate to 
the I and pl'i cc depends on the sca1•c i l~· of land, as being r·epr·esen led by the 
inhabitable land LF0 , 1~e might have anothe1' candidate, 
?c =). VLc (LFc)-'~1. 
0 0 -1 
lfo"cvcr·, aR none of these expressions are successful in bl'inging the 
significant p<u·amctcr· eslim~tles, '"c simp!~· assume that the r·eser·vational 
hid pl'ice is pr•opor·tional Lo \'1.: 1 , viz. 
·;~ = .!"\'L_l' (6.9) 
Gh·pn liH' pnr·amclcr· l contained in eq . (6.9) and the distance dC>cay 
parameter·s Pi, the r·cmaining lineal' par·ameters aik can be dcter•mincd 
lhr·ough the indiddunlistic log-linear' eeg1·essions for· r·espcclive aclivi-
Lies. ,\ccor·dingly, il is possible to determine all the pnr·nmeters relevnnt 
to eq.(6.6) th1·ough an ilel'ative peocedure summadzed below . 
o) Arbitral'ily delel'mine the initial values of Bi and l. 
i) Given these si and l, calculate the linear paPameters ~ik log-linearly 
fr·om eq.(G.8), and obtain the e1·ror' associated 1·dth the j-Lh observaLion. 
r· .. =(log c.- log P + ·; (l))- •;.(a.IB.), 
1 ,) 1 0 0 1 1 1 
Hher·e a. is a vccLOI' consisting of Lhe linear pat·ameLet•s. 
1 
i i) Solve the unconstr•aincd nonlineae minimization pt•oblem conccming Lhc 
sum of squared et·r·oa·g (SSE), 
min SSE= e'r, 
£. , l. 
1 
1>hc r·c r· is the co 1 umn vee lot' of t'. . based on a . k. 
1J 1 . 
(6.10) 
iii) RepeaL steps i) and ii) until the convergence criterion for the non-
linear· pat·amcter·s, a. and .l., is met. 
I 
In the p1·esenl study, the number of obsen·ations ma~· differ· act'oss the 
acliviliP~, i =I, ... , m, due to the data limitaLions; the full sel of 
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data cor•responding Lo Lhe manufacturing sector have been compiled for· Tokyo 
and two pl'efectur·cs facing Tokyo Bay, for instance. Thus the dimension of 
the er1·or vecLor• r· is I'Uled by the number of effective obse1·valions n .. 
I 
t·'= (t'tt' ... , r'tn
1
1r·21' ... , r2n
2
1 lrml' ... , rmnrn), 
Meanwhile, the problem (6.10) corresponds to the OLS estimation in Lhe case 
of nonlinear simultaneous regressions. In general, it is possible to usc a 
quadt•alic form, SSE = t•'ll'l' based on an appropl'iate ~~eight matr•ix ll' 
' 
instead. However, there will be another question as Lo bo1~ such ~~eights 
can be determined in pt•aclice . j 13 
Despite its simultaneous nature, only a weak interdependency across 
the activiLics can be found in the problem (6.10) in the sense that each 
activity is merely interconnecLed through the parameter 1 of the rosePva-
tional bid pdcc. Taking advantage of this observation, Lhc var•iablcs 
relevant to each activity are selected independently with the non I inoa1' 
parameLers deter•mined in (G.IO) being fixed . Selection procccllll·(J is based 
on the nonlinear regressions for all the meaningful combinaLions of thl'ee 
variables or less drawn from the variable pool comprising the J7 variables 
listed in the previous subsection, where the following rules are employed 
to determine the actual bid price functions . 
i) To qualify as a candidate function, all of its parameters must satisfy 
the sign r•equ i r·ernen Ls, "'hi ch at·e deduced from the economic i rnpl i cal ions, 
and be found !Significant aL the 10 % level. Among those candidates, tho 
one which demonst.t·aLos Lho highest R-squat'e would be Lhe primal choice . 
ii) If the model containing AX+Y as one of the variables is acceptable, i L 
may become Lhe choice provided Lhat the differences in R-squat·es a1·e less 
than 1 % as compared Hith Lhose containing either AX 01· Y instead. 
iii) In non-manufacturing sectors other than Sector· 13 (rar·-flung 
'13. There are some alLel'naLive ways to determine the weight mulrix P. For 
example, Lhe pr·ocedur•e SYS~LIN in the statistical package S1\S/F.TS Pt'e!Hll'es 
a numbet' of opLions for this purpose (see Table 21.2 in the procedur·e 
d . . ) I .1) escr1pt1on . 
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tr·ansportalion), the model must reflect one of such potentials , viz . AX, Y, 
t\X+l' , VA , N, E, or· EU, that can be regarded to represent the demand-side 
requirements to some extent. 
iv) The potential E33 will not be used to explain locations of the R-level 
act i vities . For the P- l evel a.ctivities, t he model contai ni ng EP will be 
chosen when the differ ence in the R-squares between the models containing 
1::33 and EP is less t han l %. 
v) Regarding the local activities other than those classified as transport-
communication ot· supply-dispose industries, the port accessibility TP is 
precluded from our consideration . 
vi) The potent i al E17 will not be used in conjunction with the C-levcl and 
residential activities. 
6 . 2.5. Estimated bid price functions 
The models fi nally selected through the above r ules are s ummar ized in 
Tab] o G. 3 , i ncludi ng t he vad abl es chosen , the parame t e rs and t heir t-
va lues , t he R- squares fo r the log- linear regress ions (6.8), a long wi t h t he 
. d h . . 1 I 14 distance decay rat1os an t eu· asymptot1c t-va ues . As the t'eserva-
tional bid price, we have 
qC = - . 0002279VLcl' (6 .9)' 
0 (7 .88)-
whore VL~ 1 is calculat ed as the posterior land price based on the popula-
tion a nd empl oyment densities as t o be di scussed in Section 6 . 6 . It might 
bo fe l L somewhat stt'ange t hat t he rese r va t ional bi d pr i ce becomes negative . 
11•1. Regarding the manufactul'ing census data, the rough estimations have 
only been compiled for the C-level zones in Saitama Prof . Accordingly, the 
computations are based upon 190 observations (38 zones over five years) in 
the manufacturing sectors (03-10) . In addition, as the land use data arc 
not available in Zone 410 (Chichibu) except for tl'ansport and residential 
uses, the results for the non-transport and non-residential activities arc 
based upon 235 obset'vations (47 zones over five year's) . The full sot of 
data wi th 240 obsePvations have been a vailable only to Secto l's 13 , 21 and 
22 along wit h the residential locato t's (Hl-H6). 
The nonlinear least squat'es pt'oblem (6 . LO) has been solved through a 
rot'Lt·an SSL package pr-ogPam called D~1INF1, which is bo.sed upon the quasi-
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This !'elates to the disct·iminant natut·e of the bid prices in our study, 
wl1ere an activity must present a higher bid in order to occupy a larger 
poi'Lion of land. Namely, the shaee of the agl'iculLueal land Lends to be 
0 t 15 loHer Hhcr·cv(~t· the highee land pnces are obset•ved . 
:\s discussed in Chaplet• 2, it is possible to calculate the shift 
parameters Be in eq . (2. 3) to make these disct'iminant bid land prices 
compatible Hilh the land pl'iccs obser·ved . Figur·e 6 . 3 summar•izes the r·eln-
tionship bel1·;c~cn the adjusted bid pl'ices, ¢7 : g7 + Be, and the location 
1 1 
peobabilities D7. The horizontal and vertical line segments represent the 
1 
the standard deviations of ¢7 
1 
\'L c and r•espectively, 
calculated fr·om the pooled data fot' 47 zones ovee 5 years, and Lheie inter•-
sections ar·e placed to indicate their pooling averages. h'e can easily 
confiem from the figure that these two averages are positively correlated. 
1 p, 
I 0 
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Figure 6.3. Adjusted bid prices C. and locational probabilities p . . 
1 1 
'15 . These ar·gumeuts ar·c based upon eq.(2.l) which is del'ived from the IIGD 
h~·pothcsis. IIOI,ever·, it might be possible to make the acli\'itv ~~ith a 
loh'Cr' ;wcr·;~ge bid, pl'ice outbid the ones 1'ith highee aver·agcs 1vhen ;,,e employ 
a Gencr·alrzed F.xlr·eme \'aluc (GE\') model 1~ilh divet·sified var·iance 
par·amclen;. I G) 
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In particular, since agricultural land still prevails in the Southcen Kanto 
Region as a whole with p
0 
= 0.6190, its bid price dominates the a.vcr·age 
land price VLc in most zones. Similarly, Ill (Single-unit o~>•ned houses) 
r·epresents the highest bid prices among urban activities with its ubiqui-
tous nature, which is follol'ed by Sector 33 (Community services of C-
level) . This can be seen from the fact that the ser·vices pr·ovidcd hy the 
laLLer sector, such as elementary schools, must exist in every community 
r·egardless of land prices. On the contrary, the sectors which might be 
expected to present higher bids, such as Sectoe 18 (Clerical business), 
lend to present the modest ones on Lhe average. As a matter of fact, lhci r· 
bids to the parco 1 s Lhey locate would be among the highest , but this does 
not necessarily imply that they could present highet· bids to the aggeega-
Live zones since the lots suitable to their locations are rather limited. 
6 . 2 . 6 . Non- land stock increments 
Once the bid price functions are estimated, we can calculate the land 
acquired by each activity 6L~ f r·om eq.(2.7b) along with the land r·oscr·vcd 
for the non-urban usages Lc . 
0 
6L7 = r?LADc and Lc ~ LAc = rcLADc. 
1 1 0 0 
(6.11) 
Then the next task is to calculate the location enli ties attached to the 
land acqu i t•ed . As mentioned in Section 6.1, such entities are the 
increases in assets for manufacturing sectors, and the housing unlts to be 
buill for residential ones . ~rile the number of employees are regarded as 
the entities in the rest of the sectors, the employment in an activity may 
easily fluctuate l'ilh the economic circumstances even if there is no change 
in the amount of land occupied by that activity. And this is the reason 
Hhy we r·ecalculatc the entire employments in the stock accounting submodel 
to be discussed in the next section . 
The zonal incren.ses in manufactul'ing assets AK? are calculated by 
1 
distributing thcil' r·cgional values AKi deter·rnined through eq . (5 . 9) In the 
111 
r'eglonnl fr•1une model. Such distributions ar'e made in accordance 1dLh the 
vaJuef; of the I inear' t'egr·cssion fot•muJas, 1•hose explanatot•y val'inblcs ar·e 
, 
chosen fr·om the land acquit'ed AL~, the expected asset inct•easc based on the 
1 
past t'CCOI'ds, (K~(-1)/L~(-l))AL~, the investments to maintain the existing 
assets after depreciations and demolitions, (1-f.)(K~( l)-?K~). or the term 
1 1 - 1 
repl'esenting Jol'genson's optimal asset, v:Oi(-l)/(r+6i). That is, 
for· exampJ c, whcr·e 6. 
t 




rate and VK~ is the 
I 
amount of assets t•omovod . llere again the hats indicate Llu\t Lhose varia-
bles ar•e Lo pt•ovide infoemation foe zonal distribuLions, or• used as the 
disll'il>ut. ivo mC'asuro.c;. The zonal values at·c then calculated by 
aK~ = (AK~/t 6K~)6K . . 
1 1 c 1 1 (6 .13) 
Table 6. 4 sununal'izes the estimated results for· the functions to pr·o-
vide the distributive measures for manufacturing sectoes. The fact that 
the land acquisition over the two-year period (AL~+AI.~(-I)) replaces 6L~ in 
Table 6. 4. The para111eters for the 111anu facturing asset increments. 
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27. z 17 113. 93 . 13ZSO (Ill) 0. 0 I 3. 7( s. 73 
09 llaeb I nerr (I~ t-u /L ~ <-t>) ( ll l ~ + ll L ~ ,_") Y~o• t-u/{ 1 +6 d 
. 8S31 
-IZS.H 
. 15019 • 16662 (Ill) 0. 11 s. 81 11 .71 
10 Other unuraeturln& (I~ 1-11 /L ~<-II)( lll~ + lll~ 1-11) {l-6 ,)(I~ t- 11 -VI~) . 8319 
144 H 
. 212 S3 . 27116 (Ill) I. 10 Z. Z6 IS. S4 
Notes. Each ecll In eoluons 2 to I above earraes tbe kind or variable. paraoetcr value. and Its t-value rroo 
top to bottoo. llketlse tbc first eoluon correponds to tbe lntereepts •hlle a-squares and tbe dcsrees 
or rreedo• arc &l•cn In the last one. 
v. o. 7 and 6 denote the operatln& surplus. the offieial diseount and depredation rates. rcspcetivelr. 
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some SeCLOI'S COl'l'CSJ)Onds tO i>OSS1"blc d l . · "16 e ays 111 const.r·uct 10ns . 
observe ft•om the table, the r•cg1·ession ecsul ts :tl'O gener·al ly good 1d th t.hc 
R-squar·es (adjusted foP lite dcgt·ces of ft·eedom) ranging fr·om 0.7·1 to 0.87, 
except foe Sector· 08 ('Ictal pt·oducts) . 
While the manufactul'ing assets are obtained tht·ough tho distl'ihuth·c 
models, the zonal housing conslt•uctions are calculated dit·cc lly ft·orn the 
land acquired. This stems feom the fact that the t'cgional ft·amo model only 
detet·mincs the housing investments, but not the housing units to bn built 
in the Region. AI though NO deal h'i th the housing types in si:-. catcgot·i,~s. 
~o,·e have LWcpar·cd only L1>o fot·mulas, on the ground of Lhci1· bui !cling t..1·pes, 
in o1·dct' Lo m:tintain thcit statistical significance. 
(Single-family units; h = Hl ,H2,113) 
= 3 . 3368 (ALc)0.9G41(VLc )0 . 3336 ' 
(6.58) h (42.54) - 1 (18.28) 
(~lulti-family units; h = H•I,H5,H6) 
= 40.?lO(LI.c)1.002l(VLc )0 . 2717 
(214 . 0) h (653.4) -l (89.89) 
- 2 R -0.9091, 
df=I89. 
-2 R =0.9998, 
df=l89. 
( (i. I ·Ia) 
(G. l ·lh) 
It must be noted that the above pat·ameters are estimated log-linead~· using 
the data aggPegntcd into two categoeies, but the values fop six categories 
Nill be pPedicted separately in actual simulations . 
6.3 . The SLoe!; t\ccounting Submodol 
IViLh tho land acquiecd 
of manufactur ing assets 6K~ 
I 
6L~, and associated stock inct•cmenLs in Let·ms 
1 
und housing units 6H~ being determined Llu·ough 
the pecvious subsection, we heee calculate the exisllng ~tmotmL of 1:\nd, 
manu fac tul'i ng assets and housing units, c K~ and c Li • 1 Hh. 
L~ c '/L~+ ~L~, ( 6 .15a) = Li(-1)-I 1 
! 16. By the same t•casoning as in rootnote 14 above, the pat·ameter·s at•c 
primat•ily estimated with the data set compt'ising 38 zones excluding Saitama 
Pref . over 1 yeaes. However, for those sectors where the land acquisition 
over the t"·o-yca1· pol'iod is employed, the numbo1· of cffecli\'c yeat•s of 
observations will deceease to 3 years. 
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K~ = (1-o.)(K~( l) -VK~) + cK~, 
l 1 1 - 1 I 
(6.15b) 
~~~=~~~(-!)-;"I!~+ ~H~(-1)' {6.15c) 
''het·e the pt·csont. \'alues at'e calculated ft·om those in the previous period 
by subtt•acting dcmo1 i lions and adding increments. Incidentally, assets 
cot..-esponcling to the capital depreciations must also be subtracted from the 
sur·ddng assets fot· manufacturing sectors. 
Tho majot· t•olc of this submodel is to teanslate the existing amounts 
of land and manufaclul'ing assets into the numbet•s of employees E~ in the 
l 
pt·cscnl pcl"iod. IIOI-ICVCt', the employments in the non-basic sectot•s, 1-1hich 
a•·e defined as the ones not consuming urban land, at·e excluded here feom 
our· considct·at ions as Lh~y aee the subject in the auxiJ iat·y location sub-
model. In this case, the models also become distributive by natut•c since 
tiP can expect lhc corrLr·ol tot:ds lo the regional fi'ame model, in the fOI'JO 
of n~g ionn l cmp I oymcnl s . 
In manufactul'ing scclot·s, the distributions are made in accot·dance 
Hith the fol1o"·ing fot•mula. 
(6 . 16) 
"·het·e v,11 i and \' 39 i I'CPI'cscnL the dept·eciations of fixed capital and com-
pensations to employees in the sector, eespecti vely. This expl'ess ion can 
be obtained tht•ough a simila1• aegument as we have derived Lhe oxpr·ession 
for the eegionaJ employments (5.22), i . e., both arc derived fl'om the fil'st-
ot·dcr· condition to the pt·oduce1·'s pl'oblem undet· a production function of 
the Cobb-Douglns type. Besides the diffel'ence that eq. (5.22) has a log-
lincat· fonu, cq.(5 .16) explicitly includes the capital stock K, 1~hich is 
a\·ailablc lo Lhc m;tnufactur·ing sectors, and keeps the capital t·ent r· in the 
for·m of r 11 i(-l)/Ki(- 1)' "·hich t'CIH'esonls the cost paid for· dcpnJcialing 
the l'Xisting assets in the pr·c\·ious pel'iod. The par·amelet·s associated 1dt.h 
cq.(6.16) tu·c estimated log-linearly, and summal'ized in Table 6.5 .. 17 
On the other· hand, the employments in non-manufactur·ing soctor·s ar·e 
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Tab I e 6. 5. Estimated parameters for employments 
in manufacturing sectors. 
/3o /3 I /32 /33 R:2 
03 4. 120 . 902 . 8 654 . 905 7 . 960 2 
I 0. 85 69. 70 I 8. 6 5 30. 12 (206) 
04 5. 4 -i 7 . 9 60 7 . 7410 . 7 59 9 . 9 I 3 9 9. 76 46. I 0 10. I 9 12. 8 3 (206) 
OS 3. 7 -iO . 9 52 9 .8347 .8809 . 9741 1 5. 1-i 88. 58 25. 6 6 28. 0 6 (206) 
06 5. 919 . 9 381 .8265 . 6 6 7 0 . 97 10 14. 87 7 3. 98 14 . 28 14.85 (206) 
07 I. 668 . 917 I . 8 204 . 8716 . 9641 5. 12 H. 30 22.07 38. 7 4 (206) 
08 3. 2 7 4 . 9 3 88 .9387 .8199 . 950 s 9. 51 6 2. 4 5 18. 7 7 16. 70 ( 20 6) 
09 3. 2 60 . 984 6 . 8 4 0 4 . 9 68 8 . 988 2 14. 2 6 12 3. 0 26. 6 4 31. 4 3 (206) 
3. 3 22 . 9 7 4 8 .9030 . 9951 . 982 5 
I 0 15. 99 10 7. 6 3 5. 55 2 7. 4 4 (206) 
-
Note: t-va I ues arc sho~n be low each parameter, and 
R2 is the determination coefficient adjusted 
for the degree of freedom, ~·hich is shown 
v.ithin parentheses. 
distributed in accordance with the values of the following formula. 
( 6 . 17) 
whel'e the term associating p 1 COI'I'esponds to the past employment t•ecor·ds to 
be expected with the employments !'cmoved by demolition being subtr·nctcd 
pr·oporlionally. While the l'emoval of employments is consider·ed at the 
average rate bet1~een the existing employees and land occupied in the p r·ev i -
ous period, the employments allached to the newly acquil'ed land is assumed 
to be affected by its pr·oper'ty values, evaluated at the posterior· land 
pl'iccs VL: 1. These ar·guments l'eflecL the facts, on one hand that it ls 
impossible to follow the histories of each lot in macl'o simulations, und on 
:11 . lie!'(~ again, the C-levol zones in Saitama Pr·ef . ar·e excluded fr·om the 
data . In t·etur·n, Saitama as 1-1ell as the nol'thern thr·ee pt•efectur·es ;u·e 
regar·ded ns to constitute the P-leveJ zones by Lhemsc I ves, and this mak(•s 
the offecth•e data for· the ca~culations of Table 6 . 5 include 210 obset·va-
tions compr·ising 12 zones ovet· 5 year·s . 
the other that the high floor-to-area ratios are likely with the increase 
in land pdces, resulting in high employment densities. ~leanwhile, a 
formula alternative to eq .(6 . 17) is used in conjunction with Sectors 13, 17 
and 33 to improve its explanatory po1~er. 
{8 + 
0 
whose parameters are estimated through non-linear regressions. 
( 6. 18) 
Table 6.6 summarizes the parameters associated with employment distri-
butions in non-manufacturing sectors, from which we observe the ext1·emely 
high values of R-squares, which are adjusted for the degrees of freedom 
whe never linear regressions apply . t 18 This could be understood from the 
fact that the expl'essions (6.17) and (6.18) both reflect the number' S of 
Table 6. 6. Estimated parameters for employments in non- manufacturing sectors. 
/3o /3 I /32 /3~ IP /3o f3t /32 /33 IP 
II -5. 206 I. 00 6 . 1748 . 9998 6. 81 88 2. I 52. 53 (188) 24 
18 7. 8 .9983 . 18 34 . 9 999 
I 0. S 4 122 2. 17. 20 (188) 
-6. 682 . 6857 21. 11 . 0 547 . 996 7 
13 0. 27 16. 80 19. 71 1. 9 4 (188) 25 
487. 4 I. 0 II . 1H9 . 9 99 6 
1. 4 2 156. 8 8. 13 (188) 
14 2 2 5. 4 . 999 6 . 2361 I. 000 9. 98 190 I. 3 6. 9 4 (188) 26 
33. 9 6 . 9986 . 21 OS I. 000 
10. 69 1697. 33. J 3 ( J 88) 
2. 3 3 2 . 99 98 .0392 I. 000 16 I. 8 7 3966. 139. 7 (ISS) 28 
10. 3 6 .9989 . 04!3 I. 000 
3. 16 2606. 138. 1 (188) 
-2S. 34 . 7804 21. 3 2 . 0 366 . 9998 17 2. IS 47. so 38. 9 5 15. 3 4 (ISO 29 
-. 3231 . 9 9 9 9 . OHJ I. 000 
0. 50 914 9. 129. 5 (188) 
81. 63 I. 004 . 14 38 I. 000 18 2. 15 90 9. 4 69. 3 6 ( 18 5) 30 
319. 4 . 9997 . 3306 . 9 9 97 
5. 52 70 I. 6 152. 5 (188) 
19 -1. 771 I. 004 . 148 s I. 000 5. 71 21 9 6. 70.04 (188) 31 
387. 1 . 9940 . 32 s 1 . 9 998 
9. 48 748. 5 17. 98 (ISS) 
21 28. 87 1. 000 .0289 . 99 9 9 4. 20 12 20. 46. 84 (189) 33 
-79. 35 . 9096 22. 58 . 01 SO . 9 999 
3. so 117. 2 30. 92 14. 6 2 (187) 
22 6 9. 7 2 . 996 8 . 0 39 9 . 999 9 8. 73 1196. 57. 82 ( 18 9) 34 
. 55 6 6 . 9998 . 04 24 1. 000 
I. 4 9 934 9. !57. 8 (185) 
23 15. 07 . s 999 . 2 397 I. 000 6. 62 2 soo. 32. 7 9 ( 18 5) 35 
1. 4 3 4 I. 005 . 1588 . 9999 
6. 54 1278. 9 5. 9 5 (I 88) 
Notes: t-values are shown below each parallleter. and p· s are the detercination coefficients 
adjusted for the degrees of frccdo~a. which are given within paren t heses. 
For sectors 13, 17 and 33, the SSR/SST values and the asy111ptotic t-values replace them. 
118. Since both eqs .(6. 17) and (6.18) contain lagged variables, Table 6 . 6 
is based on up to 192 observations comprising 48 zones in the Southern 
Kanto Region over 4 years, out of which those lacked in land area data are 
dr·opped . In the sectors to 1~hich eq . (6.18) applies, the SSR/SST values are 
shown in place of R-squares due to its nonlinearlity. 
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employee s in the previous per iod as one of t he explanatory variables, which 
ar·e so de f i nitive i n dete1·mini ng those in the s ucceed i ng per·iocl, p.:tJ'ticu-
l a d y 1·1hc n the sLmula tion cycle is me1·cly a yea!' . 1'\cvcl'thelcss, tl is 
notCivot·thy that Lh i s h'Ould no t ruin the s i gnificance o f oLhcr \'<ll'iahlcs . 
6.4. The Aux il iary Locati on Submodel 
The variables to be d i str i buted t hrough th is s ubmodel can be 
classified into two categories, viz . (a) the ca p i t a l f orma t i ons other than 
manufactul'ing and (b) t he employments in the non-bas ic secto t·s , each o f 
which will be di s cussed in the succeed i ng s ubsec t i o ns . 
6.4. 1 . Non- ma nufacturing capital f o1·mations 
i) Non- manuf actut'ing , non-hous i ng capita l fo r mation 61\1\ : WiLh the gO\'eJ·n-
ment capital formati ons cons idered s eparately , t his caLegOL'Y cor responds Lo 
the investments made by a ll the industrial acti vit i es ex c ept fo t· manu fac-
turing and government services (Sectors 03 through 10, 17 , 29 and 34) . 
Naturally, it is imposs ible to disregard Lhe publ i c sec t ot· as a maj o1· 
suppliet· of community services, but it must be noted that most of s uc h 
services can also be supplied by the pdvate sector. Accordingl y , we he re 
consider that the investments associated wiLh co~nun i ty se r vices c ons titu te 
some parts of 6KN' whose distributive measure is given by 
6 ~~ = 33415 + 0.1917VL~ 1 6 L~ + 0.4800V:ON( - 1) ' (8 . 45) (1.73) (16 .0) -2 R = 0. 9340 , df=189, ( 6 .19) 
where the s ubscript N ident i fies that the va ria ble is s ummed up over t he 24 
sectors re l e vant to this category. Eq . ( 6 . 19) i mpl ies that the amount to be 
invested ''ould i nc r ease 1-1 he r eve r t he peopcety values of acqui t·ed land is 
high or the operational s urpluses are relatively abundant. 
ii) Housing investmen t s I R, IGR: We have two formu l as depending on whether· 
funding is provided by the pr i vate or public sec t o t s . The d i s tl'ibu tive 
measure for the private investment reflects the numbers o f newly construc t-
ed housing units along with that of existing uni t s. 
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l~c = 4286 + 7 . 072AH~ + 5.8866H: + 0 . 0377H~ 1 , (4 . 54) (34.2) (19.4) (3 . 62) -2 R = 0 . 9715, df=251, (6.20) 
,.;here Lhc subscr' i pts S and ~~ indicate the single-unit and multi-unit 
houses, r·especLively , and Lhe last term is expected to r•epr'escnt the main -
Lenancc costs . 
While the categorization of housing construction by building types 
brings a better· result concerning the pl'ivate investment, that by housing 
tenures is employed for the investment by the public sector . This stems 
from the facl Lhat most of the public housing is provided as th e multi-
unil houses . Kame ly, 
I~Rc = -14 . 99 + 0 . 3262AH~ + 0 . 54046H~ + 2 . 8366H~, 
(0 . 07) (8 . 66) (8 .88) (5 . 39) 
-2 R = 0 . 6916, 
df=302, 
(6 . 21) 
wher·c Lhc subsc!'ipls 0, R and I indicate the 01med , rented and issued 
tm i Ls, r·cspccti vc I y . 
As the above r eg ressions do not involve variables concerning the land 
use, we might use the full 51 zones, including the northern three prefec-
Lur·es , as Lhe effective observations . These observations have been pooled 
over the maximum possible years given Lhe lagged variables, and this prac-
Lice will be maintained whenever it is possible hereafter . 
iii) GoveenmenL capital formation except housing TG : The distributive 
measure for this ilem is given by the following formula . 
IG0 = 17391 + 0 . 6945PVA~ 1 + 0 . 0692N=1+ 1554580 1_3 , (4 .49) (21.6) (12 . 6) (13 . 0) 2 R = 0 . 8466, clf=251 , (6 . 22) 
,,·her•e D1_3 is the dummy val'iable applicable to the northern three pr'efec-
tures, and PVA_1 is Lhe potential variable concerning the zonal value added 





exp( -0 . 526 2TF00 ,), 
- c -
Hhosc par·amcter s ar·e de Ler'mi ned simu 1 taneously 1d th the li near parameters 
tl I . . d • 19 ll'OUgl Hll Llcral!VC !WOCe Ur'e. 
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6.4 . 2. Kon-basic employments 
As mentioned in Section 6 . 2 , what we need to determine here are the 
zonal e mployments in industrial activities which are not classified as Lhe 
locating ones . Namely the distdbutive measures for· employments in Lhe 
non-urban acti vi lies as well as those in construction sectors ar·e to be 
formulated . The forme!' caLegor'Y includes Sector's 01 and 02, each of which 
is formulated wilh a potential variable . 
(01 Agriculture, forestry and fisheries) 
PEUC 
1 . 0241(Ec ) 0 · 9986(--)-2· 208 , R2= 0 . 9995, 
1(-1) PEUc 
(1 . 43) (663) -] (1 . 99) df =252, 
(6 . 23) 
(02 Nining) 
PTRRc 
1.0857(Ec2( 1))0 . 9811( )0 . 6372 , R2= 0 . 9753, 
- PTRR0 
(2 . 01) (99 . 7) -l (1 . 90) df=252, 
~~her ·e the parameters are estimated log-lineady , and PEU and PTRR ar'e Lhe 
potential variables reflecting the zonal accessibilities to urban employees 
and the housing investments, given respectively by the following formulas . 
c c , cc , 
PEU = ~ , EU exp(-0 . 009ti1 TM ) , 
c 
PIRR0 = E ,(IRc'+IGRc')exp(-0 . 0219TFcc ' ) . 
c 
The fact that PEU is negatively correlated with E1 can easily be understood 
as the conversiorr of agricultural land to urban usages would be accelerated 
by the existence of urban employees . And the reason why the housing 
investments explain E2 is that products of mining in our· study aeca mostly 
come from quarrying as construction materials, and Lhe industrial invest-
ments are not necessarily connected wilh constructions . 
Next '"e proceed to the formu lations of the distributive measures 
associated wilh employments in construction sectors . 
i 19 . Similady as in Lhe case of estimating Lhe distance decay pa r-ameler·s 
in Lhe bid pt'icc functions, an unconslr·a i ned nonlinear· pr·oblem Lo minimize 
the sunr of squa red eerors from the log-linear· regression is solved to 
determine the parameter included in the potential vaeiable . This ar·gument 
also appUes Lo the potential val'iables which appear' in Lhe nexl sub-
secUon. 
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(12 Non-residential building) 
Ac c c c 
E12 = -11.43 + 0 . 9125£ 12 (-l)+ 0.00224(IF +IG ), (0.07) (23.3) (2 . 93) 
-2 R = 0.9448, 
df=207, 
(6.25) 
~~here IF= >:i~36K/ 6KN is tho total non-housing investment by the pt'ivate 
sec tot', and IG is its public counterpart, and the degree of freedom 
indicates that Saitama Prof. as a whole is r egarded as an observat ion. 
This for-mula considers the financial sources of non-residential building 
constructions , and the similar argument applies to the rest of the construe-
lion sectors. 
(20 Residential building) 
-175.2 + 0 . 8444E~O(-l)+ 0.015GTRc + 0 . 1961IGRc , 
(0.8~) (35.9) (3.44) (3 . 62) 
-2 R = 0.9608, 
df=251 , 
(6 . 26) 
where IR and IGR are combined to represent the gross budget to finance 
residential constructions . Hcanh•hile, it is statistically impossible lo 
clnssify the empJoyees engaged in public wot•ks into the three jul'isdlc-
Lienal levels h•hich finance the I'Ospective projects. Accordingly, 1~e het'e 
consider these employees as being associated 1dth a combined sector of 
public works as a convention. 
(C Public works combined) 
£c = 
c 
c c c 
-148.7 + 0 . 8109EC(-l)+ 0.00442IF + 0 . 0120IG , 
(0 . 58) (21 . 6) (1.87) (3 . 50) 
-2 R = 0.9567, {6 . 27) 
df=206, 
where EC denotes the number of combined employees in Sectors 15, 27 and 32. 
6 . 5 . The CommuLiug Distribution Submodel 
6.5 . 1. Basic concepts of residential location 
h'i th the numbers of employees in all the sectors being determined 
through the preceding discussions, l>e no1-1 allocate them to the housing 
units calculated in Section 6 . 3. Recalling that the major focus of this 
study docs lie upon developing a comprehensive metropolitan model, rather 
than a detailed residential location model, the calculation of commuting 00 
distributions by means of a constrained gravity model suffices what ~Ve 
expect from Litis submodel. This can be explained as follows. 
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i) Tn the present model, stock allocation is said to be dominaling in the 
sense that the land use configurations at'e fit'sl deter'mined thr·ou~h the 
locational competition based on the bld pr·ices. It is a common pt·acticn in 
the dynamic residential location moduls that the totally myopic behndot· is 
assumed for the households as the tenants to the housing units "'hi 1 e the 
per·fecl fol·esight about the futur·e •·enter-lime sequences is assumed for' the 
dovelopet'S 1~ho pt·ovide these unils. 13 ),l7 ) This is partly because the 
costs born by households due to moving is much less than those associated 
1-lith redevelopment of the site . In fact, if a dcvclopot' is rational enough 
to build the housing stocks based on the accut•ate kn01vledgc about house-
hold's behadot', il1~ould be possible to regar·d the household's behavio•· as 
being subordinate to the developet•'s one. Further·, if the model is aimed 
al descl'ibing the physical land usc in the metr·opol i tan at·ea, lhtl dcscl'ip-
tion about the histot'ies of households in terms or changes in d~o>cll ings is 
not of our primary interest for tho purpose . 
ii) \\hen ...-e deal 1dth the locations of housing stocks and theil· tenants 
independently, it is possible to analyze tho generation of vacant houses as 
a result of disequilibl'ium in the housing market. Incidentally, the t•ele-
vanl data are compiled mainly ft·om the Population Consus "'hich is based on 
sueveys conducted concerning households. 5 ) This implies that the vacancy 
predicted by the model based on such data must be understood as a kind of 
'20 
model errors. 1 
Finally it must be noted that we do not explicitly consider the types 
120 . Although the housing stocks &t'e explicitly considet·ecl in se\'Cil out of 
nine ISGLUTJ modols 18 ), only A~1ERSFOORT, DORn1UND, LILT and ~1EP consider· 
the allocations of housing stocks and population Lht·ough sep:1.1·ate mecha-
nisms . To explici Lly consider the housing mar·kcl, the dependable data on 
housing stocks at·c indispensable, and the Housing Survey ot' the SLaLisL.ical 
Sur1·ey on Building Construction at·e expected to prodde such infor·mation. 
lloh·evet', the fact that the forme•· survey is conducted concel'ning the exist-
ing households and that the latter survey seems not paying much attention 
on Lhe usages of the buildings after construct ion, they both fai 1 to pea-
vide independent data concerning housing stocks. 
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of households in our study, and this is equivalent to assume a one-to-one 
conespondence bet\<.·ccn households and housing types. That is, households 
1~ho r·eside in the single-unit o"·ned houses ar·c consider·ed to constitute a 
class by t hemse 1 vcs. 
6.5 . 2. Commuting OD distr·ibutions 
Suppose the number· of employees who wor·k in zone I' and r·eside in 
l'S houses of type h in zones is denoted by Eh, and its marginal disll'ihu-
('• l'S d E. s \' El'S . 1 Lions nr·c denoted by Eh = ~sEh an h = wr•'h ' t•espectl\'e y. Then the 
doubly constr·aincd gr·avi ty model suggests that the dcscl'ipt.ion for· E;~s is 
19) gi,·en by the l'ollo1~ing formula. 
(6.28) 
I' S l<herc Chand Dh arc the ndjustrnent constants associated 1dth the job and 
r·esidential sites, t·espectively. The distance decay par·ameters 3h relevant 
lo each housing type ar·c calculated foe the two census year·s, 1975 and 80, 
and summa rized in Table 6 . 7 . With Bh being interpolated linearly fol' years 
i nbctNccn, the ptobab i li ty to choose each housing type is calculated at tho 
place of '-'Ot·k in accotdance 1~ilh the accessibility to houses of each type. 
(6 .29) 
The par·ameters {ah} and {r 11 } nrc estimated through n nonlinear simultaneous 
r·egrcssion (OLS) , and sununal'ized in Table 6.8. 
f11 pr·actice, the hou~dng demands in tcr·ms of employees at each job 
Table 6. 7. Distance decay para::retcrs by housing types. 
Single-unit houses Multi-unit houses 
O'ilncd Rcn t cd Issued Owned Rcn ted Issued 
I 9 7 5 . 063~ 2 .06~22 . 0661~ . 06579 . 06368 . 06529 (2493) (2222) (1650) (1686) (2136) (1805) 
1980 . 06112 .06185 . 06365 . 063 21 . 06162 . 06305 (2556) (231~) (I 718) (1835) (2216) ( 1859) 
~otc: The numbers in parentheses indicate the numbers of non-zero 
observations out of 2601(=51x51) elements of the commuting matrix. 
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Table 6. 8. Paremeters for the housing type selection probabi 1 it ies. 
ah 1 h R2 a h 1 h R2 
Single-unit l. I. 2217 . 8 920 Multi-unit 0. 1221 1.4355 . 86 30 
owned r i xed (29. 0) owned ( 2. 50) (37.8) 
Single-unit l. 0 58 2 I. 2 ~ 38 . 8 7 82 Multi-unit 0. 0628 I. ~281 . 89 98 
rented (5. 89) (33. 6) rented ( 2. 60) (~ L 5) 
single-unit 2. 0352 I. 2373 . 6 912 Multi-unit 0. ~827 I. 3229 . 79 3 6 
is su cd (3. 64) (25. 9) issued (2. 84) (32. ~) 
Note: Asymptotic t-values arc shown within parentheses. where the degree of 
freedom for each housing type is fixed at 100. 
site are first divided into housing types they reside 
For simplicity , we introduce the following assumption. 
r· in using Eh 
Assumption 6. I. The number· of employees in each household docs not vn.r·y 
across zones given a housing type. 
Then the division of demands to the housing types at the residential site 
is definitionally given by 
(6.30) 
Tncorpot·atlng the demands at both job nnd residential sites obtained nbovc 
into oq.(6.28), we can readily compute the commuting OD distributions . 
Ouce Lhe numbers of employees ar'e obtained at the places of r·esi-
dences, Lho population accompanied with these employees can easily be 
calculated under' the above assumption. :-lamely, the disL!'ibutive measute 
for the zonal population is given by 
Ns = 1.307(3.340E
0
· s + 4.265E~5 + 5.122E.s)(VLs )-0 · 1243 , SSR/SST= 0 . 9982, 
(6.06)(6.10) (5.89) (ro) I -l (9.78) df=92, (6.31) 
whor·c the omployees are catogol'i;,cd by the tenures of houses Lltey live in 
with the subscripts 0, R and I denoting the number of employees residing in 
the owned, rented and issued houses, respectively. As the nonl iuoar· 
regression is required to estimate the parameters, the asymptotic t-values 
are shoh•n within parentheses. The fact that the land pl'ice VL is nega-
Lively correlated with the population can be explained by Lhe fact that the 
mor·e fam i 1 y nuclei can be found whot'e high land pl'i cos arc observed, and 
it is more likely to bring high percentages of employment. 
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6.6. The Demolition Submodel 
6.6. l. Tho posterior land price function 
The land prices are obtained as a consequence of locational competi-
Lion in the period. Hence, we calculate the poster·ior land prices at the 
end of each simulation cycle as mentioned eadier, and forwar·d them to the 
succeeding pePiod as one of the major locational information. Yamada ct 
nl. have found fl'om the ct·oss-sectional dat:1. in l!J68 that the population 
densities could well explain the average land prices at the zones compara-
ble to our' C-leve! zones. 20 ) While their• results were based on the loan 
records of the Housing Loan Corporation, the most e x tensive sets of land 
price data nt·e available in Public Notification of Land Prices. As the 
density-type land price function has also been found effective with these 
data at leasl cross-sectional applications &PO concerned, 21 ) we here com-
bine the average annual price increase rate with the density-type function 
1 1 I . 1 d . t 21 to ca cu ate L1e posterJor an pr1ces . 
VLc = 1 . 0828t-75 {231.6 + 4.226(N°/LF0 )+ 12.66(EU0 /LF0 )}, SSR/SST= 0 .9841, 
(236.1} (8.83) (14 . 6) (61.5) df=284, (6.32) 
wher-e 8.28% is the annual price increase rato as compared with the 1975 
pdces during our study pel'iod. The densities in eq . (6.32) at·e based on 
the inhabitable land, and the employments in urban activities are used to 
express tho price segments accrued from non-residential usages. 
6.6.2. Demolition probabilities 
In the case of location probabilities, we employed the multinomial 
logiL model to describe competitions among locating activities. Despite 
the fact that demolitions arc also resulted from such competitions, the 
!21. Since the notifications are made as of January 1 each year, these data 
at·e used to calculate the posterior land prices in the previous year . 
~leanwhile, the density-type function has also been proved effective to 
pr·cdict land pl'ices in a disaggregative context, viz . at each notification 
point. This can be done by t•egarding tho pot•tion of the land pl'ice ex-
plained by zonal densit i es as the base pl'ice in the zone, which is then 
adjusted by the hedonic measures at each point . 22 ) 
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causalities due to locations of other· activities seem r·elatb·ely "enk in 
tho sense Lha L the in Let·nal causes and the ~cnet•al c i t•cums tanct's ar·c l he 
key facLors to doLot•minc demolitions. lienee, 1~c fot·mulate the demo! it.ion 
probabilities tht•ough binat'Y logiL models indopcndl'lltly of other· act i\'i-
tics . ~leant•hilo, it is possible Lo define Lho JH'Obabilities either· in 
. c c terms of existing amount of land in the previous pertod, VL.(t)/L.(t-1) , or 
l I 
of tho location entities , e .g. fot• manufactul'ing !\sscts, 
~~her·c the latter approach is employed by the follo1dng t•easoning. ~amely, 
i) the land area data ar·e less t•eliable as compat·ecl 1d th those concer·ning 
location entities in the sense that the former a!'e estimated thr·ough com-
plicated data PL'ocessing as discussed in Section 6.1. In addition, ii) NC 
at•e obliged to r•cgard the land at·oas released by demolitions as being 
peopot·tional to the associating entities since it is impossible to foliO"' 
the histories of constr-uctions on tho basis of aggeogate zones . 
!Is the changes in employments at•c available in the fot·m of net 
increases, Ne consider that the demolitions are present only Nhcn tho net 
dect•eascs are obset•vcd fot· the non-manufacturing scctot·s whose cnli Lies are 
the employees . That is, the demolition probability l'~(t) is gi\'en by 
v~(L) = -min(E~(L)-E~(L-1),0)/E~(L-1). (6.33) 
l l 1 l 
IL must be noted that the decr·easc in employments docs not nocossadly 
entail the release of land while tho lattet• necessarily results in the 
former. And this is one of the l'easons why tho total employments aee 
calculated in the stock accounting submodel in each simulation cycle . 
In addition, the actual simulations require us to calculate the land 
areas released fr·om removal of enti Lies. In this regard, 1-1e identify the 
demolition probabilities in terms of land area 1-1llh those of location 
entities despite their definition as above . AcCOl'dingly, 1"hen 1-;e denote 
the demolition probability based on entities by 
that demolition ?L~(L) is simply defined as 
VL~(t) = v~(L)L~(t-1) . 
1 l l 
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c 
t j, the land at tachod to 
(6.34) 
Similn.dy as in the case of location pt·obabililies, the demolition 
probability is then defined by a binary logil function based on the demoli-
tion scores Oc. in place of the bid prices. 
1 
(6.35) 
'"here 0~ is given by a linear function of the demolition factors X~k' 
(6.36) 
6 . 6.3. The demolition factors 
~o consider t.hc following twelve factors as being relevant lo demoli-
lions , '' hct·c lhc supct·scl'ipls c lo indicate zones a!'c omitted. 
(a) The indices t·clatcd to land al'eas and land prices : The \·acant land 
t·atio, L,\ _/LF, Lhe t·clative diffet·ence bcl~>•ccn the zonal land pl'ice and 
the t•cgional avct·agc \'LR, (\"L-\"I.R)_ 1 /VL~ 1 , lhc t•elat.ivc differ·encc between 
the land area Nhich the concerned activity is expected to occupy in terms 
of Lhc stock pt·obabilitr ai and the actual one, (piLF-Li)_ 1/Li(-l)' and the 
relative productivil~· per unit land of the activity as compared 1dth the 
(b) Tnct~ase !'ales in employments and population : The increase !'aLe in non-
manufact.ul'ing basic employments, ~EB_/EB_ 2 , and lhe one in population, 
~N-/N_2 . 
(c) I nct·ease rates in productions and values added: The increase rate in 
production, ~\( - J/\(- 2 ), the one in value added, bVAi(-l/\'Ai(-?.) ' and 
its t·cgional counterpart., AV~\~( J/\'A~(- 2 ), Lo represent. whether t.he activ-
i ty is in the gt·owing or decUning phase on the average. 
(d) Inct·case Ot' dcct·case t•atcs in location entities : The demolition t•atio 
in tet•ms of entities in Lhe pr•evious pet'iod, e . g . ('VK./K.) 1 , the pr·opor-1 I -
tion of ne1dy added amount. of entities to Lhe existing one, e . g. 
(~1\./K.) 1, .:tnd the t•atio between the net increase and the stock, e.g . 1 I -
(~!\.-~!\.) l/K.( 1)' l l - 1 -
In the abovt', the basic activities t•efet' to those subject. to Lhe 
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location and demolition analyses, viz. the locating activities, as men-
Lioned in Section 6 . 2. Thus when we denote Lhe set of manufact.ul'ing 
activities by N, lhe non-manufactul'ing basic employment is defined as EBc 
: ~ iE/3\N E~ using lhe set. of locating acti\'i tios B othe t· than Pesidcntinl 
ones . Simi )ll.t·Jy, the denominator of the "relative productivity" is calcu-
lated for those activities, viz . VAc/Lc = LEB\'A~ /L _r.~. ~feanwhilc, the 
1 1 1Eir1 
factot·s in (d) at·e the inet·tial ter·rns to represent. the Jocal Lt•ends of the 
activities in lhe forms of eithet· net increase ot· Lhe pait• compl'ising gt·oss 
incr·ease and decrease. Note again that l>~hen the employments at·c lhc loc:n-
Lion entity, 6E~ and VE~ of t.he latter form must be l'eplaced by max(E~(l) 
l l l 
-r.~(-l) ,0) and -min(E~(t)-E~ ( - l) ,0), t•espectively, while lhc net incr·pase 
is denoted by DE~ 
1 
6 . 6 . <1. Estimated demolition scores 
To deLer·mine the pat·ametet·s in eq . (6.3G), it is necessat·y to t•egt·ess 
cq . (6 . 35) nonlinearly by incorpol'&ting the fol'mer. h'hile the numbct·s of 
obse!'valions available for the purpose are ranging from 38 Lo 47 zones ove r· 
the fout· year· per-iod, it seems almost impossible lo obt.ain stable 
estimators fr·om them on Lhe activity basis due to the discr·et.e nat.ut·o of 
dernoli t ions. And this is Lhe reason Hhy 1>~e estimate t.he pat·amet.et•s for· 
seven categol'ies shown in column D~f of Table 6.1 . Nevet·Lheless, i L has 
been proved necessary t.o estimate pa rameters by Laking moving averages of 
the val'iablcs in bot.h sides of eq . (6.35) for· caLegor·y ~1, the rnanufactul'ing 
sectors, as Lhe estimation based on Lhe raw data carries unstable results. 
In such a case, the yea1·s of effective obset·vat.ions at•e Lo he t•educcd lo 
three years. It must be noted, however, the demolition probabilities are 
calculated fot• individual activities using the par·ametet·s of lhe categot·y 
to which they belong . The functional forms of Lhe demolition sco res along 
~~iLh theit· pat·ameter·s at'C summal'ized in Table 6.9. As seen ft•om Lhe table, 
the explanalot·y val'iables are selected fr·om those repr·esenLing l'elaL i ve 
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Table 6.9. The estimated functions of demolition scores and probabilities. 
Mnnufl\clurlng r 1=VKlKI(- 1) SSR/SST=0.4695 df=107 
VL-VLR 6EB_
1 
6N_ 1 AVA 0
1
=-3.900+0.0530(--R-) -5.505-=- +10.96-- -3.456 1(-l) 
VI. -1 ED N VA 
{39.3) (2.93) (2.64) - 2 (3.23) - 2 (4.03) i(-2) 
V,\lLI VIii 
+0. 2246(--) +10.19(-) 
VA/L -1 K. -1 
(3.50) (6.14) I 
Trl\nsporlallon r 1=VE 1/E1(- 1) SSR/SST=0.6329 df=183 
I.A AVA R 
o,=-3.852•0.3874--=! -5.503 !<-t> 
U' VAi(-2) (34.3) (3.06) (6.59) 
VE I AE I 
+24.08(-) -6.315(-) 
E. -1 E -1 
(12.4) 1 (4.06) I 
Commorc tal r 1=9E 1/Ei(- 1) SSR/SST=0.5643 df=l83 
LA AEB AVA ( ) DEi 01=-4.115-0.9242--= 1~22.26---1 ~5.133 i -l -46.37(-) 
I.F f.B 2 VAl( 2) £ 1 -1 (27.5) (2.68) (2.42) - (2 . 97) - (6.80) 
ruhllc r 1=VE1/El(-1 ) SSR/SST=0.7766 df=181 
LA_ 1 VL-VLR 6EB _1 6N_ 1 AVAI(- 1) VE 1 0 1=-5.24H0.449G--. +0.0430(--R-) -3.947-- -6.880-- -5.510 - +52.52(-) U VI.. -1 EB N VA E -1 
(2.95) (2.82) - 2 (2.66) - 2 (6.40) l(-2) (17.8) I (42.2) (2.63) 
Utility r 1=VE 1/EI(-I) SSR/SST=0.9409 df=181 
AEB p LF-L AVA VA /L AVAR 
01=-5.025+4.848__2 -0.8475(-1 -1) -1.094 1(-1) +0.1855(-1- 1) +1.930 1(-1) 
EB L -1 VA VII/L -1 VAR 
DE1 
-25.34(-) 
(42.9)(2.53) - 2 (9.77) i (3.40) i(-2) (12.3) (4.24) l(-2) 
E -1 
(27.2) 1 
Slng1o-fllally llousos rh=VIIh/llh(-l) SSR/SST=0.8293 df=183 
LA p LF-L VH 411 
Oh=-4.407+0.354s--=l +0.0853(-h __ h) +32.20(~) -7.482(~) 
LF L -1 II -l II -1 
(65.5) (6.61) (1.97) h (27.8) h (5.19) h 
Multl-faal1y llousos rh=VIIt/"h(-1 ) SSR/SST=0.6836 df=182 
LA VL-VLR AEB -I 911h All 
Oh=-3.882+0.8446__:! +0.0595(--R-) -7.128-- +6.956(-) +2.206(-h) 
LF VL -1 EB II -1 II -1 
(33.3) (4.44) (3.93) (5.45) - 2 (10 . 6) h (2.94) h 
magnitudes to facilitate individualized applications. 
The factors to be included in respective scores at'C selected in a 
systemat.ic way. We fit'st formulate a score reflecting all the possible 
variables, except for alternative ones, and successively drop the variables 
1~hi ch are associated with the smallest absolute values of the asymptotic t 
statistics, until all the val'iables in the function become statistically 
s ignificant. Then the function which results in the highest SSR/SST value 
is se lected. In particular, we do not pay specific attention to the signs 
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associated with t·cspccli,•c val'iables . As a matte r· of cout·sc, th0 factot·s 
accompanied by posit iva pat·ametet·s 1'/ill pl'onsotc the demo! i Lions, 1-1hi le 
those ~>•i th negative ones ~>•ill suppt·css them, but intct•pt·ctat tons of 
bles a!'e generally possible in either case. 
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Having all the formulations in the metropolitan simulation model been 
completed, it is now possible to execute test simulations corresponding Lo 
tho final tests in econometric models. While our model comprises three 
major· blocks; the regional fr·arne, activity, and location models, the latter 
two blocks are of major concern in this chapter·. In practice, the tests 
ar·e made in t1<~o phases to identify the performance of each model block; the 
flow simulations where the stock variables are given exogenously , and the 
total simulations Lo clal'ify the per·fot·mance of the location model. The 
respective eesults ar·e discussed after reviewing the simulation proceduecs. 
7 . 1. Simulation Procedures 
1\llile the full r·elationships among model blocks and subot·dinate sub-
models in out· metropolitan model have been depicted in F'igut·e 3.1 , it might 
be too complicated to understand the actual execution procedures . In this 
connection, F'igure 7.1 is pt·epaeed to clarify the oedet' in which those 
submodels are linked, although we refrain from repeating their roles her·e. 
As we observe from the figure, the regional frame model, including the 
eegional level I-0 analysis, is executed at the beginning of each cycle to 
provide the cont rol totals to the activity and location models, of which 
the latter follows immediately to determine the spatial distributions of 
stock val'iables. When the execution of the location model peoceeds to the 
commuting OD distributions, we can return to the activity model wheee the 
3LIO analysis is completed down to the C-level zones. It must be noted, 
however, the eesults reported in this chaptee would still be partial in the 
sense that a part of the t•egional variables, such as the t·egional employ-
ments by sectors and the investment items, to be calculated in the regional 
fr·ame model are given exogenously. This is pat·Lly because that block is 
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r------------------1!1:~: I onn I Frnac: llnclr.l , 
r:--
l.ocn ll on Ill ode: I 
The SCOile of 
flow slaulnl1ons. 
~ •The scope or flow nnd 
~ slock slaulntlons. ----- l.nggr.d flows. 
Figure 7.1. The simulation procedures of the model. 
basically intended to make necessary adjustments among a variety of exoge-
nous standard values while expecting outside models to provide them. 
Two typos of test simulations are conducted in the study. One is the 
flow simulations whose scope is limited to the 3LIO model as shown in the 
figure, 1-;hel'e the spatial distributions of stock variables arc given the 
observed values. The other is the total, or the flow and stock, simula-
Lions which arc intended to test the overall performance of the activity 
and location models, as well as a part of the regional frame model, where 
tho distributions of both flow and stock variables are determined endoge-
nously. 1n any case, the tests conducted in the study might be called 
quasi-fina.l io the sense that they encounter several operational limita-
Lions due to insufficient data availability along with a number of measures 
to avert drastic changes in model predictions. 
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The test simulations arc c:u·l'icd out conccr•ning the ar·ca and per·iod 
ovot· which the data for estimating model par·amoLOt'$ ar·e collected, \'iz. 
Tokyo ~letr·opolis and the six SU!'l'Ouncling pr•ofecl.ur·os dul'ing six yoar·s 
between 1975 and 80. Since the actual simulations require the data in 1975 
as the initial values, the effective years for annual simulations reduce to 
five yeat·s slatting in 1976 as far· as the flOI>' simulaLions, which gencr·all~· 
Pequiee singly lagged variables, at·o conceened. Ho1-1ovet·, the fact that the 
location model involves many doubly lagged val'iablcs necessarily r·educe the 
number of effective years to four. In addition, the deficiency of land use 
data conceening the northern threo pl'cfectuees inhibits us from endogenous-
ly predicting many stock related variables for these areas. 
7. 2 . Flo1" Simulations 1) 
This section is devoted to the discussion of the flow simulations 
which covers the ac li vi ty model and a part of the eegional f r·amo mode 1 
related to the regional I-0 analysis. However, the foll01'1ing limitations 
are observed in practice . Fit·st, i) due to data deficiency, the C-level 
compuLations ar·e confined to the southern four prefectures, including Tokyo 
Metr·opolis, in 48 zones. ii) As the investment items, TR tlu·ough IG, 
repr·esent the stock incr·ements, its spatial distl'i bulions arc to be deter-
mined through the location model. Accordingly, those values as well as 
their r•egional values ar·e given exogenously. And iii) the rest of the 
val'iables in the r·egional frame model, including Lho net exports and nel 
increase in stocks, are determined endogenously without using the standard 
values from outside the model. 
In other words, the models described in Sections 5.1 (except fot· 
5. L.l), 5 . 3 and 5.4 are not activated in the present test. The second 
point is directly related to the nature of flow simulations that we cannot 
clarify the performance of relevant parts in the model unless the spatial 
allocations of variables to be determined in the location model, such as 
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popu I ntion and employments, are given exogcnotJsly. Regarding the third 
point, it h'OUld be reasonable to bypass the usc of standard values to 
illuminate the model pc1·formance. The reason is that their incorpo1·ation 
1-'0llld make the performance by itself less t1·ansparent in return fo1' the 
consistency of the predictions wiLh the existing macro statistics . 
Although it is possible to extend the applicability of Assumption 4.1 
over the 11 prefectural region, it has been found inappropriate to use the 
input-output coefficients I'Cadily a\·ailable f1·om the 1·egional input-output 
tables compiled by ~tiTI. Hence, we fol!oh' the nonsurvey procedure dis-
cussed in Section 3.4 to adjust the input coefficients and the final demand 
convc,·LeJ·s compiled for· Lhe extended Region Lo meet the conf igul'aLion of 
our· study ar·ea . While Lhc procedure significantly impr'O\'es the pr·ojcctions 
of t·cgiona1 peoductions foz· both initial nml tcnnina1 :•car·s, .,.c employ 
O!'dinary RAS adjustments2) in r·esponse to the chr·onological changes of 
lhPSP coefficients for the years in-between as Figure 7.2 illustrates.'! 
Our model inherits the assumption from the BIO model that the goods 
nr·c classified in accol'<lanco with the aeea in lihich Lheir supplies meet the 



















Spatial ~oditications ---~ 
{ ~ coefficients for the extended region Chronological modifications (for parameter estimations) <==;>coefficients adapted to the study area 
(for simulations) 
Figur'e 7.2. Relationship among sets of input coefficients 
and final demand convcr·ters. 
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in order· to maintain thei t' aggt·cgnli ve consistency, tr·adcs among localities 
within the Region ar·e pr·ecluded. Hence, il will be meaningful to sec 
whethee our classification of goods is proper in ter·ms of demand-supply 
imbalances . Table 7.1 summari?.os the ratios of imbalances to the pt·oduc 
Lions in the first and last yeaes of our fl01-1 simulations, 1976 and 80.1 2 
As tho maxima and means at the regional level indicate, the R-level scctor·s 
gcner•ally demonstrat-e much active tr·acling with the t•est of the wol'ld. This 
appears to give an evidence that our sectoeial classification is 
acceptable, even though an objective one by means of such imbalances is 
impossible by the reason mentioned ear·lier . Pol' instance, the jur·isdiclion 
of Lhe naLional government c I ear·ly reaches far• beyond the Region, but it is 
among the eight sec tor·s Nhose imbalances in mone tar·y Le r·ms aee zer·o by 
definition. In this connection, we allow intr·a-r·egiona1 tr·ades al a lower· 
spatial level for such sectot·s, if they are classified as either R ot· P 
level activities. 
Among the measures Lo evaluate the fitness of the model, root mean 
squared onot·s (~ISE), mean absolute percentage enors (HAPE), and 
Table 7.1. The ratios of trade imbalance to production. IFMii/Xi *100 (%). 
1976 1930 
Region Spatia I Means Region Spatial lleans 
Max. Means 7 Prers. H Zones llax. !leans 1 Prers. H Zones 
R-level p,oods 6 2. 42 6. 0 6 71. 0 6 2 53. 6 57. 14 L 79 6 7. 31 689. 6 
P-I eve! goods 2. 2 9 I. 01 
-
48. 92 I. 61 0. 61 
-
50. 31 
C-leve! goods I. 94 0. 84 
- -
0. 79 0. 35 
- -
' Note: The colu11ns for the Region show the uxi111a and 11eans of i11balance ratios for sectors 
classified to each level. The columns for spatial aaeans show the averages or cross-
sectorial 1eans over the spatial units designated. 
I 1. Since those coefficients wi 11 fluctuate depending on nonsut·vey schemes 
employed, the model parameters are estimated with the ones obseeved foz· the 
extended Region. The RAS method is also applied separately to both input 
coefficients and converter m~trices to obtain the estimates of coefficients 
to bo used 1,•ilh the st~Listics for· the years in-betNOOn. 
12 . Tnble 7 . 1 is prepared 1~ith a similat· lnLonsion as for Table 3.3. 
IIOI-Iovc r, Lhe imbalances shown in the forme!' are based on the model pr·ed ic-
tlons and evaluated at the lower spatial levels 1-1 i thin the 7 prefectur·a I 
r·egion, while those in the latter· ar·e based on the original tables and for· 
the 11 prefectural region as a whole. 
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cot'rclalion coefficient aec commonly us ed. Suppo!;e XC: and Xc arc lhe 
1 1 
ob!:ic r·vcd and calculated values of productions of lhe i - t h good in zone c, 
respectively . Then the former two statistics for the sector arc defined as 
and ·c c c NAPE = ( 100/n) Z IX. - X. I/X ., 
c 1 1 1 
1;her•e the summalions are taken N.r· . L. zones, and n=51 is the number of 
them, including Lhe norLhen1·three prefectures. Tables 7.2 and 7.3 summa-
rize those statistics for sectorial productions and consumption i tams, 
respectively. 
Concerning productions, while the overall conelations experience 
Table 7. 2. Zone based error statistics for predicted values of productions. 
s 1976 1980 s 1976 1980 
E E 
c RMSE loiAPE CORR. RliSE liAPE CORR. c R!.ISE !IAPE CORR. RMSE ~I.~PE 
01 14 100 55. 7 2 0. 9887 14188 58. 6 9 0. 9889 19 2179 38. 08 0. 8811 220 32. 2 3 
02 31561 26 3. 78 0. 7633 1H26 10.00 0. 85 79 20 8 622 13. 87 0.9930 302H 28.06 
03 36514 26 . 0 0. 9471 34695 16. 78 0. 9618 21 0824 60. 18 0.8600 3200 4 9. 9 2 
04 1081 38. 58 0.9840 1132 6 30. 90 0. 98 so 22 25 986 H.34 0. 8724 17710 30. 27 
OS 20036 30. 9 2 0. 995 l 13922 2 3. 4 s 0. 9959 23 18 911 41. 52 0. 9 3 4 3 206 s 41. 42 
06 2H99 32. 8 2 0.9927 2910 6 26.09 0. 998 3 24 156 s 71 40. 47 0. 9 3 6 5 18U80 34. 6 4 
07 64704 2 1. 2 1 0. 9 79 5 149027 24 . 98 0. 971 s 25 84170 56. 00 0. 8 912 129865 52. 79 
08 23579 16. 28 0. 9941 85153 18. 30 0. 9508 26 20 891 36. 76 0.9369 28122 44. 11 
09 6 s 2 20 14. 21 0.9!29 90888 1 s. 69 0. 98 38 27 • 2 s 690 6SS. 6 7 0. 9091 38Hl 302. S I 
10 35216 23.80 0. 9899 42228 24 . 67 0. 9866 28 8 880 13. 85 0. 9767 767 3 6. 11 
II 11002 29. 0 6 0. 970 23726 27. 9 2 0. 88 60 29 8571 1 s. 1 s 0. 98H IH30 43. II 
12 17896 25. 12 0. 9755 65981 7 2. 11 0. 7800 30 48027 34. 90 0. 8112 57727 38. 3 2 
13 13292 21. 2 2 0.9942 10400 30. 6 2 0.9973 31 63093 42.08 0. 7 s 6 3 65737 42. 90 
14 215549 39. s s 0. 9720 316216 56. 30 0. 9411 32 8 25 I 1327. 2 0. 88(9 12 350 469. 31 
IS 2493 756.83 0.9177 6781 272. 71 0. 90 2 3 33 30350 35. I 0 0. 8889 27970 3 2. 38 
16 2493 10. 12 0. 9 984 6 54 2 S. 6 2 0. 9931 34 7044 28. 54 0. 8 3 54 II 53 s s I. 6 9 
17 IS 712 LOS. 64 0.9330 47110 S2. 6 2 0. 97H 3S 3HS 39. 36 0. 8116 SSS4 36. 81 
18 2665 1. 3 6 1.0000 8088 3. 2 6 I. 0000 t 54631 liS. H 0. 9 348 1836 7 64.08 
Statistics corresponding to t arc calculated by pooling zone based ones over 35 sectors. 
Table 7.3. Zone based error statistics for predicted 
values of consumption items. 
1976 1977 1978 1979 l 980 
RMSE 3262 4 54 5 4225 908 9 6 24 7 
Cl Mi\PE 4. 55 1. 9 2 6. 0 6 9. 78 l 0. 2 4 
CORR. 0. 9988 0. 99H 0. 9971 0. 99 58 0. 9945 
RMSE 23994 35720 56534 64021 1 57 3 2 
C2 Mi\PE 2. 4 5 4. H 6. I 0 1. 30 8. 51 
CORR. 0. 9 981 0.9966 0. 9920 0. 9904 0. 9873 
RMSE 1311 3179 4750 58 9 4 4694 
C3 Mi\PE 9. 3 3 14. 51 25. 4 8 2 2. 12 2 2. 27 
CORR. 0. 9 9 9 6 0. 9991 0. 9976 0. 9956 0. 9970 
RMSE 3179 2482 3563 4665 so 6 3 
C4 Mi\PE 2. 6 5 2. 7 6 3. 59 3. 8 9 4. 2 3 
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lillie decline fr·om 0 . 93 in 197G to 0.91 in 1980, lhc ~L\PE, on the othet· 
hand, even shot~s some inrpr'ovemcnLs dul'ing Lhat pedod. In this r·cgar·cl, 1\e 
might say lhaL our· model produces r·alher stable r·csults in gcner•al, as far• 
as its flow analyzing portion is concerned. Howe,·e r·, it cat1not be d<Jrli ed 
that fairl y la r·ge ereot·s, in Ler·ms of ~11\PE, a.r·c obser'\'ed for· Scclor·s 15, 27 
and 32 (Public works). This stems from the facl that most of their· [Woduc-
lions are defined to be captured as capital formations in Japanese input-
output tables, and thus , only small fractions of productions come under the 
jurisdiction of the production distribution model in those secLoes. 
Another reason is the conceptual discrepancy between income and construe-
lion statistics on which the data of capital formations and productions are 
res pee ti vely based. That is , ~~hi le the productions at·c calcu laLed on the 
domestic basis , bound to the places of investments, in the model, their· 
observalions are accounted by the places of esLabJ ishmenLs 1~ho do the 
~-o•orks . Incidentally, such a discr·epancy appears Lo be decr·easing with 
Lime . Besides public works , 02 (Nining) sho1~s higher• c r·ror·s, but the 
sectoe is not significant in the Region as il constitutes only 0 . 25% 
(1976) to 0.16% (1980) of total productions , mostly coming from quarrying 
as mentioned before. 
With a few exceptions , other sectors demonstrate MAPE of less than 50 
% range, and correlation coefficients of more than 80 %. As a matter· of 
course, it I'IOUld be inevi table that the discrepancy from the observed 
sequences increases with the procession of simulation cycles . 1~is is also 
the case for consumption items as w'e can easily observe f t'om Table 7 . 3 . 
However , the deterioration of pt•edictions with lime is said to be limiled 
Lo t he acceptable range that the correlation coefficients for· all the four· 
items maintain approximately 99 % level after 5 cycles of simulations . Tn 
general , predictions of consumption items are much accurale as the MAPE for 
Lhe household consumption C2 , which in particulat· is pt·edominant in the 
sense that iL accounts for as much as 80 . 4 % (1976) Lo 81 . 6 % (1980) of all 
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the consumption cxpcndillll'es, are limited to less than 10% level. 
~exl '-'C PXaminc the spatial distributions of pr·oductions and the 
househo lei consumption expend i lures. Figur·e 7. 3 summar•izes cr·r·or· r·atios 
(X~-Xi)/X~ after· the fi\·e yeat·s of simulations at the pr·efectur·al level. 
The pr·oduclions arc sho~<>·n in five categories ; (a) all sectors, (b) manufac-
lur·ing sector·s; 03-10, (c) non-manufacturing private seclor·s; 11-35 
ex cl udin~ those classified into the follo1dng lh'O catcgor·ics, (d) public 
and govel'llmcnl services; 16, 17, 28, 29, 33, and 3·1, and (e) consLt·uction 
snclor·s ; 12, 15, 20, 27, and 32. At the r·egional level, cr·r·on; at'e con-
fined to ]Pss than 10 % for productions olhct' than (d). llowcvct·, at. Lho 
pr·cfC'clllt'al lt'vcl, considerable margins of errors arc obsflt'ved. In par·lic-
ulnr·, Lhe constnrcLion sector'S expel'ience the lar·gesl mar·~in r•an~ing fr•om 
-3G to 73 %, but Lhis 1~ould be explained by reasons mentioned in connection 
with Table 7.2. Generally speaking, values in Tokyo tend to be underesti-
nralecl, ~~hich 'll'e to be compensated by ovet·estimations in sur·rounding 
(a) A 11 sec tors 
n te?x U (d) Public and government services 
n !a?• (b) Manufactu r ing sectors U 
Non-:anufacturing private sectors n~~~ 
(except Agriculture and Mining} U 
(c) Construction sectors 
(f) nouschold consuaption 
expenditures 
r igun.! 7 .3. Rates or Ct'r'Ol'S in prefectu!'al allocations of pr·oductions 
and household consumption expend i Lur·es lhr·ough the flow 
s imulations (1975-80). 
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prefectur·es. As pr·oduclions in Tokyo and KanagaHa ar·e pr·cdominant, cr·t·or·s 
in real amounts in olhct• pr·efectur·es are not as large as they appcnt· to he. 
In many sectors, though higher errors are observed in the midst of simula-
lions, those in the final year' at'C r·elatively lowet'. Thus we may safely 
stale that the errors are not accumulating through the simulations as far 
as the prefectur•al productions ar•e concerned . On the other hand, fairly 
accurate pred iclions ar·e obtained for the household consumption expend i-
tures 1</iLh aeound 8 % of er·rot'S al most at the prefeclut'al level. 
Figure 7.4 shows the same ratios at lhe zonal level for lhe soulheen 
four· prefectures in U:l80. The en·or t·atios 110uld naturally incr·cn!H' 11ilh 
further subdivision of the Region . ll'hile those for the LoLa! pr·oducLions 
are within Lire range of -32 to 21 %, the public and govcr·nmcnl sNvi<'<'!-> 
r·each Lhe maximal cer·ot· of 104% in Zone 506 (lchiha!'a) of Chiba Pr·cf. 
facing Tokyo Bay. Et·t·Ot'S in the non-manufacturing pl'ivate and constr·uction 
sectors are !'anging ft·om -38 to 52 % and from -44 Lo 58 %, t•especl i vcly, 
(a) A II sec tors (b) Manufacturing sectors (c) Non-manufacturing private 
sectors 
l Agriculture anu Mining) 
(d) pub ! i c anu government (c) Con s truc ti on sec tors 
services 
Figur·e 7. ·1. Rates of et·r•ot'S in zonal allocations of pr·oducl ions and 
household consumption expendilu!'es tht·ough lhe flow 
simulnlions (1980) . 
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whot'e only a feh' zones at'e within the ±10% t•ange. Concerning those sec-
tot·s, we can observe a dicholomic classification of zones in terms of 
onors, 1-1horc the zones belonging to Tokyo Lend Lo be undcr·eslimated . 
UnLike the err·ot• t'atios at tho Pt'efectueal level, those associated with the 
household consumption expenditures are not particularly small in terms of 
their range, between -20 and 45 %, but most of the zones stay within the 20 
% r·ange wlLh only 3 exceptions. 
7.3. Flow and Stock Simulations3 ) 
Next we discuss the results from the flow and stock simulations which 
cover the actl vi Ly and location model and a par·t of the regional frame 
model as shown in Figure 7 .1. In particular, the following two remarks 
made in previous chapters apply to the predictions in the location model. 
i) While the bid price functions are determined in terms of existing 
allocations of land p?, the now acquisitions arc calculated from the proba-
1 
bllitles concerning the inct·emcnts which are derived through the 
difference operations in eqs . (2.7b) and (2.8b). 
li) The parameters concerning Lhe demolition probabilities arc calculated 
for the seven categor i es , but in practical applications, they are calculat-
ed for individual activities as mentioned in Section 6.6. 
Similaely as is the case in the flow simulations, the Lest is conduct-
cd under sevet·al limitations as well as a numbet' of measuecs Lo prevent 
drastic changes , which are summarized below . 
i) The C-level computations aee confined to the southern foue peefectures. 
i i) The variables to be determined in the regional fr·ame model, except for· 
the consumption items Cl through C4, aee substituted by the observed ones. 
iii) The Input coefficients included in the formulas to predict the stock 
r·elated variables are replaced by those obtained from the ll-prefectural 
tables. fl 
iv) A certain number of stock variables, which are explained by the land 
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use dnta, cannot be ucler'mined endogenously in the nor•Lhcr·n 1 hr·ec Jll'Cfcc-
Lur·os. They include the employments Ei in 20 scctor'R (SecLot'S 11, 13, H, 
16-l!l, 21-26, 28<ll, and 33-35), the non-housing cnpiLal fot·maLions 6Ki, 
tho housing const.r·ucLions AHh' along "ith the demolition pt'obabilities • i. 
v) The demolitions in any single year are confined to 10 % of the existing 
stocks, viz . vi ~ 0.1. 
vi) Similarly , Lhc land acquisitions are confined Lo 10 % of Lhc existing 
vacant land in addilion Lo all Lhc land newly t'eleascd by demo! it. ions, viz. 
E.r. S(O.lLA 1+!.VL.)/LAD. 1 1 - 1 l 
The first point, which is the same as in the case of flow simulations, 
as well as the four·th point comes fi'Om data limitations. The second point 
suggests a difference fr·om the flo1' case in dealing hith the t'cgional 
values of net incr·easo in stocks J. and net expot·ts F~l.. Nameh·, l>e hcr·e 
1 1 
t•cgaed those values as being exogenous to the model in or·der to avoid the 
et'l'Ot'S accl'ued fr·om mis-specifying thorn, 1~hilc the r•esults in the pr•cvious 
sec Lion are obLained by determining them endogenously. The foul'Lh point 
stems ft'om the fact thaL the land use data for the northern Lhl'ee prcfec-
tur·os , 1~h ich arc r·cqu ired as the initial values to the model, at'C noL 
available. And tho lasL t1~o poinLs at'e intt·oduced Lo smooth out the pre-
dictions so as Lo avoid drastic changes in land usc. Naturally, such 
measures are noL desit'able, but Lhey are necessitated by a number of 
expedients Lo oveecomc data limitations, including Lhc difference appr·oxj-
mations for calculnL ing the inceemcntnl pr·obabili Lies r., and at•c expected 
1 
Lo fill in the disceopnncies betwcmi Lhe model and the realiLy.ll Such 
13 . _While all the model parameLot's are estimated using the coefficients 
obtatned from the 11-peefectural tables, those modified to meet the 7-
pl'e~ecLural conf~guralions through the nonsurvey method in Section 3.4 at'e 
~as1cally used 1n actual simulations. However, as the location model 
1ncl~dc~ many nonlincat' formulas, we employ the original coefficients when 
p:ed1ct1ng the stock re.lated variables. In particular, the input coeffi-
Cients ~ffect ~h~ ~ocat1on probabiliLies through exponential formulaLions, 
and thotr senstttvtLy prevents us from using the modified ones unless the 
relevant parameters arc re-estimated to fit them . 
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measur·es can also be found in the NBER model for residential locations, 4 ) 
where the land for housing construction in any single year is confined to 
5) 10 % of the available land in each zone . 
-d .d 2 Table 7. 4 SUmmarizes the mtSE def incd by R~!SE = r id . (X. - X.) /m· n 
' l l 1 
and the correlation coefficients concerning the spatial distl'ibutions of 
productions, ~~here the statistics are based on the pooled data over the 
sectors and the zones , which may be eithee of the prefectueal or munici-
pality level, with m denoting the number of sectors . The table enables us 
the compat'isons beth•een the simulation results concerning flo1-1 aspects and 
those concerning both flow and stock aspects, wheee two sets of results are 
shown for· the flo,, case . One is designated as the case of florv A, which 
cor·rcsponds to the test conducted in the previous section. The other is 
called lhe case of fJor.· B, N!wce the cegional values of J. and FN . are 
l 1 
substituted by the observed ones, in ordee to facilitate the direct com-
parisons with the flow and stock simulations discussed here. 
In peactice, no significant changes can be found between two types of 
flow simulations, and thus, it would suffice to refer to the case of flow B 
Nhen assessing theit· peeformance. As the flow and stock simulations 
Tab le 7.~. The sectorial means of RMS errors and correlation 
coefficients concerning local productions. X~. 
Measures Kind of tests 1976 1977 1978 197 9 
RMS errors in flow A 212410 2396~0 262280 264910 
P-level zones f I ow B 210730 238840 262010 264300 
(million yen) f I OW & stock - 24 3000 265860 267140 
RMS errors in f I OW A 54 6 31 58817 64402 71076 
C-leve! zones flow B 54366 58691 64356 709H 
(million yen) flow & stock - 54 2 68 55416 56870 
Cor rei at ion flow A . 93 48 . 9207 . 9 J 4 9 . 9 J 2 7 
co e f f i c i en l s in f I OW B . 9 3 4 7 . 9 207 . 9H9 . 91 2 6 
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. 9115 
. 9114 
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j.J . The average number· of acLlvities 1~hich violale the restriction v) 
r·angcs fr·om 3.5 Lo 5 . 2 in each zone, which constitutes 10 to 15% of all 34 
locating activities. On the other hand, the numbee of zones which violate 
the r·cslriclion vi) vades ft·om Lhr·ee to nine, including the highly uli-
1 i zed ar·eas cenlet· ing about the ll'al'cl Ar·ea in Tokyo ~letropol is . 
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involve more transformations than the flow simulations, the f{t·ealer dis-
crepancies from the observed data are normally expected for the for·met·. 
However, Table 7.4 indicates that the RMSE for the C-level zones are even 
improved despite the extension of the scope of the model where the 
variables arc predicted endogenously . Thus 1~e might say that the slock 
analyzing portion of our model ~~ould be fr·ee from accumulative erroes . 
~!eanwhile , the effective simulation cycles in terms of stock variables 
starts in 1977 , and after four cycles of the flow and stock simulations, 
the zonal R~tSE and coPrelation coefficient experience a 25 % inceease and 
1.3% decrease, r·espectively . As a mattee of couese, eepetition of such 
cycles would necessarily carry divergence from the observed sequences , but 
it is compaeable with the flow case, where the RMSE increases by 33 % and 
correlation coefficient decreases by 1 . 0% during the same period. 
The model performance concerning the stock variables and their net 
changes aee summarized in Table 7 . 5 . Both are indicated in terms of coere-
Jation coefficients , while the formet· are evaluated at the final year' of 
simulations , 1980, and the latter are evaluated by the cumulative changes 
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. 9 6 7 2 
. 9804 
. 9 7 56 
. 978 6 
. 9 819 
. 9 60 7 
. 9 602 
. 9 50 5 
. 9 397 
. 9 41 9 
. 9H7 
. 9 301 
. 970 2 
. 8 39 5 
. 9 790 
Changes 
1976-80 
. 98 0 7 
. 56 0 7 
. 7 2 00 
. 7 7 61 
. 6461 
. 7 57 9 
. 40 78 
. 36 3 5 
. 38 3 5 
. 59 4 3 
E 19 * 
E 20 
E 21 * 
E 22 * 
E 23 * 
E 24 * 
E 2S * 
E 26 * 
E 2& * 
E 29 * 
E 30 * 






. 974 2 
.8833 
. 9 511 
• 9 607 
.9928 
. 9 9 2 5 
. 98 51 
.9982 
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~,.;q,~~~~ K 3 ~~~K4 
. 61 7 2 
. 55 35 
. 6208 
. 8165 






K 1 o 
Stocks 
in 1980 
. 969 2 
. 994 5 
. 9872 
. 9 68 3 
. 9 76 2 
. 8 2 57 
. 96 55 
. 990 5 
. 993 6 
. 9 93 8 
. 98 7 7 






. 3 4 9 3 
. 6334 
. 713 6 
. 5 614 
.4081 
. 6 40 3 
sec Lor·s K~, numhcw of housing un i is H~, and the land JW i cos VL c, among 
1-1hich those with aslel'isks (*) r·eprcsent the values conesponding to 48 
zones in the southor·n four· prefectures in conjunction with the points i) 
15 
and iv) mentioned above. We might say that the results are satisfactory 
in genei·al as far· as the stocks are concerned, but only fair· to poor· fit-
ness is obse rvcd as lo their changes. In particular, ''hilc tho shaded 
values indicate the con·olation coefficients less than 30% level, the 
predicted values for some variables are even negatively correlated with the 
ohse r·ved ones. 
F'inally, we examine the spatial distributions of productions and 
household consumption oxpendituees. Figure 7 . 5 corresponds Lo Figur·e 7 . 4 
in the flow caso, where the error ratios in 1980 aee shown in seven to 
(a) AJ I sectors (b) Manufacturing sectors 
\ 
i iOI r.a 10 ~ ·10 -~ ~ 
(d) public and government (c) Construct ion sectors 
(c) Non-manufacturing private 
Figur·e 7. 5. Hates of enors in zonal allocations of pPoducLions 
household consumption expenditures through the flow 
stock simulations (1980). 
t5. Despite the point iv), the manufacturing stocks K. are not accompanied 
1 
by ~ster·is~s in the table. While it is impossible to fully calculate these 
vartabl?s In tl~e noethem prefectures, eq .(6.15b) still reflects a "model" 
co~ccmlllg.capttal depr·eciations. In this !'espect, the predictions fo 1• K. 
slrghtlj dtverge from the observed values. l 
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eight gr•:tdcs for· the C-leve] zones. The err·or·s associ:tll!d h'ilh Llw total 
pr·oduct ions r·;urge -3!i to G2 %, hhich is natur·al ly h'idcr· than in the J>r'e' i-
ous case. While those sector·s belonging to the ter·tiar·y inclust.I'Y ar·c 
accompanied by at most 100% of er•r·or·s, the manufactul'ing and constr·uction 
sectors experience much wider margins of errors, viz. from -43 to 135 % and 
from -56 to 165 %, r·especti,·ely, as compared 1dth the flo~> cas,•. Hoi\U\'ur•, 
the errors :tssoc iated 1d th the for·mer are not so se,·er·e "·hen He consider· 
the cumulative distl'ibution of et·r·or r·atios. 1\amely, h'ith onl~ l~>'o zones 
in Tokyo (Zones 605 and GOG) r·ecording errors over 100 %, 12 % of zones al'l~ 
within ±10% r•nngc, and such a pr·oportion 1dll be incr·eased to G7% if ~>c 
allow er·eor·s of' :20 % t•ange. 
On Lhe other· hand, tho et·r·or·s in construction sectot•s a.r·c much sovor·o 
in the sense that Lho pl'oporlions of zones, 1-1hose errors remain Hi thin 
those ranges, arc merely 10 and 17 %, respectively. However, the fact that 
the seven zones Ni th error·s over 100 % level are located mosLly in moun-
tainous and/or· r•omole ar·eas ~~ould give us a little comfor·t since only 
limited amounts of productions "·ould be observed in those areas . And the 
conceptual disct•epancy in terms of statistics, mentioned in the fH'O\'ious 
section, ~>ould certainly contribute to those ereors. ~Jeanwh i l e, the 
nonmanufactudng pl'ivate and constl'uction sectors at·e likely to be unclnr·es-
tima.Lccl in Tokyo and its vicinities similar·ly as is the case in Lho flow 
simulations. And Lhe er·eors associated 1dth the household consu1upt ion 
expenditures a!'e qui Le limited, r·anging bet1~een -2;1 and •1'1 %, which itt'c 
comparable Lo the flow case . 
Probably, those results yet appear to be satisfactory, b1rt iL ~>'ould be 
somewhat unfail' to criticize the error ratios at the smaller spatial levels 
as the regressions Lend to sacrifice the goodness of fit in zones with 
smaller amounts. In other· 1~ords, when we recall the fact that the pooling 
coreelation concerning the zonal productions corresponding to the figure 
reaches ahou l 89 %, i l ~>·ould be possible to imagine the actual magn i Luclos 
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of er·t·or·s are not so l:u·ge as one might be impr·essed from those ratios. 
And this obsel'\'alion would point out a myth associated 1dth the aggregalive 
measur·es like the corr·clalion coefficients . 
The predictions in modem location models Lend to be made in terms of 
lite slock val'ialiom; r·aliH't' l.ha11 the 1~holc slocks . G) ,\llhough the evalua-
lions based on the latter· guarantee better· cor·r·elalions, it is natut·ally 
clcsit·able to evaluate their· pet·formances in ter·ms of variations to cmpha-
' 6 
size dynamic characteristics of the models . 1 On the other· hand, "'e might 
say that the pr·escnt mcasur·es for evaluations, such as the R~!SE, ~!APE or· 
cor·r·olalion coefficients , ar·e still not that fair· in the sense that they 
1tr·e based on the all-or·-noth i ng type evaluations . Suppose it is pr·ed ic Led 
that a location of an activity is to occur in a pal'ticular• time and place, 
and the actual location occut·s either in the next. year· or in the adjacent 
zone to those pt·edicted. Then none of the above mcasur·es 1dll give evalua-
Lions on those close t>r'edict.ions, even though they a r·e far better than 
nothing Nhen Ne consider· the degree of freedom :H;sociaLed "ith a location 
pr·obJcm . In particular, if the pl'edicted Lime deviates from the obscr·ved 
by one or' L1~0 yeat·s, the pt•edictions might be called almost cor·r·ect in n 
long r·un as far as the futur·e stocks a!'e concer·ncd. In this regard, it is 
necessar·y to de,•elop a measur·e which 1<~0uld grant cer•tain evaluations to 
those close predictions. ' 7 
16 . ror· example , Abe r·epor·Lcd the correlation coefficients concer•ning zonal 
emp loyments and their· val'iations in his Osaka model fot• a simulation step 
of five year's, 7 ) ~<~her·e the latter are lower in all sectors . HoHever, not 
many simulation models r·epor·L the val'iational statistics, except for· those 
can be categorized as the micr·o simulation models. 8 ) 
·1. '·liy·amoto ct al. has pr·oposed a measure called the sp:l/..ial fit. inclicat.or 
(S~'I) based on the cost associated ,,·i th a transpor·tation problem to r·ecti fy 
lhe er·r•or·s . g) llhi lc lhal measut·e only consider·s the cr·oss-scclional evalu-
ations, LhC' effor·Ls lo for·mulale such a measur·c ar·e quite impor·Lanl. And 
fol' the pur·posc, the krto1dcdgc det·ived fr·om the Ol'dinar·y and spatial auto-
corT!.!I:tlions h'OUld be of assi:-otancc . 10 ) 
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Cllt\PTER 8 
CO:\CLllS 1 or. 
The primal objective of tho study is to formulate a comprehensive 
simulation model on metropolitan land use . The model is fot·mulated as a 
t•ecursive dynamic model, 1•hich comprises three major model blocks; the 
regional frame model to detet·minc the mac1·oscopic frame1o~orks in the study 
area during each period, the activity model to determine the spatial allo-
cations of flow aspects of mctt·opolitan activities, 1-1hich at·c based upon 
the stock allocations to be determined in the location model. These model 
blocks are linked together to form a dynamic system in the way that both 
the location and activity models arc repeated consecutively under the 
control of the regional f1·ame model. :\ l though tho modeling techniques 
employed here are rather modest, the individual formulations are carefully 
examined to maintain consistency with the existing thco~ies and efficiency 
in terms of data utilization . Nevertheless, it is possible to refer to the 
three level input-output (3LIO) model and the agg1•egati ve application of 
the 1·andom bid pdce theo1·y as being the majo1· analytical schemes in ou1· 
model, fo1· analyzing flo1-1 and stock aspects of mctl'opolitan activities, 
1·cspec t i vcly . 
Although the!'e exists no unique Hay to count the exact numbe!' o f cqua-
Lions associated 1-dth a model, ou1· model roughly compl'ises 143 formulas to 
be estimated . ll lloHever, the specifications fully depend on Lhe data. set 
j 1 . The1·e are rough! y three causes 1-1hich lead to such ambiguity. For 
instance, the pa1•amctcrs associated 1iith the location probabilities are 
determined simultaneously for all locating activities . As this cxp!'ession 
contains 34 bid pl'ice functions and tho 1'ese1•vational one, the numbel' of 
equations to be est imnted would be eilher one 01' 35. t\amely, i) existence 
of log it type functions Hh ich inc ludc the a numbe 1' of functions conespond-
ing to respective activities is the first cause. Other causes a.l'e; ii) 
existence of some collective expressions which are applied to a number of 
sectors, such as the demolition probabilities, and iii) existence of 
fol'mulas which could be applied to different spatial levels , such as the 
distl'ibution functions for consumption items . 
The number quoted is obtained by counting the functions in the first 
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prepar·ed in the sense that it is impossible to use unavailable var-iables 
even if they are known to be useful in explaining the t'eal-world phenomena . 
For the pur·pose, the data are collected for the Tokyo Mett•opoli tan Area 
consisting of Tokyo and six surrounding prefectures bet1~een years 1975 and 
80. It is important to note that these data, except for those related to 
land use, are compiled exclusively from various statistics published peri-
odically by the national or prefectural governmental organizations . This 
t'equir·es, on one hand, to intcr•polalc all Lhe data fot · evet'Y year in-
between owing to the differences in years considered by individual publica-
lions, and guar·anlces the tr·ansfet·abil i ty of the model to other· par·ts of 
the n::tlion as it demands no supplementary surveys, on the other . And the 
fact lhat the d::tta are compiled on the annual basis enables us to operate 
lhe model also on the same basis . 
In light of its objectives, i l would be quite natut·al that most of the 
study is devoted to the descl'iptions of individual formulas in the model. 
Nevcr·Lheless, it is still necessaJ·y to spend Chapters 1 through 3 for 
discussing some preliminaries . In pat'ticular, Chapter 1 briefly revieh'S 
Lhe histories of location theory and the opet·ational models . It I~ as 
pointed out that there exists a gap between the macr-o-econometric models 
focusing the national economy and the non-economic approach based upon 
needs Lo predict the locations in the relatively narrow metropolitan area . 
In this connection the objective is slated so as to for·mulale a metr·o-
politan simulation model '"hich is consistent with the existing theories, 
and thus, managed to narrow such a gap to some extent . And the discussions 
in the succeeding chapters could be summaeizcd as follo,•s . 
In Chapter 2, 1~e define configurations of a mett'opolitan simulation 
model to be focmulaled, and t.he analytical schemes h'hich are consistent 
(continued) 
categor·y by indh·idual activities 1~hilc counting those in the t·esl of the 
caLegot'ics collectively by the number· of equations subject to parameter· 
cslirnalions. Accor·dingly, the J'egional frame, activity, and location 
models account fo1· 12, 3·1 and 97 expressions to be estimated, 1·especlively . 
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with such configurations are discussed accordingly. 
i) While many operational models inherit the Lowr·y tradition, the locations 
of cer·tain activities are not precluded from the model. Thus no pr·especi-
fied ol'del'ing is assumed as far as stock allocations are concerned. 
ii) Leontief's balanced input-output (BIO) analysis provides an analytical 
tool which makes the spatial and sectorial minuteness of our flow analyses 
compatible with the deficiency of data . The classification of activities 
required by the BIO model is found to be consistent with the administr·ative 
principle in Christaller ' s central place theory. 
iii) There are two ways to view the locating processes ; the agents choose 
their locations in accordance with the utililies, and the land owners 
choose the locators in accordance with the offers bidden by the agents. In 
the context of disaggregative behavioral models, the former corresponds to 
the random utility theory and the latter to the random bid price theory. 
iv) As t he formet' is associated with the problem of violating land con-
straints , we consider to apply the lattel' in the aggregative context . It 
is noteworthy that the bid prices therein are theoretically different from 
those in Alonso-type models . In the aggregative context, however, il is 
possible to establish a relationship between those two types of bid prices . 
v) The model as a whole is formulated as a recuesive dynamic model . The 
two model blocks , the activity and regional frame models, are basically 
econometric, wheee the dynamism is expressed in terms of lagged variables. 
vi) The bid prices reflected in the aggregate location probabilities a r e 
estimated with the static land use data. In practice, it is desirable to 
express such Pt:'Obabilities in terms of increments, which can be achieved by 
the diffet·ence transformations, based on the dynamic theory of urban land 
use, on the static ones . 
These configurations are materialized through discussions in Chapter 
3, where the basic construction of the model along with a few problems 
relevant Lo such materialization are considered . 
i) While the wards, cities, townships and villages serve as Lhe minimal 
statistical units, the zones which are comparable to the old counties are 
employed as the minimal spatial units in the model. Accordingly, the 
hierarchy of the study area comprises three levels; those zones, pre fee-
lures , and the Region as a whole. 
ii) The industrial activities are classified into 35 sector·s, which are 
categorized into three levels corresponding Lo the spatial hierarchy. The 
independent clerical activity and the distinction among public activities 
corresponding to the jurisdictional levels characterize our classification . 
iii) The major exogenous variables to the model are the regional population 
and the intecest rate, and the rest of the mact'o variables, such as the 
regional employments and the final demand items, are determined in the 
r•egional ft"ame model . The location model, to deteemine the spatial alloca-
tions of stocks, pt·ccedes Lhe activity model in charge of flow aspects. 
The formet' compr-ises five submodels, and the lattet' combines the 3LIO model 
and the distribution models for productions and consumption items . 
iv) While iL is desirable to evaluate monetat·y va r-iables in eeal Ler·rns , the 
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commodity based inflato•·s can be calculated from the two ~ots of gt·oss 
JWcfcctu•·al oxponditu•·cs, nominal and real, using tho input-output tables. 
The method is capable of dealing with any industrial classification. 
v) Tho input coefficients obtained from the tables for the 11 pt·cfectut·al 
•·egion are found to be inadequate to our study area. Acco1·dingly, a 
nonsurvey technique to adjust the original coefficients with the configura-
tions of our Region is proposed. It can• be divided into two pa•·ls; viz. 
tho modifications focusing on the intra-regional trades and those to simul-
taneously process the input coefficients and the final demand converters. 
The empirical results suggest that our method is effective in improving the 
e•·•·ors in P•·ojected pl'oduclions in certain sectors. 
vi) The deficiency in the degrees of freedom associated 1.,ith individual 
model for·mu las would requir·e us to estimate the parameters at the other 
spatial level different from the one for predictions. It is found that the 
tl'ansfcl'abllity is guaranteed for linear expressions, but log-linear 
exp r·essions may be transferred only when they are distl'ibutive. 
The succeeding three chapters are devoted entirely to the descriptions 
of individual model blocks, and Chapter 4 is devoted to the doscl'iplions of 
the activity model which is based on the 3LIO model. 
i) The 3LIO model is foemulated as a three level rendition of Leontief's 
BIO model. llowcvcr, the former diffel's fl'Oill the latter· in the way to deal 
1dth lh!' intr·n-•·egional tl'ades. The final demands ar·e given on the item 
basis, 1~hich ar·c then distributed ove!' commodities with the final demand 
conver·LePs . This simultaneous determination of final demands for· all the 
commodities enables us to consistently calculate the trade imbalances. 
ii) The distl'ibution models fot' consumption items ar·e fo!'mulated as the 
linea•· equations on the per capita basis to maintain their invariant nature 
w. r. L. spatial aggregations. As income tl'ansfers among zones cannot be 
ignored at the lower spatial levels, the fol'mulations to make such trans-
fet's compatible with the spatial aggregations are intr·oduced by means of 
the first-or·der· Taylol' expansions. 
iii) The distl'ibut.ion models for productions are requil'ed for Rand P-level 
activities. The pl'oduction functions a!'e estimated at the prefectural 
level, but they could be tt'ansferPed to the zonal level due to their dis-
tl'ibutive nature. 
i v) Some of the distribution functions for consumption items reflect the 
concurrent value added to be determined throu~r the input-output computa-
tions. Hence, a procedu!'e to simultaneously determine both productions and 
consumpli on items is pr·esented. 
Tho l'Ogional frame model is formulated in Chapter 5. As the formulas 
fo•· consumption i terns al'e prespecif ied in accordance w ilh those in the 
activity model owing to theil' consistency w.r.t. spatial aggregations, the 
!'est of tho final demand items as well as the sectorial employments are to 
be for·mulated. 
i) It must be noted that some of the regional values, such as the regional 
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p•·oductions, cannot be dotct·mincd independently. Namely, it is appt·opt·ial.e 
to considot· tho 3LTO model co•·•·esponding to the •·egional level as lwin~ a 
part of the •·cgion:ll ft·ame model. 
ii) The investment items a•·c fo1·mulatcd as standa•·d cconomctl'ic 1::qwcs-
sions. Unlike othe•· final demand items, the net increase in stocks and net 
expor·t. could bo cithe•· positive ot· negative. Hence, they ar·e calculated in 
tl~o steps; Lhcit' gross amount is first calculated, 1~hich at·e then distl'ib-
uted over· the conunodi tics th•·ough the expressions 1~hich at'l~ COIISJstent 
H.r.t . commodity ?.ggt·ogations and all01~ mingled signs of pr·edlct.ions. The 
sectol'ial Qmployments at·c also calculated in ti>O steps. 
iii) The pat·ametcr~ rn for·mulas in the regional fr·ame model, e:-cluding 
those to pr·ed ict \'a lues on the commodit) basis, are estimated ,,l the 
prefectur·al level to secure sufficient degr·ees of feecdom. Thus the t'or·mu-
las foP the pat•arnetel' estimations are not necessarily the same as lhosl! 
used for predictions as the tr·ansfer terms cannot be ignor·ed at the loh·or· 
spatial levels. Those teems are selected to maintain the consistcnc) 
w.r.t. spatial aggeegations. 
iv) Theee might be a case ~~her·e dependable predict.ions for· those r·ogional 
statistics, called the standaed values, are given from outside the model. 
As it would be beneficial to utilize them to improve out• JH'cdictions, 1w 
considet· to inco•·por:lte them in the Taylor expansions of the ol'iginal 
formulas. Ho1.,ever·, it must be noted that some of those values cannot be 
determined independently. Thus the relationships to be satisfied among 
them are clal'ified. 
Chapter 6 is de,·ot.ed to tho descriptions of the location model, whm·e 
both demoli lions and locations ar·e assumed to take place cousecul i vul Y at 
the beginning of each pcdod. The t'esulting allocations of stocks at·e 
maintained throughout the pel'iod to provide the arena for the floh aspects 
of actidties. Lastly, the posterior land prices at'e calculated as the 
indices to t'cprescnt the land mal'ket in the pel'iod. 
i) As our major concern is on the urban land use, this block focuses 011 the 
locating activities which ar•e defined as those competing over· udnw land 
area. Thus the most important function in the model lo~ould be the one to 
allocate urban laud to the 34 locating activities, including six housing 
types. And the spatial distributions for the rest of tho activities at·e 
assumed to depend on their allocations . 
. 
ii) Those allocations are made in accordance with the location probabili-
ties based on the eandom bid prices through the basic location submodel. 
The bid pl'icc function for· each locating activity is defined as a linear' 
function of various potentials. And the parameters associated 1~i th those 
bid price functions, including the reservational one, are estimated 
simultaneously by a nonlinear least squares method which incorpol'ates the 
log-linear regr·essions corresponding to respective activities. 
iii) The potential \'al'iables in each bid price are chosen systematicallr to 
attain stable parameters, but only the land peice in the p!'cvious pel'iod is 
found to be significant fol' explaining the reservational one. The land 
acquisitions calculated fr·om the location probabilities on the incr·cmental 
basis ar•e then corn·cr·ted to the location entities, such as industl'inl 
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:\ssets and housing units. 
i \') 'rhose incr·cnu~nts are counted in the existing amounts of stocks Lheough 
the stock accounting submodel. Unlike the industrial assets Ot' the housing 
uni Ls, the 1-;holc employments ar·e calculated each pedod due to theft· mobil-
ities as compared ~ith those fixed capital. 
\')The nu:o.iliar·y location submodel allocates the vadables "'hich are 
dependent. upon Lhe t·esults of the aforementioned submodels as \\ell as the 
employments in the non-basic activities . The for·mer calegot·~ includes the 
investment items other· than manufactudng, and the latter· cntcgor·) includes 
the agl'icultur·al, mining and constr·uclion employments . 
vi) The commuting distl'ibution subrnode.l transfor·rns the employments at Job 
siLos into the populations at residential sites by means of a doubly 
const.r·ainod gr·avi Ly model operated on the cross-sectional basis. When 1~e 
can assume that the households' foresight is much shor·ter' than that of 
devclopces, it is possible to consider the households' behavior being 
subordinate Lo the developet·s' . 
vii) The population and employment densities are significant in explaining 
the postel'ior· land pl'ices, 1"hich are calculated after· all tho stock 
allocations ar·e set.Lled . They 1dll provide impot'tant informalion to the 
demo lit ion submodlll in the succeeding pedod . 
viii) The demoli Lion submodel is executed at the outset of the present 
model block Lo calculate the demolitions occurTed lo the existing stocks . 
The) ar·~ deter·mincd through tho binat'Y logit models to assess the demoli-
tion pr·obnbilities. The locating activities are classified into seven 
catcgol'ies, each of ~~hich shares the same formulation. 
The model d~scl'ibcd abO\'e is tested in Clwptcr 7. THo types of test 
simulations ar·e conducted t.o confirm its operationality, but those tests 
may be called quasi-final in the sense that only a part of the val'iables t.o 
be dctCI'Illined in the eegional fl'ame model ar·e endogenously obtained . The 
simulations ar·e carr·ied out over' the same area and pel'iod as those used fat' 
estimating the model parametet·s, where the values in 1975 arc considered to 
rcpr·csent tho initial state . 
i) All the stock val'iablcs are exogenously given in the floN simulations . 
And their· r·esuJts ;we used as a refeeence to the flow and stock simulations 
~>·hich incot·por·atc Lhe location model. Due to the lack of initial values, 
lhe obsct·vcd values nr·c substi tuLed for some stock var·iabJ es in the nor·th-
ern three profectuees . 
i i) As fnr· as the pr·oductions are concerned, no pt·oof of inct·cascd enors 
ha~ been found "hen the location model is incor·poraLed in lhe f lo1~ and 
~lock simulo.lions, since their R.'ISE, in ter·ms of spnt.ial nnd sectorial 
di!>LI'ihulious. nr·c compar·able ~>'i Lh those in Lhe flo1~ !'imulalions. And in 
both cases, the spatial allocations of productions in constr·ucLion secto r'S 
at·e associnled 1dth a large mar·gin of error·s, which may be caused by their· 
in~estmer1L oriented nature and the conceptual discrepancies in st.aListics . 
iii) lihile a fail'l~· good fil is obser·ved in let'ms of conelations with the 
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stock variables, those associated with their variations are not necessarily 
satisfactory. Howevot·, this is pat·lly due to the all-ot·-nothing nnLut•e o f 
the measures used fot· evaluations, and in return, suggests Lhe need fat' new 
measures which could appt·eciaLe the close predictions. 
Eveey operational model would be obtained through a sequence of 
compeomises bet.ween theories and dat.a. In this regard, t.he model presented 
here could not be complete in the sense that the formulations nnd the 
relevant. parameters arc selected on the ground of a part.icular set of data. 
However, ~>C believe that the overall structures of the model arc mor'e 
important l'athct' t.han t.he individual formulations. Namely, 1~hilc many 
models concentrate on t.ho locations in particulat' sect.ot·s or land usc in 
general, what we intend to construct her·e is a comprehensive rneLt·opoli lan 
simulation model which covers both flow and stock aspects of nll t.ho 
economic activities in a met.ropolitan area . The mode l is designed Lo bo 
well-balanced in the sense that it maintains the minuteness and opor·at ion-
ality compatible with its detailed classification of activities while 
observing the consistency with the existing theories. In those respects, 
it is hoped that the pt'imal objective of the study has been satisfied lo 
some extent. . 
Naturally, furt.her refinements of the model are always desi r·able 
t.ogether wi t.h continuous efforts leading to t.he accumulation of data. 
Since our model is designed t.o be capable of operating solely with informa-
tion available in published statistics , it would be meaningful to examine 
its tr·ansferabi J i t.y. An exception is the deficiency of data concerning 
land use structures even though such data are recently avni lablc on the 
mesh basis. Namely, the classification of land employed in those mesh do.t.a 
is not detailed enough for our· purposes, and their publication is sti 11 
spot·adic. In add ilion, although the rest of the data are to be comp i led 
from combining vadous statistics, the compilations requit·e r·ather· cornpli-
cated procedur·es. Hence, it would be quite beneficial to construct a 
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Table A.l. The regional Input-output table (1975; Part 3). 
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Table A.l. The regional input-output table (1975: Part 4). 
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TablP- A.2. The rc~lonal inpu l-outpul t able (1~80 ; Part 2). 
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